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Behind in the count
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It's that time

Yankee manager expecting
the axe from George
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TUESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
Sunny & warmer
Tonight: Fair and not as cool.
Low in the mid 50s. Light wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
and warmer. High in the lower
80s.

KE NUJ( KY CE RTIFIERCITY

WORLD

NATIONAL

TELA, Honduras — Five Central American leaders have signed a
plan to disband the U.S.-backed Nicaraguan rebels by December, and
President Daniel Ortega called on Washington to respect the Contras'
"death sentence."
TOKYO— The governing Liberal Democrats today elected Toshiki
Kaifu party president and successor to Prime Minister Sousuke Uno in
the hopes of putting behind it a bribery and sex scandal and an unpopular sales tax.
WASHINGTON — The FBI believes the body of American hostage
William R. Higgins was shown in a videotape released by terrorists but
says there can be no positive identification without physical evidence,
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Space shuttle Columbia was fueling
up and ready to fly today an a secret military mission with five astronauts who intend to deploy a high-tech satellite to spy on the Soviet
Union.

Douglass High School set to hold
20th annual reunion Aug. 10-12
The 20th Annual Douglass High
School Reunion is set for Aug.
10-U and is expected to be one of
the biggest celebrations yet,
according to event coordinators.
Events scheduled for the threeday homecoming include a memorial service, talent show, alumni
meeting and dance. Many awards
will also be given including recognition of former teachers, administrators and ministers.
A memorial service in memory
of those who lived in and served
the Douglass community will kickoff the event"Thursday, Aug. 10 at
the St. John Baptist Church fol-

lowed by a "Blue and White Night"
held at the Curris Center on Friday,
Aug. 11. Events that night include
a beauty and, fashion show, talent
show and general fun. Everyone.
attending should wear blue and
white and a "best dressed" prize
will be awarded.
On Saturday; Aug. 11, an alumni
meeting will be held at the Willis
Center during which officers will
be elected and plans made for the
upcoming year.
A dinner and dance Saturday
night at the Curris Center will conclude the reunion..

Guest speaker for the dinner will
be Murray High School graduate L.
Jerome Brandon, an assistant professor of physical education at
Georgia State University.
Brandon received a bachelor of
science degree in health, physical
education and recreation and
sociology in 1969 from Murray
State University and earned a Ph.D
in physical education from the University of Illinois at Urbana in
1983.
For tickets for the events and
other information, contact Dennis
Jackson at (502) 753-1648 or
442-0867.

L. Jerome Brandon
To speak at reunion

Fairest of the fair

•

STATE
PLEASANT HILL — Kentucky courts gave today's school designers a clean page. The Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence
has a list of exotic ideas for filling it.
FRANKFORT — The construction of a 300-bed nursing home will
not take care of all the needs of the state's growing population of miliLary veterans, according to a state representative.
LEXINGTON — Two Pike County detectives alleged favoritism in
the office of Sheriff Charles "Fuzzy" Keesee, claiming that he is
"nothing more than a wolf in sheep's clothing."
LEXINGTON — A relatively low stock price and stable cash flow
has prompted directors of the parent company of the Long John
Silver's Seafood Shoppes chain to agree to sell for $620 million.
OWENSBORO — A state official says a new regulation requiring
the upgrading of underground storage tanks could adversely affect
some small service station operators.

Brescia Huie (left), the 16-year-old daughter of Eddie and Lou !foie
of Murray, was crowned the 1989 Murray-Calloway County Fair
Queen Monday night. Her court includes First Runner-up Kelly Thinker (above at right), the 18-year-old daughter of Ken and Brenda
Manker of Murray and Second Runner-up Angie Herndon ahm e at
left), the 18-year-old daughter of Don and Joyce Herndon of ‘Iurray.
The pageant was sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. Huie will sere
host at several Fair activities during the week and represent the
Woman's Club and the Jaycees throughout the upcoming year. The
Fair officially opens tonight with an antique tractor pull and mick4ay
rides being the featured attractions.

SPORTS
IN BASEBALL — The Chicago Cubs have charged into first place
in the National League East. They'll get a chance in the next couple
days to pad their advantage.
HAWTHORN WOODS, Ill. — Some of America's leading golf
pros suggest that the perception of a rift between U.S. and foreign
players may be greater than the fact.
INGLE WOOD, Calif. — The Los Angeles Lakers expect a few
problems in bringing Yugoslavia's top basketball player to this country, but say his game won't be one of them.
IN BOXING — Todd Foster is a fledgling pro boxer with promise
and his father in his corner. Father-son combinations are an old story
in boxing — the fathers calling the shots. the sons taking them.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

NEW YORK — Two former
Merrill Lynch & Co. stockbrokers and a New York lawyer
were charged in connection with
the Dennis Levine insider trading ring, whose exposure triggered a crackdown on Wall
Street corruption in 1986.
In a civil lawsuit, the Securities and Exchange Commission
on Monday accused the three
-men and an investment company
formed by two of them of
unlawful trading in 15 stocks in
an international scheme from
March 1984 through June 1985.
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Staff photos by Mark Cooper

Abducted child reunited with her mother
Twelve-year-old Monica Virginia McCormick, reportedly abducted
by her father from her mother's
home in Santa Ana, Calif. five
months ago, was reunited with her
mother here Sunday.
A Los Angeles police investigator arrived Sunday afternoon with
the girl's mother, Eliana B. Martin
of Los Angeles, after local police
and Federal Bureau of Investigation agents found and arrested
Bruce Edward McCormick, 39. in a

house located off Hwy. 94 five
miles east of Murray Saturday.
Monica spent Sunday and part of
Saturday with a foster family in
Murray under the supervision of
the Kentucky State Department of
Social Services.
Federal warrants charging
McCormick with unlawful flight to
avoid prosecution had been issued
in California and local police officers were warned of McCormick's
presence in the area Friday, accord-

ing to Murray Police Chief Larry
Nixon.
Murray police. Calloway County
sheriff deputies and FBI agents surrounded the house Saturday and
McCormick surrendered without
incident, police said.
An anscnal including a shotgun,
two Russian AK-47 assault rifles.
three blow guns, an Uzi semiautomatic pistol and several hunting knives was found when McCormick was arrested, Nixon said.

Nixon reported that the reunion
went well with Monica selecting
and keeping a puppy that she nad
grown attached to during the two
months she and her father had bccr,
in Murray..
"I think that made her fet.‘
little better," he said. She seet-cd
like a very 'nice little girl."
McCormick wa scheduled to
appear before U.S. Magistate John
Dixon in Hopkinsville Mond:ix.

Residents of region speak out;
Hubbard releases survey results
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
(D-Ky.) has released the results of
his 1989 Congressional Questionnaire to which 37,628 western Kentuckians responded.
The questionnaire, which was
mailed to every household in the
24-county First Congressional District of Kentucky in June of this
year, asked recipients to express
their opinions on major issues facing the executive, lagislative and
judical branches of the federal government during 1989.
"Indeed, I am very pleased that
so many western Kentuckians took
the time to respond to my 15th
annual Congressional Question-

naire," Hubbard said, "and the
results confirm what I have been
hearing from constituents during
my travels in western Kentucky
and while meeting with western
Kentuckians here in Washington."
A larger than usual number of
people responded to Hubbard's
questionnaire this year, and the
Democrat from Mayfield attributed
that to several factors.
"Several questions asked this
year prompted the large number of
responses, Its said. "Whether Col.
North should be pardoned by President Bush and the Supreme Court's
considering a woman's right to
have an abortion were cettainly

two questions which, I believe,
prompted the increase."
Of those responding, a majority
were in favor of freezing current
government spending to reduce the
deficit, pardoning Col. Oliver
North and using military force to
stamp out illegal drugs and keeping
abortions legal, just to name a few
of the results.
The questionnaire results were
tabulated in Washington by Hubbard's congressional staff and several summer interns and in Kentucky by staff of Hubbard's five
district offices.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Comeressaaa Hubbard
Releases surrey results
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World's fastest airliner slated for
landing Wednesday in Kentucky
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
world's fastest airliner, The Concorde SST, makes its first landing
at Blue Grass Airport on Wednesday, but spectators may have to
settle for a quick glimpse of the
British Airways plane.
It wiH be carrying about 20 passengers on a promotional flight
from New York to Lexington and
will have a touchdown time of 1:45
p.m. EDT, travel agency representatives Say
But the airport might not be the
hest place to get a look at the
supersonic plane, said Donnie Sexton, director of operations at the
airport.

Once the Concorde lands, people
standing in the airport parking lot
probably will be unable to see the
jet, Sexton said. The plane will be
parked on a ramp blocked from
view by a heavy metal fence, he
said.
The ramp is the only one that
can accommodate the large airliner
— and keep it out of the way of
other planes using the runway as it
sits in Lexington overnight.
The plane. is 203 feet long. By
comparison, a 707 — one of the
most common planes flying in and
out of Blue Grass Airport — is
about 154 feet long.•
For security reasons, no tours of

Prichard Committee urges
lawmakers to have vision

the plane will be given while it is
in Lexington, said Joann Sivils of
Travel Agents International.
The Concorde's flight plan from
New York will take it over Charleston, W.Va.; Morehead; Mount
Sterling; and Winchester. The
plane probably will swing around
so it approaches Blue Grass Airport
from the north, Ms. Sivils said.
The Concorde, which will fly
from London to New York to Lexington, will leave here Thursday
morning. The plane will be full
with 100 passengers, including 88
Lexi-ngtonians, who have paid at
least $4,000 each to fly to London.
The Concorde flies at 1,350
mph, or twice the speed of sound,
on trans-Atlantic flights. But federal regulations prohibit the plane
from breaking the sound barrier
while flying over land because of
the thunderous sonic boom that
results.
The 31
/
4 -hour flight from New
York to London costs $3,200. The
flight from Lexington, which will
take 4'A hours, will mark the
beginning of a 10-day trip
overseas.
A travel agency spokeswoman
said Lexington was the smallest
city in which the plane would land
this year.

1988 Chevrolet Corsica
Local, Nice

$7,400

1989 Rallye Van
tligh-Top Conversion
4 styles available.

They guarantee income payments
every month. Plus peace of mind
every day because they're backed
by the full faith and credit of the
U.S. Government. Call me today
for details.

David Lane
520 Main St.
1National Hotel ,
753-7401

Member New York Stock Exchange. Inc.
and Securities Protection Corporation

Effective date Aug. 8, 1989
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"Your MA Headquarters"

President asks
Boy Scouts to
steer peers away
from use of drugs
BOWLING GREEN, Va. (AP)
— President Bush exhorted thousands of Boy Scouts on Monday to
steer their peers away from "this
scourge called drugs."
Bush, becoming the first president since Lyndon B. Johnson to
attend a Boy Scout Jamboree, told
more than 30,000 scouts and leaders encamped at Fort A.P. Hill that
keeping drugs out of America's
schools was "perhaps the greatest
challenge of our times."
As Bush's Marine One helicopter landed, loudspeakers blared the
theme music trom Indiana Jones
from a giant stage, drawing cheers
from the huge crowd clad in green
and olive. Bush described it as an
"unbelievable gathering."
Bush called drugs "a form of
pollution, a poisoning of the mind,
a corruption of the very soul of
young America."
Bush said the Boy Scouts have
helped out "through times of disaster, from fires to flash floods" and
during wartime.
Now, he said, the organization
has already "taken on a new
struggle to defeat what you call the
five `unacceptables' — illiteracy,
unemployment, child abuse, drug
abuse and hunger."
The president cited recent statistics showing an overall drop of 40
percent in the number of Americans using drugs, but added, "we
cannot yet claim victory.
"The number of people addicted
to cocaine and crack has almost
doubled. We must work harder,"
he said. "I am especially looking
to you to encourage friends to
refuse drugs — any illegal drugs."

1989 S-15 Jimmy
Only Six Available

1984 Chevrolet
S-10 Blazer
4x4, Local, Loaded

PLEASANT HILL, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky courts gave today's
school designers a clean page. The
Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence has a list of exotic ideas
for filling it.
The ideas include screening and
nominating of local school superintendents; a range of possible tax
initiatives for raising more school
money; and an "inspector general," insulated. from political pressure, to enforce the new educational order.
"There's no question these
things are revolutionary," said
Wade Mountz, chairman of the
committee that has become Kentucky's premier education advocacy group. But, Mountz said, "I
really think we're in a crisis situation. If we hadn't been, we
wouldn't have gotten these court
decisions."
Mountz, of Louisville, was referring to rulings by Franklin Circuit
Court and the state Supreme Court
that the present school system is
unconstitutional and must be redesigned to eliminate disparities
between rich districts and poor.
"We tee this as an opportunity
of a lifetime," Mountz said.
"We've got the executive and legislative (branches) under a mandate
to get something done. And I think
people are ready to get something
done."
Political feasibility seldom was a
consideration as the Prichard Committee endedits _annual meeting at
the restored Shakertown settlement
in Mercer County. Only once was a
feasibility question acknowledged
— when the group decided it
would be pointless at this time to
pursue another constitutional
amendment for an appointed, rather
than elected, superintendent of
public instruction. An amendment
to that effect was overwhelmingly
rejected by voters in 1986.
Otherwise, committee members
said they planned to press their
views on the task force appointed
by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and
General Assembly leaders to redesign the school system.
Here were highlights:
—New tax initiatives to raise
more money-tor schools statewide.
The committee is "adamantly and
unalterably opposed" to merely
rsdistributing money, which would
take it away from today's more fortunate districts, said Louisville
attorney Evan Perkins, who headed
a subcommittee on finance.
The committee decided to make
future recommendations on tax initiatives. Possibilities included a 2
cent increase in the sales tax —
currently 5 cents on the dollar —
to raise about $400 million more
per year; adoption of the federal
tax code to eliminate or reduce
some present state deductions; an
unmined minerals tax; increased
license fees; or a reformed property
tax with all income-producing
property placed on tax rolls.
—A state registry of potential
school superintendents. A district
needing a superintendent would get
five nominees from which to

choose. Also, local school boards,
currently five members elected
from districts, would be expanded
to seven members, of whom four
would be elected at large. Both
ideas were viewed as ways to
dilute political influence.
—An inspector general somewhere at the state level to enforce
school laws. The state superintendent's role should be altered, the
committee said, though it had no
immediate suggestions.
—Optional pre-election testing,
training and certification of school
board candidates. Committee members said a savvy candidate could
point to his voluntary training as
proof of dedication.
The committee said it expected
eventually to recommend higher
qualification requirements for
school board candidates. The General Assembly raised the requirements four years ago — from an
eighth-grade education to a high
school diploma.

The committee planned a longrange public campaign, including a
SEEK conference in Lexington this
fall, a night of statewide "town
forum" gatherings in May in conjunction with Kentucky Educational Television and a rally in Frankfort during an anticipated special
legislative session on education
next year.

An accident 12 miles southeast
of Murray on Ky. 121 South Monday afternoon sent one person to
the hospital, according to a.Calloway County Sheriff's Department
report.
Around 12:20 p.m., Howard L.
Rogers, 66, of New Concord, was
attempting to turn left into a driveway when he pulled across the path
of a vehicle driven by Elaine Jones,
28, of Buchanan, Tenn., who had
topped a small hill. Jones skidded
approximately 80 feet before striking the Rogers vehicle, in the passenger side.
Jones was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital, where
she was treated and released.

(Cont'd from page 1)
Elected to Congress in 1974, this
is Hubbard's 15th consecutive year
of polling his constituents.
"I continue to believe that democracy works best when the people
are actively involved in the
decision-making process and what
better way to receive my constituents' input than by asking for it,"
Hubbard said.

1989 Safari Van
Seven Passenger4 Loaded

(Ace Brand)

Local, Loaded

$6,500

$/29
‘10 each

1989 One Ton DuIley
Pick-up
454 Workhorse, Loaded

1982 Ford Pick-up
Auto, Clean

$3,000
8:00-5:30 M-F; 8:00-Noon
502-753-1372
Murray, KY (3min. So. On 641)
Jack Foky-Don McCord-Ben Nix-Kent Wkehart-Terry Walter

WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
WEST BROADWAY • MAYFIELD, KY
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1984 Chevrolet
Z-28 Camaro
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The Prichard Committee also
decided to attempt to mobilize several thousand .people on its mailir
lists, urging their coalition as a
new group, "Supporters of Educational Excellence in Kentucky," or
SEEK.

75 Watt
Outdoor
Flood

In our business, these are the basics—like
"reading, 'riting and 'rithmetic.” Our three Rs
help us serve you day to day, year in and year
out.
Because of those three-R basics, rural electric
systems across the country have earned a
reputation for being more than just the local
utility.
We're proud to be a part of the rural electric
network. Responsibility and responsiveness to
our members and community ... with reliable
service. You might say practicing our three Rs
is. as basic as A, B, C.
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Amendment Prohibiting Flag Desecration?
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Should there be a constitutional amendment prohibiting desecration of the American
Bag?

Should there be a constitutional astend'
mem prohibiting desecration of the American
flag?

Absolutely Americans nationwide have re
coded at the Supreme Court's recent decision
that legalizes burning the flag While we should
not expect the court to automatically parallel the
ashes of the nation. I believe the majority of justices were overreaching in their interpretation of
the First Amendment The liniied States flag is
an UrICqUisMill symbol of our nation's freedom
and a tribute the men and women who valiantly
fought tor our country's independence It must
be treated with reverence and respect This cherished sy mhol warrants corrective action to counter the court I believe rectification centers on
Congress passing a constitutional amendment
making it illegal to desecrate the Anierican flag

No The vast majority of Americans love the
flag and always will Just because one kid burned
a flag in Dellis. Texas. five years ago. and a few
publicity hounds have followed suit recently, lawmakers should no rush into amending our Bill of
Rights for the first time in history. Flag burning,
however despicable. is not something that requires a constitutional amendment. I hose more
faith in the strength of our nation and in the coni•
mon sense of the American people than to believe
that flag burning is a threat to national unity or
domestic tranquility
Americans who fought for the flag did not light
for a piece of cloth, but for certain values. including the right to dissent and to take non-violent
symbolic action Let's lease the Constitution
alone and work on 1 ulfilling the values that the
flag stands for.

How does this affect First Amendment
Freedom of expression?
A constitutional amendnient such as the one I
have introduced would not unduly constrict the
filmdom ol expression granted under the First
Aniendtnent The Supreme Court previously has
ruled that there are limitations on the First
Amendment Our law does not allow an individual to Scream tot in a crowded theater, nor does it
permit obscenity as a valid form of expression
Amending the Constitution, our most sacred offi-.
cial document, is as CMOS% as any act taken by
Congress But in our nation', few things are more
,precious and sacred than.
pe flag
What implications would an amendment
hase on states' rights?
The principle of states'. rights has always
served as a 1141)0f compAent a
political
views thiaeser. flag burning is 01 such singular
significance that it warrants blanket lederal pni- tection the national support for a constitutional
amendment to prohibit flag burning is. based on
niy,'asSessIrlent, almost unanimous Such an
amendment would not jeopardize the autonomy
of the states

How does this affect First Amendment
freedom of expression?
An amendment outlawing flag burning would
represent the first time in our history that we
amended the Bill of Rights. Surely, in the last 21X1
years. we have survived fat more serious threats
to our national secunty than this without taking
this radical step If we start. I wonder where we
might stop. Who decides which symbols deserve
special protection and which do not? The essence
of the First Amendment is that gMeminent
should not make these decisions
What Implications would an amendment
has, on states' rights?
Since the federal Constitution takes precedence
over state constitutions. the President's proposed
constitutional amendment. if it has any meaning
at all, overrides state constitutional provisions It
would deprive state courts of the power to limit
the scope of state flag desecration statutes hi

Today is Tuesday, Aug. 8, the 220th day of 1989. There are 145 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 8, 1974, faced with further eroding support following the revelation of more damaging evidence of his involvement in- the Watergate
scandal, President Nixon announced in a nationally broadcast address that
he would resign his office at noon the following day.
. On this date:
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte set sail for St. Helena to spend the
remainder of his days in exile.
In 1844, Brigham. Young was chosen to head the Mormon Church following the killing of Joseph Smith.
In 1876, Thomas A. Edison received a patent for his mimeograph,
which he described as a "method of preparing autographic stencils for
printing."
In 1942, six convicted Nazi saboteurs who had landed in the U.S. were
executed in Washington, D.C.; two others received life imprisonment
because of their cooperation.
In 1963, Britain's "Grcat Train Robbery" took place as gang of
thieves ambushed a mail train near Cheddington-, England, and made off
with 2.6 million pounds in banknotes.
In 1973, Vice President Spiro T. Agnew branded as "damned lies"
reports he had taken kickbacks from government contracts in Maryland,
and vowed not to resign. He eventually did.
In 1978, the United States launched Pioneer Venus 2, which carried
scientific probes to study the atmosphere of Venus.
In 1983, a jury in Kansas City, Mo., awarded TV anchorwoman Christine Craft $500,000 in her sex discrimination suit against the former owner
of KMBC-TV. (The award later was overturned.)
Ten years ago: Secretary of State Cyrus Vance met at the White House
with Israeli Ambassador Ephraim Evron to discuss the effect America's
oil shortage could have on its Middle East policy.
Five years ago: Carl Lewis won his third gold medal of the 1984 Summer Olympic Games, winning the 200 meters race in a time of 19.80
seconds.
One year ago: UN Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar announced
a cease-fire between Iran and Iraq to take effect August 20, followed by
the start of peace talks five days later.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Sylvia Sidney is 79. Sen. Robert Stafford,
R-Vt., is 76. Producer Dino DeLautentiis is 70. Actress Esther Williams
is 66. Joan Mondale, wife of former Vice President Walter F. Mondale, is
59. Singer Mel Tillis is 57. Actor Dustin Hoffman is 52. Actress Connie
Stevens is 51. Movie director Peter Weir ("Witness" and "Dead Poets
Society") is 45. Actor Keith Carradine is 39. Actor Donny Most is 36.
Britain's Princess Beatrice Elizabeth Mary is one.
Thought for Today: "To be content with little is difficult; to be content
with much, impossible." — Anonymous.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071
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I couldn't help but think of Saint
Jerome on Saturday, during my
initiation to Kentucky politics. You
see, the annual picnic at Fancy
Farm — which has launched hundreds of political campaigns since
it started in 1880 — is held on the
grounds of St. Jerome's Church.
The original Saint Jerome was an
aseetic, an early scholar of the
Catholic Church most renowned for
his translation of the Bible into
everyday Latin. When I was a
child, I pictured Jerome hunched
over a desk, the meager light from
his halo the only illumination in
the quiet cell where he worked.
I wonder what the blessed hermit
might have thought about the
goings-on at St. Jerome's parish on
August 4. How might he have
reacted to the man on a donkey that
wore a sign, "I am a hardhsell
Democrat?" Would Jerome have
participated in the non-stop Bingo
game? Would he have tapped his
saintly feet when the band played
tunes, like. "Runaround Sue,"Let's Go to the Hop," and "Whole
Lotta Shakin' Goin' On?"
True to his introverted nature,
Jerome, I imagine, would have sat
and listened to the hubbub around'
him, trying to make sense out of it
all. That's the best thing for a
stranger to do at such events. At
least that's what I tried to do.
The collection of people at Fan-

cy Farm is as varied as patches on
a crazy quill In heat that is decidely hellish, most of us are attired in
lightweight clothing. Candidates
and their entourages, however, are
garbed more formally — shirts and
ties for the men, dress and high
heels for the women.
There is a banana quintet, a
"wild bunch" that is promoting
attendance at Fulton's Banana Festival in September. There are nuns,
priests, and politicians, with the
politicians being the only ones to
make divine claims about their
abilities.
As the clock edges toward two,
the crowd settles into the bleachers.
In font of the dais, TV cameras are
lined up like a firing squad. As
speakers begin to take their
assigned seats on the stage. I try to
recognize some of the faces. With
the sun shining into my eyes, I see
shadows of individuals, silhouettes
whose only distinguishing characteristics are height and girth. The
one thing I can sec clearly is the
front row of chairs on stage. Each
one is decorated with an image of

the American flag.
At around 2 p.m. Wallace Wilkinson appears from one of the air
conditioned trailers that rims the
stage area. Two burly guardian
angles usher the governor through
the crowd. Miraculously, the
throng of people parts like the Red
Sea to let him through.
After an invocation, the national
anthem, and various introductions.
Governor Wilkinson speaks.
"There are certain truths that arc
self-evident in Kentucky politics,"
he explains. "One of those truths
is, 'Don't miss Fancy Farm.—

As we move through the agenda
of speakers, Senator Wendell Ford
seems to be speaking to me directly
when he declares,"Fancy Farm is a
good place to listen."
I'm all ears when Mitch McConnell pikes the podium. He starts a
tirade about people from "up East."
Takes umbrage with those who
have attended private schools. Criticizes a potential oppone-nt
because he has a vacation home in
a foreign country.
Well, I'm from "up east," and
went to a private Catholic School
for my first nine years of education. I also have strong ties to that
"foreign country" McConnell
alluded to. My father, you see, was
Canadian.

There are some placards in the
audience about Calvert City's
environmental issues. A heckler
demands, "How much money has
For the first time since I moved
gone in your pocketl" when the
governor proclaims that the lottery to Kentucky last year, I wonder if
has raised S146 million in 17 Aiving here is such a good idea.
weeks. As the Governor lists his I've gotten used to being called a
administration's accomplishments, Yankee. I thought it was just good
however, the audience is mostly natured ribbing. Now I'm not so
sure.
supportive of his claims.
But I must reflect on St. Jerome,
The biggest round of applause is
a response to the statement, "You sitting quietly at his desk. His miswon't see Kentuckians • burn the sion was to translate divine lanAmerican Flag." I wonder about guage into terms the common peothe flag motif on the row of chairs ple could understand. Perhaps he
that flanks the podium. Our got his start as a political speech
esteemed public officials are wrjter.
applauding the loudest, while those
In any event, I'm writing all of
in the front lines are actually using this down, hoping that the spirit of
an image of Old Glory as a St. Jerome will help me make some
backrest.
sense out of it.
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Ten years ago
County Coroner Tommy Walker has returned from a
basic training program for Kentucky coroners held at Richmond.
Sherry Emerine, 11, of North
Calloway Elementary School, is
competing in International Summer
Special Olympics at Brookport,
N.Y.
Presented awards at American
Legion Baseball Banquet were Bill
Milton, John Denham, Scott Tucker, Bruce Taylor, Dean Cherry and
David Mathis.
Bud Raspberry, Paul Myhill,
Randy Lassiter, Ronnie Fox, Dale
Payne, Phillip Morrison, Ray Wilford, Billy Dodd, Bill Settle, Sammy Tidwell and Danny Paschall of
Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Club are
pictured after winning Challenge
Trophy at Waverly, Tenn.
Twenty years ago
Two of Murray State University's most distinguished alumni —
M.O. Wrathcr and Harry Lee
Waterfield — will be awarded honorary doctorate degrees at summer
commencement exercises today.
John Ed Pearce, associate editor
and editorial writer of CourierJournal, is the guest speaker.
Registration at Calloway County
High School will start Aug. 11,
according to Howard Crittenden,
principal.
Dolores Jean Phillips and Vernon Wilson Gantt were married
July 26 at The First Church of
Christ, Barbcton, Ohio.
Births reported ntclude a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Haney, Aug. 2;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Johnson and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. \
Marshall Edward Veazey, Aug. 4; a '
girl to Mr. and Mrs. J6seph
Livingston, Aug. 5.
Thirty years ago
Stukie Colson Sr. still holds
first place of large mOuth bass divi-

sion in men's class of The Ledger
& Times Fishing Contest which
will close on Aug. 12.
Luther Robertson, manager of
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co.,
has been named president of Kentucky Wholesale Grocers' Association at a meeting held at Louisville.
Murray High School football
practice will begin on Aug. 10. Cocaptains are Frank Rickman and
Billy Kopperud.
Goldia Curd, Lois Waterfield,
Martha Carter and B Wall Melugin
are attending the Woodmen Circle
National Convention in Denver,
Colo.
Prof. John C. Winter was featured soloist at a concert by Murray
State College Orchestra on Aug. 3
at Student Union Building. MSC.
Forty years ago
The Calloway County Fair will
be Aug. 10, 11 and 12 at the Murray City Park, according E.B. How ton, general
minimmim
man.,

Sammy Crass and Gene Williams of First Christian Church are
attending Chi Rho Camp for Intermediates at Kuttawa Springs.
Ann Crisp, 1949 editor of The
College News, and Bill Taylor,
retired editor, presented a picture
of field of public information at a

meeting of Murray Rotary Club at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Compton. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Guthrie.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Evans
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Lee Armstrong, Aug. '3.

"If our son applies himself, gets
Dear Editor:
The four recent Summer Orienta- involved, and avails himself of the
tions for incoming Murray State opportunities that arc alive and
students were unusually successful. well at MSU it will have been
Contributing to that success was some of the best money we've
the outstanding cooperation spent. Your light shines brilliantly
between the community and the in the American education system.
campus in hosting the parents of Viva MSU!!"
The ladies of the churches
those students. Please allow me to
use this column to share my pride throughout the community provided delicious homemade cookies
and appreciation for this effort.
The best testimony to the suc- to complement the homemade ice
cess of this community/campus cream provided by Leadership
effort is the response of the parents Murray Alumni and other friends
who participated. With the permis- of the community. Our own Murray
sion of Pat Evans, mother of Transit System as well as many of
incoming student John Evans, I am our churches and the university
sharing the comments she and her provided vehicles and drivers for a
husband Mark included in their tour of the city hosted by the
evaluation of the Summer Orienta- Chamber of Commerce Ambassation program:
dors and Leadership Murray Alum"I am not easily impressed — ni. City and campus police officers
but you did it! The last time I saw worked together to insure the safe
anything this well-run with such)
passage of this caravan. ,
obvious genuine enthusiasm I was' This cooperative effort between
in Disney World. I have been on these various folks in the communseveral college campuses in my ity and the MSU campus reflects-a
time across the U.S. as a student unique relationship and pride that
and as a visitor. I have never seen preserves the tradition of friendlisuch a liaison between a town and ness and excellence exhibited by
its college before. You are both to Murray State University and Murbe highly commended for your ray, Kentucky.
Thanks for allowing me to share
public relations efforts. You are
doing something right to produce these comments.
Sincerley,
such committed, self-confident,
Donna R. Herndon
inspiring, and apparently happy
MSU Alumni Director
students.
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Brown and Weatherford reception planned Sunday
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Tennis play on Thursday
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Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, Aug. 10, at 8 a.m. at the club courts. The pairings are as follows: Court 1 - Sue Overbey, Frances Hulse, Cyndi Cohoon and Peggy
Billington; Court 2 - Nancy Whitmer, Kay Mack, Judy Masten and
Brenda Marquardt; Court 3 - Bobbie Weatherly, Lois Keller, Norma
Frank and Shirley Homra. A substitute will be Renee Wynn.
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Asbury Cemetery day Saturday
Persons interested in the maintenance and care of Asbury Cemtery will
gather at the cemetery on Saturday, Aug. 12, for a meeting and picnic.
The Rev. Bob Dotson will speak at 11 a.m. Those attending should bring
a picnic lunch and lawn chairs. In case of rain the event will be at Kirksey
United Methodist Church.
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James' reunion to be Saturday
Descendants of Zechariah and Elizabeth Vaughn James will hold a family reunion at the Asbury Cemetery picnic on Saturday, Aug. 12. Those
attending should bring a picnic lunch and lawn chairs.

La Leche League plans Meeting
Calloway County La Leche League will meet Thursday, Aug. 10, at 7
p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, located at Cherry Corner off Highway 121 South. "The Baby Arrives" will be the subject for
discussion. Babies are welcome and refreshments will be provided by a
league volunteer. For information call Stephanie at 436-2227 or Pam at
1-345-2795.
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Luau dinner planned at club
Mr. and Mrs. Rotchie M. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Rotchie M. Brown
Murray. will celebrate their 60th
A.%!,:ing anniversary and their son;n-law and daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse B. Weatherford of Murray.
will celebrate their 40E11 Wedding
anniversarv with a joint celebration
on Sunday. Aug. 13.
A reception, hosted by their
,.1:ildra and grandchildren, will be
.ront 2 to 4 p.m. in the Hospitality

Room of the University Branch of
the Bank of Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. The couples
requevhat guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown were married Aug. 15, 1929, at Murray.
Their attendants were Martin and
Lorene York.
Mrs. Brown is the daughter of
the late Tim and Willie Pendle n

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse B. Weatherford,
Nanney. Mr. Brown is the son of
the late John D. and Gertie Warren
Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Weatherford were
married Aug. 13, 1949, at Corinth,
Miss. Their attendants were John
(Pete) and Elaine Weatherford.
Mrs. Weatherford, the former
Doris Brown, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Brown. Mr. Weatherford ig the son of the late Albert C.
and Ernest Weatherford.

The Weatherfords have two
children, Steve Weatherford of
Athens, Ala., and Mrs. Vicki Patton of Benton, who are the grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. Brown.
Great-grandchildren of the
Browns and grandchildren of the
Weatherfords are Jason Weatherford and Brian Weatherford of
Athens, Ala., and Evan Patton of
Benton.

Local hospital lists newborn admissions, dismissals
Two
- newborn admissions and
dIsmissals at Murray-Calloway
County ligspital for Friday, Aug.
4, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Woodman baby boy. parents,
Michelle and Mark. Rt. 2, Box 414,
McKenzie, Tenn.:
Bush baby girl. parents, Alice
and Edward. P.O. Box 53. Cottage
Grove. Tenn.
Dismissals
Cyndee D. Robinson and
baby girl. 230 V. Broad. Bruceton,
Tern. Ms: Judith Imes. 201 South
15th St.. Murray; Eli G. Spann, Rt.
6. Box 353-C, Murray;
Miss Cynthia L. Travis and baby
1003 Caledonia St., Paris,
'Fenn.. Clayton Adams. 1002 Walntit St.. Murray: Mrs. Vida Mae
Kimbro, itt. 4. Box 238, Murray:

Mrs. Susan Gutman and baby
girl, Rt. 4, Box 4444, Mayfield;
Mrs. Canine E. Bailey, 404 North
Eighth St., Murray; Carnoe K.
Pierce, Rt. 1, Box 1-A,
Farmington;
Harland Easley, Farmington;
Hassel S. Davidson, Box 56, Lynnville; Mrs. Billie M. Bucy, Box
177, Puryear, Tenn.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Callaway
County Hospital for Saturday, Aug.
5. have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Holland baby girl, parents, Tammy and Roy, Rt. 5, Box 421,
Murray;
Turnbow baby girl, parents,
Pammie and Stephen, Dill's Trailer

It's Garden Time Again!
Fresh Frozen

Baby Limas

S23

99

20 lb. box fi

Park #5, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Minda Reed, Rt. 2, Box
200, Benton; Mrs. Patty Ann
Smith, 200 South Ninth St., Murray; John King, 305 North Eighth
St., Murray;
Mrs. Twila Dunn, Rt. 6, Box
339A, Murray; Walter Hopkins, Rt.
1, Box 193, Almo; Mrs. Barbara
Jones, Rt. 2, Box 23A,
Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Faira D. Alexander, E-5
Murray Manor Apts., Murray; Mrs.
Veronica M. Pierson, Rt. 6, Box
274, Murray; Mrs. Mary Hill, Rt.
8, Box 1040, Murray.
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, Aug. 6,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Craig baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Sammie, P.O. Box 2, Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Alice S. Bush and baby
girl, P.O. Box 35, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.; Mrs. Michelle Woodman
and baby boy, Rt. 2, Bvox 414,
McKenzie, Tenn.;
Mrs. Judy Ann Shankle and baby
bpy, Rt. 1, Box 379, Sedalia; Mrs.
Lois Sheffer, 117 West Oaks Dr.,
Benton;
Lloyd Conner, Rt. 4, Box 655,
Murray; John D. Grogan, Rt. 3,
Box 371, Murray; Mrs; Margaret F.
Owens, 805 Bagwell Blvd.,
Benton.

Fresh Frozen

Baby Limas

$229
2,/2 lb. box NIP

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway

Fresh Frozen

Purple Hull Peas 20 lb.

box

Fresh Frozen

$A29

Cream Style Corn... 4 lb. box
Cut Into Steaks

Whole Ribeyes
Pond-Raised

Catfish
100% Ground 1/4 lb.

Beef Patties

lb

$449

$259
lb.
$1946
14 lb. box$1946

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
107 N. 3rd St.

Phone: 753-1601
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A luau dinner will be Frved at Murray Country Club from 7 to 8:30
p.m. on Friday, Aug. 11. Reservations should be made by Thursday evening by calling 753-6113. A luau dance is scheduled from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight on Saturday, Aug. 12.
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Alzheimer meeting is today
Alzheimer's Disease Information Educational meeting will be today
(Tuesday) at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Dr. Clark Harris will give an "Overview of Alzheimer's Disease." For
more information call Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social worker.
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Singles will hear Terry Isaacs
The Singles Organizational Society will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. Terry Isaacs of the local Habitat
for Humanity will be the featured speaker. He will discuss "Real Estate
for Singles." This is a nonprofit, nondenominational, apolitical support
and social group for all single adults whether always single, divorced or
separated. For more information call Pamela at 759-1105 or Jeanne at
753-0224.
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County Hospital for Monday, Aug.
7, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Murray High School Football Kickoff Dinner will be Monday, Aug. 14,
Adams baby boy, parents, Bon- at 6:30 p.m. at Holland Stadium at Murray Middle
School. Tickets for a
nie and Pat, Rt. 7, Box 150, chicken dinner at $3 per person will be
served. Reservations should be
Mayfield;
made by Friday, Aug. 11, by calling Paulette Reed, 753-8766, Joyce NunHarlan baby boy, parents, Debor- nally, 753-0334, or Joyce Thomas, 753-9442.
ah and Walter, 203 South 15th St.,
Murray.
Dismissals
Murray Transit Authority has planned a special outing to Kenlake Hotel
Mrs. Hope Thorn, Rt. 5, Box
381, Murray; Mrs. Donna Creams,' on Thursday, Aug. 10. The bus will leave at 11 a.m. and return at 2 p.m.
and baby boy, 423 South Ninth St., A buffet lunch will be served and bingo will follow. The bus fare will be
$2 per person round-trip and the buffet will be $4.50 per person. ReservaMurray;
Mrs. Pammie Turnbow and baby tions should be made by Wednesday, Aug. 9, by calling 753-9725.
girl, Dill's Trailer Park No. 5, Murray; Mrs. Eula•Finney, Rt. 2, Box
133, Hazel;
Free blood pressure checks will be given to senior citizens at Hazel
Mrs. Suzanne Bedwell, Rt. 3,
Box 20, Benton; Mrs. Robbie Hut- Community Center on Wednesday, Aug. 9. The checks will be given from
son, 1604 Martin's Chapel Rd., 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.; however the center will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities and lunch by the senior citizens.
Murray;
Robert Isbell, Rt. 1, Box 319C,
Almo; William Futrell, 503 Vine
St., Murray; Fred Barton, Rt. 7,
1ri the article about the Churchill reunion held July 15 and 16 at the
Box 96, Mayfield;
home of Charles and Martha Fans, published on Aug.), the following
John Underhill, RL 3, Cadiz; names were not
included: Mr. and Mrs. Max Horace Ctiachill of BelleMrs. Mary Morgan, Apt. L6, ville,
Ill., Steve Churchill of St. Charles, Mo., Mrs. Deborah Churchill
Southside Manor, Murray; Hayden Cameron
and J.T., Belleville, Ill., Mason Churchill and Ms. Neva HopkMorris , 903 Vine St., Murray.
ins of Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Noel (Annetta Churchill) Camden and
children, Gary and Scott, of Cahokia, Ill. Their names were submitted but
were inadvertently left out of the original story.

MHS football dinner planned
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Transit bus plans Kenlake outing

Free checks to be given at Hazel

Names omitted in Churchill reunion

Tips for composing
a small $arden are
listed by magazine
From BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS
A Meredith Magazine •
For a harmonious ensemble of
colorful blossoms, try composing a'
small garden with several perennial
flowers that bloom in unison.
Here are live tips from Better
Homes and Gardens on how to
combine plants for beautiful
blooms season to season, year after
year.
I. Buy potted plants. Garden
centers and nurseries sell perennials in containers of varying sizes.
To ensure first-season flowering,
purchase bigger plants.
2. Know the garden site. If the
garden gets six or more hours of
sun each day, select sun-loving
perennials. Less than that, shade
dwellers.
3. Shape up soil by spading it to
a depth of eight inches. To improve
fertility and drainage, mix in
nutrient-rich organic matter, such
as compost or manure.
4. Plan the garden on paper, then
place potted plants where they
should grow. Shift them around
until the desired look has been
achieved.
5. Plant perennials at the same
depth they grew in the pots. Water
daily for the first week, then every
few days after that. To thwart
weeds, mulch plants with leaves or
grass clippings.

Goshen UMW to meet Wednesday
The United Methodist Women of Goshen United Methodist Church will
meet Wednesday, Aug. 9, at 7 p.m: at the church. All women of the
church and community are invited, a church spokeswoman said.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: Charles Willis Perry of Murray from Community, Mayfield; Mary
Thurman, Mildred Copeland, Imogene McClure and tlizabeth Williams,
all of Murray, and Jackie Beasley, Hardin, from Western Baptist, Paducah; James Galloway and Barbara Canup, both of Murray, and Charles
McKinney of Dexter from Lourdes, Paducah.
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Jessica Lynn Darnell born
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Darnell of P.O. Box 262, Murray, are the parents of
a daughter, Jessica Lynn, weighing seven pounds 10 ounces, measuring
201/4 inches, born on Thursday, July 27, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Donna Starks. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Prentice Darnell of Rt. 7, Murray, and Quinton Starks of Paris,
Tenn., and the late Mrs. Aileen Starks. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Eathel
Coleman of RI 7, Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Connie Coursey of Paris, Tenn.,
and Jesse Darnell of Coldwater.

Pardue participates in workshop
Deborah Pardue, a Calloway County teacher, participated in the Growing Healthy Workshop, July 24-28, sponsored by the American Lung
Association of Kentucky in cooperation with the Department of Health
and Safety at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green. The program
is a hands-on method of teaching health promotion and disease prevention
to elementary and middle school children. During the workshop teachers
reviewed the health content, teaching and learning methods, contmunity
resources, and audiovisual materials used in the classroom Ms. Pardue
will teach the Growing Healthy curriculum in her classroom this fall.

Daniel Creed Davis gets degree
Daniel Creed Davis earned a M. ED degree at spring commencement
exercises at Georgia Southern College. Statesboro, Ga. Davis was among
approximately 1,000 graduates who received their diplomas. Joseph T.
Greene, chairman of University Board of Regents, delivered the keynote
address. Dr. Nicholas L. Henry congratulated the graduates on their
achievement.
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Tuesday, Aug. 8
Calloway County Band Boosters
will meet at 5:30 p.m. in band
room of Calloway County High
School.
The Singles Organizational Society will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 759-1105, or
Jeanne, 753*-0224.
Church Coed Softball League is
scheduled to start tonight. For
information call 759-9436 or
753-1854.
Recovery Inc.' will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 W. South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor -Recreational

Coming community events are announced
Tuesday, Aug. 8
Room. For information call
753-9303.
Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
- Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

observations
by lochie hart

Tuesday, Aug. 8
Events at Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair will include
Antique Tractor Pull at 7 p.m. and
Family Night with Arm Band Rides
SI off from 6 p.m. until closing.
Wednesday, Aug. 9
Murray-Calloway Transit
Authority will close at 11 a.m. for
mandatory state bus inspections.
Bus schedules will resume Aug.
10.
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.
Juniors, A through Mc, at Callo-way County High School will get
class schedules and pay fees from 8
a.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 3 p.m.
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Wednesday, Aug. 9
Arm Band Rides for $6 from 6
p.m. til closing; square dance at 7
p.m.

Wednesday, Aug. 9
Lisa Harrell will be soloist at
7:30 p.m. service at Eastwood Baptist Church.

Events at first United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.

Events at
Church -will
Bible Study,
sion Friends

Covenant Prayer Group of First
United Methodist Church will have
a cookout at home of Rev. Lloyd
A. Doyle III at 5 p.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of First
United Methodist Church Women
will meet at 7:30 p.m. with Susan
Vied.

Elm Grove Baptist
include Mid-Week
RAs, GAs and Misat 7 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church Vacation Bible School will be at 9 a.m.
Other events will be prayer meeting, GAs, Youth Bible Study and
Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.

Wednesday, Aug. 9
Rebecca Whittaker Group of
First Baptist Church Women will
meet at 2 p.m. with Christine
Stubblefield.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study akt 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Youth Supper at 6 p.m.; Klaymata
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting at 6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary'
Choir at 7:45 p.m.

MURRAY
TODAY

Business meeting will be at 7
p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.

Shingles infection usually regresses
By Peter

H. Gott, M.D.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
at Murray State University will be
DEAR DR. GOTT: My friend was
open from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. hospitalized for shingles. Is there any-

herpetic neuralgia. This is a poorly
understood complication resulting in
permanent electric-shock pain in the
nerve distribution, long after the blisthing to be done for her?
ters have healed..,
DEAR READER: Shingles is a skin
National Scouting Muse= will
The risk of neuralgia can be lessbe open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For infection caused by the Herpes zoster ened if, early in the disease, patients
virus. More specifically, it is an infec- are given cortisone or acyclovir. an
information call 762-3383.
tion of the nerves that supply the skin. anti-viral drug. I routinely prescribe
Because these nerves fan out in seg- one of these medicines
zoster paFree blood pressure checks for mental strips up and down the body, tients because no one to
can predict
senior citizens will be given from shingles often appear as a well-de- which cases will develop neuralgia.
11 a.m. to I p.m. at Hazel Com- fined collection of painful blisters on for which there is no treatment.
Ordinarily. Herpes zoster patients
munity Center which will be open a particular area of the body, almost
exclusively on one side. The zoster vi- do not require hospitalization. Excepfrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
rus resembles the varicella (chicken tions include eye involvement and a
pox) virus; indeed, the two may be the rare type, called
ed zoster,
Senior citizens' activities will be same virus, referred to by different in which patientsdisseminat
with poor immune
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Willis names.
function develop widespread, severe
In its early stages, shingles appears infection.
Community Center.
as a random collection of pimples, asHerpes zoster is no longer the
sociated with a burning or stinging dreaded affliction it once was: the use
The Lakeside Singers will per- sensation.
In a
days, however, the q modern drugs can speed recovery.
form at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Dam characteristic few
pattern appears: a reduce inflammation and prevent
Village State Park.
band of crusting blisters on the trunk. complications. Nonetheless, it is still
Sometimes,this band can form on the serious and, in my opinion. should be
Senior citizens' golf league will face and involve one eye. Because the aggressively treated under the superplay at 8 a.m. at Miller Memorial varicella/zoster virus can cause se- vision of a physician.
vere eye infection affecting sight, loDEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 25-yearGolf Course.
cal treatment with anti-viral eye- old male with random tics within my
drops may be necessary.
flesh. I experience occasional burning
Ladies' day events at Oaks
By and large, mild shingles does not sensations in my brain and on my
Country Club will be golf at 9 require treatment. After several days skin. My own doctor says nothing is
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and lunc- of discomfort, the infection regresses wrong with me. What type of specialand the patient's skin returns to nor- ist should I see?
heon at 12 noon.
mal. However, about 10 percent of
DEAR READER: Random muscushingles patients develop a dreaded lar twitches can be due to tics(harm-Murray Country Club ladies will consequence of the infection:
post- less and brief contractions) or to fasplay golf

using the library way back when,
Meeting Friends,
that you would be doing surgery on
Making New Ones
my bladder?"
Should one be interested in
Paul helped me endure the pricks
renewing old .acquaintances or
adding to your list, try spending an in my veins for blood samples. He
all-day of being tested by x-rays was doing the same. It seems that
and blood samples in the hospital I'm a difficult one to give samples.
The veins roll away from the neehere as I did last week.
I was told by my doctor to be at dle attacks. I'm not exagerating
the hospital at 8 a.m. to undergo much when I say that one would
tests in an attempt to find the cause have to use a microscope to find a
of my illness — or to follow the place in my arms that has not been
surgery, removing a stone from the pricked.
urinal tract.
Paul didn't stop talking during
I was there in Dr. Steve Tre- our blood-giving visit. He rememvathan's waiting room promptly. bers and related some of our experMaybe there was one other patient iences when I was his sixth grade
when I joined the list waiting to teacher in the city school system.
have blood drawn from my arms.
I remember him talking in class,
The line grew longer. Theit there unless I shushed him and asked
was no more chairs. Finally my him to let the others in the class
name came.
have time. He always smiled at me,
at 9 a.m.
Whom did I see in the chair next and I had the suspicion that he was
to the one I was to use? Another up to something and was just waitEvents at Land Between the
Murray High former student and a ing for my attention to go other
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
sixth•grader in my room, but Paul places than his desk.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Redden. Dr. Trevathan is a Murray
I must call him to visit with me
Homeplace-1850 anbd Meet the
High student too. When he reported so he can relate more of the days
Coyotes at 2:30 p.m. at Woodlands
to my hospital room before the when he was in my class. He still
Nature Center.
June surgery, introduced himself talks and how interesting he is!!
and told me he would be doing the
I want to write more of my
Events at Murray-Calloway
operation, I said to him, "Who experiences as a patient in other
County
Jaycee Fair will include
would have thought when you were hospitals, too, later.
Horse and Mule Pull at 6:30 p.m.,
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ciculations
(more
organized.
permanent contractions.. Fasciculations often herald the development of
serious neurological diseases, such as
multiple sclerosis. Since your doctor
has dismissed your complaints. I urge
you to'seek a consultation with a neurologist This specialist in nerve disorders will examine and test you to
determine if your nervous system is
normal or if you are experiencing the
early stage of a nerve disorder
Frankly. I am concerned about the
sensations you feel; these. plus 'the
twitches. may indicate a hidden problem that should be addressed. To give
you more information, lam sending
you a free copy of my Health Report
"Multiple Sclerosis.' Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1.25 with their name and address to
P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland. OH 441013369. Be sure to mention the title
©1989 MilVitil'APER ENTERPRISE As'.'.

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

Low-Fat Eating for America Nozv is new campaign
NEW YORK (AP) — Project
LEAN — Low-Fat Eating for
America Now — is a national public education campaign designed to
encourage Americans to reduce
their consumption of dietary fat.
Sponsors are the Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation of Menlo Park,

Kirkscy Class of 1939 has reunion

Calif., and Partners for Better foods are had. They say they are
Health, a committee of 30 national already cutting back on sugar, salt
organizations including the Ameri- 'and caffeine, and -cutting back on
can Cancer Society, the National one more item pushes them to the
Fisheries Institute and the United
limit," a LEAN report concludes.
Fresh Fruit and Vegetable
One of LEAN's goals: to come
Association.
up with some practical steps conDiets high in fat have been
sumers can take to cut back on fat
linked to five of the 10 leading
— without sacrificing taste.
causes of death in the United
Low-fat recipes and tips for
States, including heart disease and
using less fat in food preparation
some cancers.
are being prepared by a group of
One of the project's main objec- chefs and other professionals. says
tives is to help Arwicans reduce
Sarah Samuels of the Kaiser
their dietary fat intake from the
Foundation, who is project director.
present 40 percent level to 30 perThe recipes are being tested at
cent of calories consumed.
Better
Homes and Gardens magaProject officials recognize this'
zine in Des Moines. Nancy Byal,
will not be an easy task.
'Many people state they are fed executive editor of Better Homes
up with all the publicity about and Gardens, is a member of Prowhich foods are good and which ject LEAN's steering committee.

MO
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Italian
Spaghetti Special
$

95

$ 1 19

iorgr.
Small
With Garlic Bread • Salad 89' Extra
Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks

1.19 SPECIAL FOR KIDS
1111,1,111W1
•1111011,1•..

111%11 It
Wednesday 11 a.m. 1C p.m.
You cant eat this well at home for this price.

The Kirksey High Scholl graduating class of 1939 held its 50-year
reunion on Saturday, July 8, at Homeplace Restaurant, Murray.
Attending were, from left, seated, Curtis Allcock, teacher, Odie
Mae Allcock, Lala Cain, teacher, Ruth Wilson, teacher, Evelyn
Dell Paschall Palmer, Dorothy McCallon Taylor, Thelma Riley
Beanl Darnell, teacher; middle row, Dorothy Sue Marine

PHOTO COUPON

Wednesday
is...
DOUBLE DAY

NI•F
9-7

Second Set of Prints

Sat.
9
5.30

FREE1
Every Wednesday receive a second set
of prints absolutely FREE

,Bazzell, Aliese James Paschall, Drucilla Hurst James, Francis Sinter Carlton, Myrtle Parks Jones, Ann Waldrop, Kathleen Myers
Riley, Gwen Nance Gingles, Lorraine Ross; back row, Rutherford
Morgan, Ralph Paschall, Cordis James, Robert Carlton, Joe Jones,
Charles Waldrop, Ralph Riley, Rob Gingles and Joe Ross.

Daytona Beach Fun In The Sun!
4 Days/3 Nights Deluxe
Oceanview room, PLUS
A complimentary Dixie Queen
sightseeing cruise for 2.

$1

'This package is available trOm June 10 Sept a 1989 Packages are hot ayalable tor groups during
holidays or special events Al least 50 of 600 rooms are available at package rates daily Advance
reservations required Pius 9% Florida State lak Ma, 4 persons per room

koM

/

Vkobko

SURFSIDE • BOARDWALK • OCEANSIDE
I Write

Today for your FREE Vacation
Planning packet.
NAME

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

ADDRESS
CITY

.I-

STATE

ZIP

ilte Consolidated Inns
211 Broadway, Daytona Beach, FL'
32018

TUESDAY
Family Night
6 p.m. til Close
Arm Band Rides '1 Off

THURSDAY
Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull
7 p.m.
Fireworks After
Tractor Pull
Family Night-Arm Band
Night Rides '6

WEDNESDAY.
Arm Band Rides '6
6 p.m. til Close
Horse and Mule Pull
6.30 p.m.
Square Dance
p.m.
FRIDAY
Motorcycle
Super Cross Race

7 p.m.
Midnight Madness - All
Rides One Price-'6
10:30 p.m.-.1 a.m.

SATURDAY
Pony Pull 11 R.m.-5 p.m.
Kiddies Day, All Rides 75' Noon-5 p.m.
Kids YMCA Day 1 pm.-3 pm.
Demolition Derby 7 p,m.

rmt-Ariir?
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Green says he expects to be fired
NEW YORK (AP) — New York
Yankees manager Dallas Green
expects to be fired by owner
George Steinbrenner, according to
a published report today.
"There's no question we're not
going to be around long," Green
told USA Today. "This guy (Steinbrenner) is not going to let us be
around long, but that's all right.
We're prepared for that."
Steinbrenner, who has feuded
with his manager and coaches
through newspapers the last 10
days, insists Green will remain
through the season.

Daniel T. Parker

4

10,

•

It really sounds good, doesn't it? fie new Kentucky Lottery game,- scheduled to stall in October
and revolving around the results of National Football
League games seems to be...easy money. Easy, that
is, for bookies and lottery commissions.
Without getting into the moral ramifications of betting and/or
of lotteries, and without getting into the legal issues the NFL
may or may not raise, let me just warn people away from this
game as 1 question its legality.
For one thing. as everyone connected with the lottery seems
eager to point out, the idea is not new. The NFL lottery will
offer a system where a player can wager from $I to $100 on a
single card 'and can "play" from four to 14 games, using the
point-spread- system (popularized by back-street bookies
every where) to determine winners.
The lottery will publish the weekly point spreads for each
NFL game that weekend as determined by (guess who) those
elegant chaps down in Las Vegas. If a team wins by more on
the scoreboard than the point spread, anyone who bet on that
team wins. If the team wins the game, but by fewer points
than the point spread called for, anyone who bet On that team
loses.
Stop right there. If you don't understand the rules up to this
point, quit now. Just don't play the lottery.
If you do understand the rules, understand this. You can —
can, mind you — make some money betting on the point
spread, if you take one or two games each week. It can be
done. Very few regular gamblers, however, have the savvy and
the luck needed to pull in four or more winners per weekend.
And as for hitting all 14...well, it's every gambler's dream.
That's what the lottery is supposed to be about, though, isn't
it.' Isn't the lottery all about that one-in-a-million chance to find
fame, fortune and Fritos for life?
Yes. The lottery, however, is also supposed .to be set up as a
game of chance. not skill.
Having already said that even the most experienced gambler
can only dream about hitting all 14 games in one day, the
issue of chance vs. skill doesn't seem to apply, does it?
Ah. but you don't have to play all 14 games. You can play
only four if you wish, or any number in between. So. Let's
imagine a typical lottery line at the typical in-and-out no-frills
grocery
The guy in front of you is wearing a pin-stripe suit with
wide lapels, a black shirt with white tie and a fedora. As he
chews his toothpick, he's glancing down at three bookie newsletters and a small black notebook.
You're in the middle, armed with the knowledge you gained
from listening to Merlin Olson and/or Dan Dierdorf and the fact
that .you've watched NFL games for the past ten years. You
even know who Chuck Noll is.
The person behind you is someone's grandmother, buying a
bottle of milk and a handful of twinkies. She's also going to
play the lottery.
Quick — who do you think has the best chance of picking
four winners from that weekend's NFL action? According to the
Kentucky Lottery Commission, it's purely a game of chance.
According to me. it's not. It's a sucker bpi at best, and, at
worst, it doesn't fit into the "game of chance" guidelines the
Lottery Commission was supposed to operate within.
Don't play.
• • •
You are, however, heartily invited to play TESCWAR — The
Exciting Sports Contest Without Any Rules.
Here's how to play. Below, you will find several multiple
choice questions which will test you on your knowledge of local
sports. Ignore the first four if you want to, or answer them if
you must show off. It really doesn't matter, for this is The
Exciting Sports Contest Without Any Rules.
Does TESCWAR have prizes? Of course! It wouldn't be
exciting without prizes! Prizes consist of ten (10) general admission tickets to the professional boxing card set for Saturday,
Aug. 26 at Racer Arena. These ten seats will be awarded to
the ten TESCWAR players whose entries are selected in a blind
drawing one week from today.
That boxing card, in case you've been in a cave for the past
few days, includes Kirksey pro boxer Shawn "The Sabre" Simmons and the pro debut of Mike Sykes of the Calloway County
Fire & Rescue Squad.
Here's how to play and how to win TESCWAR. As mentioned earlier, questions are following, four of which you can
either answer or ignore. After those four questions, there will be
three (fairly) important questions you must answer correctly in
order to win.
Mark your answers (if you wish) in pen, pencil, crayon, burnt
match, bodypaint or flat black (not gloss) paint. (Spray paint is
not recommended). Fill in your name, address and phone number
legibly — if we draw a name we can't read, David Ramey or
I get to take another guest in our entourage (the "T." in my
name stands for "Trump").
Clip, tear or chew the entry form from this column and have
it delivered to me at the Ledger-Times 'office via post office,
pony express or bikini messenger (the latter won't improve your
chances for winning but it will make you a favorite reader of
mine). All entries must be received by Tuesday morning, Aug.
15 at 7 a.m.
Questions:
1. Shawn "The Sabre" Simmons' boxing nickname is (A) The
Sabre, (B) The Kirksey Killer, (C) The Truth, The Whole Truth
and Nothing But the Truth, or (D) The Sabre.
(Hint— there are two correct answers.)
2. Sports editor Daniel T. Parker thinks the Kentucky Lottery
game based on NFL results is (A) a sucker's bet, (B) a game
of skill, not necessarily chance, (C) the key to Pete Rose's
future financial security, or (D) a safer bet than predicting a
Wilkinson-Jones ticket for governor and It. governor in 1991.
3. New sports features planned for the fall sports season at
the Ledger-Times includes (A) a line-up of regular columns, (B)
shorter game stories corresponding with increased feature stories,
"Play of the Game" features, projected starting lineups and
Coaches' Mailbag, (C) extensive middle school football, high
school soccer and collegiate volleyball coverage, (D) all of the
above.
4. The sports staff at the Ledger-Times consists of (A) Daniel
T.'Parker and David Ramey, (B) that guy and the other guy,
(C) Howdy Doody and Toto, too, (D) who cares?
5. My name is...
6. My address is...
7. My phone Vex

DALLAS GREEN

"I'm still supportive of my manager and have no plans to replace
him," the owner said from Tampa,
Fla.
Steinbrenner downplayed the
public squabble.
"All I said was if we're to win
this thing and be right in the
middle of it at the end, the players
are going to have to play with the
same intensity they showed in two
games I saw recently.
"Everybody is going to have to
do better and that includes the
manager and the coaching staff.
That's fact."

Following a 9-0 victory over
Cleveland on Monday night, New
York is five games behind Baltimore in the American League East.
And Green, who has a contract
through 1990, believes the owner's
pressure will increase if the Yankees remain in the race.
"I think it will get uglier if we
start winning," Green told the
newspaper. "If we lose, I think he
will bow out. This is his modus
operandi. He thinks it motivates
people to push them to greater
heights."

Lawyers want to protect Rose's reputation
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — Pete
Rose will suffer irreparable harm,
especially in the eyes of America's
youth, if his newest bid to delay
baseball's disciplinary proceedings
against him is rejected, Rose's
lawyers say.
Rose lawyer Robert G. Stachler
filed a 20-page motion on Monday
asking U.S. District Judge John
Holschuh to stay any disciplinary
proceedings against the Cincinnati
Reds manager while a dispute over
jurisdiction in his suit against baseball is being resolved.
The motion claims Rose's reputation will be ruined if Giamatti is

allowed to proceed with disciplinary proceedings and bans the alltime hits leader from baseball "for
any length of time."
"It will forever brand Pete Rose
as dishonest in the public's eyes,
particularly in the eyes of the youth
of America, whether or not Giamatti's decision is ultimately
reversed," the motion said.
Holschuh did not rule on the
motion.
Stachler filed his motion just
minutes after a closed-door meeting with Holschuh and lawyers for
Giamatti.
The hour-long meeting, called by

the lawyers for both sides, focused
on "scheduling matters," according to baseball lawyer Louis Hoynes Jr. Neither he nor Giamatti's
lawyer, John Elam, would
elaborate.
Hoynes said, however, that
neither side discussed a settlement
in baseball's four-month investigation of gambling allegations against
Rose.
"There are no plans for any
deal, any at all," Hoynes said.
Stachler declined comment as he
left the courthouse.
The motion came one week after
Holschuh ruled that the Rose's suit

against Giamatti belonged in a federal court, and not in the state
court. It was in Hamilton County
Common Pleas Court on tune 25
that Rose won his bid for a temporary order protecting him from
being fired and from any further
action by Giamatti.
Holschuh's July 31 ruling
extended those protections until
Aug. 14.
But Rose's motion contends that
since Giamatti on in federal
court, he feels "no time pressure,"
and will proceed with disciplinary
proceedings scheduled to begin
Aug. 17.

PGA — foreign players

USA golfers
suggest rift
doesn't exist
HAWTHORN WOODS, Ill.
(AP) — Some of America's leading golf pros suggest that the perception of a rift between American
and foreign players may be greater
than the fact.
"I'm tired of talking about it.
I'm tired of being asked about it,"
Tom Watson said in an abrupt,
decisive manner.
"I think the press and public pay
a lot more attention to it than the
players do," U.S. Open champ
Curtis Strange said Monday before
a practice round for the 71st PGA
National Championship.
"You don't think of it in terms
of 'us' and 'them,'" Strange said.
"When you're trying to win a tournament, you don't see an Australian or a Spaniard or an American.
You just see somebody standing
between you and that trophy; you
just see somebody you're trying to
beat."
Ben Crenshaw agreed.
"We're just golfers," he said.
"That's the way we think of
ourselves and each other. You never even think about where someone
comes from."
But the perception persists of a
competition, almost a schism,
between American and foreign —
particularyly European — players
going into the last of the year's Big
Four events.
It was heightened and focused by
Mark Calcavecchia's unabashed
flag-waving last month when he
became the first American in six
years to win the British Open.
"It was time to get an American
name back on that trophy," Calcavecchia said.
The competition between American and foreign players came 10
full flower four years ago at the
Belfry in the English midlands

Scottish golfer Sandy Lyle (right), the 1988 Masters champion, helped Nick Faldo of England fit into the
green jacket after Faldo won the 1989 American classic. Some may not approve, but leading USA golfers
say there is no rift between home-grown and imported talent. Some foreign players disagree.
when the Europeans beat the
Americans in Ryder Cup competition. It was their first victory in 20
years, and only their fourth in 50.
It was followed by another European Ryder Cup triumph two years
later at Muirfield Village in
Dublin, Ohio, and by majortournament triumphs by Seve Ballesteros of Spain, Bernhard Langer
of West Germany, Nick Faldo of
England and Sandy Lyle of
Scotland.
In general, the British press
pounced on those triumphs with
eager glee and proclaimed that Europe, not America, now ruled world
golf.
Adding to the perception of a
schism was Ballesteros' persistent

rammers and potential sponsors,
the founde,r of the bowl says.
"Already we've had interest
from two of the major networks
and also we're beginning to get
people from the corporate sponsor-

Camp Notes
MURRAY HIGH — The Tigers have about 30 players in camp
including 10 seniors... "We're just working right now on fundamental
football, Tiger coach Jack Cain said... MHS is experimeting with a
wing-T offense to utilize the speed of Brian Sowerby. This is Sower-by's first full year of football at MHS... The Tiger coaching staff is
complete with Cain, full-time assistants Richard Ross and Jerry
Shelton and para-professional assistants Stacy Suggs and Ricky
Brewer. Brewer is in his second year on staff.
CALLOWAY — The Lakers are just back from football camp. Calloway spent last week at Kentucky Wesleyan College in Owensboro
with five other schools from across the state... CCHS Mach Tony
Franklin is pleased so far with the Laker attitude. 'We've had a lot
enthusiasim, it's one of the best groups I've ever worked with."...
Calloway has 37 players in practice in preparation for the Aug. 25
opener with Marshall County... Calloway has moved lineman Eric
Hogancamp to fullback. it's been very successful so far. He does
everything We want our fullback to do in our system,' Franklin said.
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charge that the American PGA
Tour discriminated against foreign
players and his insistence that they
be given more flexibility in playing
the American tour.
The PGA, sensitive to criticism
that its championship field was
heavily weighted to American
players at the expense of foreign
stars, responded this year with
seven special invitations to nonAmericans.
Ballesteros, a three-time British
Open winner and a two-time Masters champion, is among the invited
and will rank among the major
contenders for the PGA National
Championship.
Greg Norman of Australia, a
playoff loser to Calcavecchia in the

British Open, could be the chief
foreign threat, however.
Norman and Faldo both qualified
for the 150-man field that will
begin play Thursday at the Kemper
Lakes Golf Club. So, too, did former PGA champion David Graham,
Wayne Grady and lan-Baker Finch,
all of Australia; David Frost of
South Africa, and Langer of West
Germany.
In addition to Ballesteros, the
special invitees are Jose Maria Olazabal of Spain, Ian Woosnam of
Wales, Rodger Davis of Australia,
Mark McNulty of Zimbabwe and
Isao Aoki and Noamichi Ozaki of
Japan.
• Lyle declined to enter.

Liberty Bowl will salute service academies
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — The
Liberty Bowl will have Army,
Navy or the Air Force Academy as
its host team for the next five
years, and that should raise the stature of the game among TV prog-
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ship area contacting us," A.F.
"Bud" Dudley, founder and
executive director of the bowl,
said.
The 31-year-old Liberty Bowl
currently is without a sponsor and
is broadcast by an independent
television network. Some 150 TV
stations around the country carried
the game last year.
Dudley and the athletic directors
of the three military academics
signed a five-year contract on
Monday that calls for one of the
schools to serve as host team for
the Memphis bowl game, beginning
this year.
Navy coach Elliott Uzelac said
the arrangement is a bonus for the
military schools.
"Where else in the country do
you have a three-team conference
where the winner goes to a major
bowl?" Uzelsc said after a breakfast meeting held to announce the
contract.
Navy. Air Force and Anny vie

among themselves each year for
the Commander In Chief's Trophy,
which is awarded to the school
with the best record in head-tohead competition. Now the winner
of the trophy will also go to the
Liberty Bowl.
The only exception would be if
Air Force were to win the Western
Athletic Conference championship
aS well as the Commander in
Chief's Trophy. As the conference
champ, Air Force would go to the
Holiday Bowl, and Liberty Bowl
officials would be free to pick a
non-academy replacement if the
other two service academies had
poor records.
The Liberty Bowl contract calls
for paying the host teams a mintimum of $750,000. Paychecks for
Liberty Bowl teams will approach
$1 million if the bowl is a sellout
and would likely top $1.5 million if
a corporate sponsor signs on, Dudley said.
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

In the major leagues

Actions& Reactions
Tennis
MANHATTAN BEACH, Calif. - Lori McNeit, the 11th seed, lost to
wild-card entry Tamiphitlinger 7-6 (9-7), 6-1 in the first round of the Virginia Slims of Los Angeles. Others advancing included No. 10 Patty Fendick; No. 13 Claudia Kohde-Kilsch of West Germany; No. 14 Terry
Phelps; No. 16 Amy Frazier; Pascale Paradis of France; Gigi Fernandez
of Puertd Rico; Claudia Porwick of West Germany; Isabelle Demongeot
of France; Amanda Coetzer of South Africa; Australians Jenny Byrne and
Elizabeth Smylie; Maria Linstrom of Sweden; and Americans Sandra
Birch; Wendy White; Stacey Martin; Louise Allen; Katrina Adams; and
Mary Lou Daniels.
INDIANAPOLIS - South African Gary Muller upset American Derrick
Rostagno, the ninth seed, in the first round of the U.S. Hardcourts. Other
winners. were No. 10 Richard Matuszewski; No. 14 Glenn Layendecker;
No. 15 Michiel Schapers of the Netherlands; Nicolas Pereira of Venezuela; Pete Sampras; Andrevt Sznajder of Canada; Diego Nargiso of Monaco; Jeremy Bates of Britain; Brad Pearce; Michael Robertson; Dan Cassidy; and Johan Carlsson of Sweden. The top four seed, Stefan Edberg,
John McEnroe, Tim Mayotte and Aaron Krickstein, received first-round
byes and will not play until Wednesay.

General
LOS ANGELES - Autopsy results showed that Los Angeles Raiders
strong safety Stacey Toran died of multiple head and chest injuries after
being thrown from his car in an auto accident. The Los Angeles County
Coroner's Office completed the autopsy and ordered several toxicology
tests to be run, but results won't be available for several days, said
spokesman Bob Dambacher. Toran, 27, was killed after he lost control of
his 1984 BMW on a curve just one block from his Manna del Ray home
late Saturday night, police said. He was pronounced dead at the scene.
RICHMOND, Va.- A hearing on two misdemeanor charges of assault
against Columbus Clippers' outfielder Deion Sanders was moved until
Aug. 17. Sanders, picked by the Atlanta Falcons as the fifth player in this
year's NFL draft, was arrested Sunday night after an alleged altercation
following the Clippers International League 16-4 toes to the Richmond
Braves.
The two-time All-America cornerback from Florida State is accused of
assaulting two fans who allegedly harassed him. According to officials,
after being replaced in the ninth inning, Sanders changed clothes and
went to the stadium concourse behind the Clippers' dugout, looking for
those who had taunted him. Sanders, accompanied to the hearing by
Clippers' manager Bucky Dent, declined comment on the incident. Dent
said he had spoken Sunday night with Sanders, who denied hitting
anyone.
PITTSBURGH -Joe Haering was reinstated as the Pittsburgh Gladiators' coach, two weeks after being suspended for punching Arena Football commissioner Jim Foster. Ray Jauch, the indoor,league's operations
director, suspended Haering on July 24 for punching Foster in the jaw
during a brawl in Sacramento, Calif. Foster had come on the field to urge
officials not to eject opposing quarterback Ben Bennett because fans
wanted the passer to remain in the game. Haering became angry and hit
Foster, believed to be the first time a coach has ever punched a commissioner in any American professional sport.

Baseball
NEW YORK - California's Chili Davis, who hit .448 and drove in nine
runs in seven games, was named the American League Player of the
Week. Davis: a switch-hitting outfielder, had three doubles and three
homers in -seven games last week for the AL West-leading Angels. Los
Angeles reliever Jay Howell, whose four saves last week enabled him to
tie the club record of 24 in a season, was named National League Player
l;tt the Week. Howell pitched 6 1-3 shutout innings, giving up two hits,
striking out eight and walking none. He has an 0.75 earned-run average
this season.

Basketball
SAO PAULO, Brazil - The United States' women's basketball team
clinched a berth for next year's world championship by defeating the
Dominican Republic 99-58 Monday in the Amehca Cup tournament. Brazil, Canada and Cuba will also advance; the top four finishers in the
eight-team tournament represent the Americas next year in Malaysia.
Venus Lacy led the U.S. with 14 points, Andrea Stinson added 12 and
Vicki Hall, the only player from the gold medal-winning team at the 1988
Seoul Olympics, scored 11. The United States is 2-0 in the tournament.
The U.S. plays Cuba on Tuesday while Brazil faces Canada. Seedings
for Malaysia will be determined by the medal round, which starts Thursday and runs through Aug. 13.
INGLEWOOD, Calif. - The Los Angeles Lakers signed first-round
draft pick Vlade Divac of Yugoslavia to a multiyear contract, making him
the third Eastern Bloc player to reach agreement with an NBA team this
year. Divac, the 26th of the 27 players selected on the first round of the
June draft, joins guard Sarunas Marciulionis (Golden State) and forward
Alexander Volkov (Atlanta) as Eastern Bloc players that will play in the
NBA next season. Divac, 7-foot-1 and 248 pounds, averaged about 20
points and 11 rebounds per game the last three seasons for Partizan of
Belgrade He also shot 60 percent from the field
Compiled From Staff, AP Reports
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St Louis 4 Pittsburgh 0
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"
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SCOREBOARD
STARTERS
Montreal at Chicago (220 pm EDT) The Expos
John Ctriutti of Toronto has allowed two or less
and Cubs continue that bathe for inst place in the
runS in 12 04 his last 13 starts
Roy Smith ;7-3, is
3-0 in three starts agang Baltimore with a 229
NL East as Dennis Martinez (12-1) goes for his
11th straght victory take Bielecto (11-51 is sche-ERA He is 4-4 with a 4 25 ERA against the rest o'
me league
duled for Chicago
STATS
SHUTOUTS
- Tom Giavine pitched a lour-hitter for his fourth
Philadelphia has used 39 different players this season including 19 different pitchers
victory against Los Angeles this season nctacling
Greg Maddux
two shutouts. in the Braves 1-0 victory Monday
Oftrie Cubs has wort 12 of his last 15 starts
Ron
rtignt Glavine is the youngest left-hander to react,
Caster singled twice in an inning for the second
double figures in wins for the Braves ante '969
time in five days when Cinonnat scored seven runs
Monday in the fifth inning of a 10-2 rout of San
when George Stone won 13 games to he the
Franosco Last Thursday, Deicer had two hits' in
Braves win the NL West the Giavine was 0.5
the Reds 14-run Psi inning aganst Houston
against the Dodgers last season
- California s Kirk McCaskill has three compete
STREAKS
Pittsburgh has surpassed the one milion mark in
garnee this season all shutouts
attendance for the fourth straight season
SPOILER
Detroit
rookie Kevin Ritz has won three szraght starts the
Brook Jacoby of the Cleveland Indians has broken
first Tiger to do SO thitt year
up no-ht bids this season by Texas Nolan Ric an ;7
In Ms Last 21 2-3
innings, Philadephia's Ken Howell has not allowed
2-3) and New Yorks Gieg Cedarst i7)
an earned run
SUBS
ken Phelps has IC of the Yankees 3' pincn hits
SWINGS
i ms season and 12 of their 25 RBIs
Jesse Barkeld or the New York Yankees is hitting
301 at horns. 46-tor-153, while hating only 206.
STARS
26-for-126. on Pa road
Longtime rebova Greg Cadaret pitched seven hi!
less innings against Cleveland Monday and
SLUGGERS
'
nished
with a two-hiner as the New York Yankees' 7-0 yid Ken Phelps has 10 of the Yankees' 31 pinch hits
tory Monday
this season and 12 Or the teams' 25 pinch RBIs
urtAOUNG
SLUMPS
Ansbiggn genera manager Larry Doughty on the
Houston Astros second baseman Bill Doran is in a
Prates' lethargic hitting -Baseball s supposed tc
15-for-115 slump. 130
Ozzie Smith of St Louis
be
a non-contact spoil but oui hirers are taking
broke an 0-for-22 Slum with a bunt sing* Monday
'•a* TOo ileiain -
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College football
MEMPHIS, Tenn.- The three military academies signed a five-year
contract that will put one of the schools in the Liberty Bowl each year.
Army, Navy and Air Force compete among themselves each year for the
Commander In Chief's Trophy, awarded to the school with the best
record in head-to-head competition. Beginning this year, the winner of
the trophy will be the Liberty Bowl's host team. The lone exception would
be d Air Force wins the Commander In Chief's Trophy and the Western
Athletic Conference title. Air Force would host the Holiday Bowl in San
Diego and the Liberty Bowl could choose an outside team if Army and
Navy have poor records.

I. A

Cubs take first with victory
eight-plus innings and singled
home a run to lead St. Louis past
Pittsburgh 4-0;
Ron Oester singled twice in an
inning for dr second time in five
days when Cincinnati scored seven
runs in the fifth inning in a 10-2
win against San Francisco at Candlestick Park;
Chris James had three hits and
drove in two runs and Bruce Hurst
pitched a five-hitter for his seventh
complete game as San Diego beat
visiting Houston 5-2;
and Tom Gtavine pitched a fourhitter for his fourth victory against
Los Angeles this season, including
two shutouts, and Jeff Blauscr
homered, leading visiting Atlanta
past the Dodgers 1-0.
In-4
4 .c..
her
v t AL action:
John rutti pitched a five-hitter
and Toro o capitalized on two
errors by Texas shortstop Fred
Manrique to beat the Rangers 2-1;
Gary Ward's bases-loaded sacrifice fly in the eighth scored Allan
Trammell with the go-ahead run,
leading Detroit over Milwaukee
5-3 in the first game of their
doubleheader.
Tom Filer pitched five-hit ball
over eight innings and Paul Molitor
broke a tie with a solo homer to
give the Brewers their 5-2 secondgame victory;
Kirby Puckett singled home the
deciding run in the eighth and Minnesota took advantage of two Baltimore errors in the inning to defeat
the Orioles 4-2:
Jim Eisenreich hit a three-run
homer to tie the game, then scored
the winner for Kansas City on Bob
Boone's single in the eighth after
beating out an infield hit to defeat
the Boston Red Sox 6-4;
and rookie Clint Zavaras pitched
five scoreless innings to earn his
first major league victory and Harold Reynolds hit two doubles and
scored twice as Seattle beat Oakland 5-1.
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"I haven't been working on my (batting) stroke at all," Power said.
"The last time I did, I pulled a muscle in my side."
The Cardinals, beating Pittsburgh for just the fourth time in 10 games,
made it 4-0 on Smith's two-out run-scoring single as they won for
the
seventh time in 11 games.
"Maybe while the Mets and Cubs and Expos are beating each other
we can go out, be relaxed and keep doing things consistently and pick up,
up
some ground," Coleman said.
Power, who allowed only two hits over the first seven innings and finished with a four-hitter over eight-plus innings, improved to 7-2 lifetime
against Pittsburgh. Ken Daylcy got the final three outs.
Power, released March 30 by Detroit, signed a St. Louis contract that
specified he could sign with another team if he wasn't in the majors by
May 20.
He was used mostly as a mop-up reliever when hinirst joined the team,
but got the chance to start when a number of candidates tried and failed to
win a job in the St. Louis rotation.
"A pitching coach once told me you should always have two reference
points in your career, your best game and your worst game. This was my
best game, because of the circumstances," said Power, who has an 0.63
ERA in his last four starts. "I haven't pitched in many pennant races in
my career.
"Maybe the Tigers are sorry now they released me, and I don't care."
"It was power, power and more power," said Pirates manager Jim Leyland, whose team has lost nine of its last 11 games. "He came right at us.
There were no tricks, he came right at us and we didn't hit him."
The Pirates aren't hitting many pitchers these days.
They have scored only 17 runs and have a .202 batting average in eight
games on their current 10-game homestand - they are 2-6 - and have
scored just two runs in their last 26 innings.
Leyland said fatigue from the Pirates' 5-4, 18-inning victory Sunday
over the Chicago Cubs shouldn't have been a faCtoi. "I don't think that had anything to do with it," Leyland said. "If we'd
been wearing out the ball, you could have said that was a factor, but we
didn't hit Montreal and we didn't hit Chicago. I don't want to take anything away from the pitching, but they all can't be Cy Young."

By The Associated Press
The ivy seems a little greener at
Wrigley Field, and the bleacher
bums a little more rowdy. The Chicago Cubs are in first place, folks.
Chicago took sole possession of
the top spot in the National League
East Monday night as Mark Grace
and Ryne Sandberg each hit tworun homers, leading the Cubs over
the Montreal Expos 5-2.
"Feels good," Manager Don
Zimrner said. "But we've been
there before this year."
If the Cubs are making up for
lost time, so too is Greg Cadaret of
the New York Yankees, who hasn't
been a starting pitcher in the major
leagues until this season.
Cadaret, who didn't make his
first start until July 7, had a nohitter through seven innings and
finished with a two-hit beauty in
leading the Yankees past Cleveland
9-0.
"I'd have to say for now that
Greg has earned a spot in the rotation," Yankees manager Dallas
Green said. "He pitched his heart
out and gave us a beautiful game."
Chicago has more lost time than
Cadaret to make up for. The Cubs,
who won the NL East in 1984,
have not won a pennant since 1945.
They have not won a World Series
since 1908, when Tinkers to Evers
to Chance was the double play
combo.
The Cubs and Expos were to
play under the sun this afternoon,
with Dennis Martinez taking his
12-1 record and 11 straight wins
against Mike Bielecki, 11-5.
Elsewhere in the NL:
New York got a game-tying
break in the ninth and gave it right
back in the bottom of the inning,
losing to Philadelphia 2-1 at Veterans Stadium when Ricky Jordan
reached on a three-base error and
scored on rookie Charlie Hayes'
single over a drawn-in infield;
Ted Power allowed four hits in
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Cards practice stealing a pennant with Power
PITTSBURGH (AP)- The St. Louis Cardinals have used speed and
singles to remain in the National League East pennant race despite a
remarkable lack of punch.
Don't look now, but the Cardinals now have Power, speed and singles.
The Cardinals, literally trying to steal a pennant while Montreal, Chicago and New York slug it out against each other, combined stolen bases
with a spring training steal to beat the Pittsburgh Pirates 4-0 Monday
night.
Ted Power, a 34-year-old journeyman right-hander, allowed four hits in
eight innings "in the best game I've ever pitched" as the Cardinals
remained four games out of the division lead.
"Theluy's been a real savior to us," Cardinals manager Whitey Herzog said of Power, who has allowed two runs in 28 1-3 innings over his
last four starts.
"We've been looking all season for a No. 5 starter ... without him, I
don't know if we'd still been in the race," said Herzog, whose team has
hit a major league-low 44 home runs in 109 games.
The Cardinals were off to the races in the first two innings, scoring
four runs on six hits against Pirates' rookie right-hander Rick Reed, 0-3,
in what Herzog described as "textbook baseball."
Vince Coleman singled to start the first, stole second - his 49th steal
in 51 attempts - and moved to third as Ozzie Smith broke an 0-for-22
slump with a bunt single. Coleman scored on Milt Thompson's grounder,
and Pedro Guerrero singled home Smith.
In the second, Jose Oquendo doubled, moved up on Tony Pena's
groundout and scored on Power's single to center, the pitcher's first RBI
of the season in 17 at-bats.
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Maintenance, proper care can prolong blender's life
••-t

By READER'S DIGEST
For AP Newsfeatures
Regular maintenance and proper
use can prolong your blender's life.
If things do go wrong, you can
save money by pinpointing problems and making minor repairs
yourself.
Use and Care
— Clean the blender after each
use. Fill the container half full with
uarm water and add a little liquid
detergent. Then cover and run it at
low speed for 5 seconds. Rinse and
dry thoroughly. To clean the base,
ipc it with a damp sponge. Caution: Never immerse the base in
v..3ter.
— Every few weeks, disassemble the container unit (jar, jar bottom, sealing ring, blade. assembly
and lid). Wash the parts in warm,
soapy water. Do not use scouring
powder or pads. Only the jar
should be washed in a dishwasher.
— Do not store food in the container assembly.
-- To keep fr.om damaging the
blades, never insert any utensils
into the jar while the blender is in
operation.
— Ppur a cup of liquid into the

container before adding any ice
cubes.
— If the motor labors when processing a heavy mixture, switch the
blender to the next higher speed.
Or blend the food in smaller
quantities.
— If the blender ever stalls, or if
the motor hums but does not turn,
shut it off immediately to prevent
motor damage.
— The agitator blades can be
razor sharp. Keep your hands away
when the blender is running.
Handle the blades with care when
the blender is off.
— Let very hot foods cool for a
while before putting them in the
blender. Otherwise, trapped steam
and moisture may erupt when you
open the blender.
Troubleshooting Tips
— Be sure to unplug the blender
before working on it and use only
factory authorized parts when
replacing a defective component,
—.Blender Leaks: Replace the
jar if the bottom edge is chipped or
cracked. In screw-off bottom types,
replace the rubber gasket if it is
worn or 'cracked. If the jar and

gasket are OK, the agitator shaft or
wires or burn marks, replace it.
its bearing must be worn. Replace
— Motor Does Not Run or Runs
the agitator blade assembly.
Sluggishly: Unplug the power cord
— Pushbutton Does Not Work:
and check the wall outlet with a
Spray a little electrical contact
working lamp.
cleaner on each side of the button.
If the blade runs much faster
(Also called tuner cleaner, it is
when the container is off than on,
available at appliance parts stores.) clean the blade assembly. Undo the
After it seeps in, press the button
cap nut, take off washers and
on and off several times.
blades, and push out the drive
— Excessive Noise While Opershaft. Wash them all in hot, sudsy
ating: Tighten all knobs and screws
water. If blade assembly is riveted
on the exterior of the base. Also
together, replace the entire
remove the bottom plate and check
assembly.
the fan. Replace it if necessary.
Replace a broken power cord or
Unscrew the cap nut and replace
a plug with loose or bent prongs.
the blades if they are chipped, broThe on-off switch may be broken or bent. If the blades are
ken. If the blender works at some
riveted to the base, replace the
speeds but not at the others, the
entire blade assembly.
main push button switch may be
Check the drive stud, the revolvdefective. Take the blender to a
ing metal piece that projects up
qualified repairman.
under the blade assembly. If its
— Shocks When Touched: If the
edges are rounded -off instead of shock is from the power cord,
square, replace it. Remove the bot- replace it. Otherwise take the blentom plate, hold the fan so the der to an authorized repairma
n.
motor can't turn, and unscrew the
(Need help on a home repair or
drive stud.
improvement project? Write Read— Fuse Blows or Circuit Break- er's Digest, P.O. Box 700 Pleasant
er Trips: Circuit may be overloaded
ville, NY 10570-7000. Suggestions
with too many appliances. If the and tips will be offered in future
power cord is frayed or has bare columns.)
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Color.:al days. when Britain
a ‘irtual monoply on iron
"i•ng. nails were so scarce that
,..]jct'S turned to another
method — posts and
• s:,:ned together with wood
; technique is still
.•, .lcntial applications.
•: and-beam construe vertical posts in the
..:porting horizontal
•
beams that are part of
rot. ceiling and floor.
7.:kc conventional framing of
C• on center. posts and
:ire spaced 4 feet on
•:-...n,f-beam floors are
more economical to
standard floors. Instead
:he re:;:iiiar floor joists, solid or
am.r.ated beams spaced 4 feet on
are located over posts and
.iii-Torted by concrete piers. The
,:\:;7:or ends of the posts rest on
on alls. Wood planks or
flooring are nailed to the

Besides the economical angle, the walls an R-value of 22. The
are there other advantages to postwalls are 7 inches thick with 1-inch
and-beam construction? We asked
tongue-and-groove cedar planks on
Douglas Lindal, executive vice
the outside applied over 'A -inch
president of a company in Seattle. plywood and a lightweight sheeting
Wash., that constructs custom of high -density woven
home packages with post-and-beam
polyethylene fibers that greatly
methods. He replied:
reduce heat loss. Inside, on the
"Our homes are a blend of
warm side, the interior layer of
Western red cedar with contrasting
insulation is sealed with a vapor
drywall. We use nails with the
barrier. There is an optional wall
method. As for the advantages, that raises the R-value to 28.
customers like post-and -beam conUnlike conventional construction
struction because of its natural look
in which the walls support the
indoors, the vast amount of light roof's weight, it is the posts
and
made possible by large windows beams themselves which support
and the open atmosphere that the weight of the roof. Because of
cathedral ceilings offer."
this, spaces between the posts are
The floors in this method are
often used for wide floor-to-ceiling
tongue-and-groove planks or plywindows, though some of these
v.-ood panels placed so the joints spaces may be framed to provide
between butt ends are staggered. expanses of solid walls for privacy
Each plank is usually 8 feet on cen- or furniture placement.
ter so it spans two spaces between
The main components of a postfloor beams. To compensate for and-beam roof are the ridge beam,
heavy items such as bathtubs and
the roof beams and the planks used
refrigerators. certain areas are
as the deck of the roof covering.
braced with additional framing.
The Lindal system uses horizontal,
Insulation applied under the
glue-laminated roof and loft beams
floor has an R-value of 12, that in of 2-by-4 Douglas fir. Sturdy posts

support the roof's weight instead of
partitions which are conventionally
framed and come with drywall.
There are two basic post-andbeam roof designs — longitudinal,
in which the roof beams run the
length of the house and arc supported by posts at each end, and
traverse, in which- the roof beams
run from the exterior walls to the
ridge beam. There are a variety of
roof systems, known as Polar Cap
1, 2 and 3, to overcome problems
of condensation in warm, humid
areas and the need for additional
insulation in cold climates.
While our ancestors used postand-beam construction because of a
shortage of nails, the addition of
nails, insulation and amenities has
made this type of construction even
better.
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Post-and-beam construction has many advantages
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN

THIS 11.-S11..‘PED. T‘10-S1-010 110USF. has three bedrooms
and 2':
bath, The using room features. sliding doors which flank a fireplace and
a
cathedral ceiling. Plan HA1531A has 1,412 square feet on the first floor and
529
on the second. For more information write -- enclosing a stamped.
selfaddressed ens elope to architect Jerold I Axelrod,66 Harnett Rd.,Commac
k.
N1 11725

(Do-it-yourselfers will find helpful information on a variety of subjects in Andy Lang's handbook,
"Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending S3 to
this paper at P. 0. Box 1055,
Brick, NJ 08723.)

By Abigail
Van Buren

Wood floors can be placed over concrete ones easily
Q. — I know a wood .floor can
over concrete because I
e seen it on two occasions. In
ner case was the owner of the
.se able to tell me how it had
(,ne, since it was there when
hiv.i.es were purchased. My
:1,-an is to put tongue-and-groove
flooring over a concrete floor in
A hat once was a garage. Can you
.::
g:‘c me a hint on how it is
A.

•

A wood floor can be
o‘er concrete by first set:
into mastic spread on
•.".e 61..1.:rcle. There are two ways to
4 .lo this. One :. to place the mastic
cr the entire floor. in'which case
abwat
th of an inch is
•
Or y:ou can put mastic on
_le floor only where the 2-by-4s or
.creeds will be placed. The mastic
Then should he twice as thick. You
will need 2-by-6s and 2-by -8s

HERE'S THE
ANSWER
By Andy Lang
AP Newsfeatures
along the walls. The flooring is
attached to the screeds after it has
set thoroughly.
Q. — I read somewhere about a
product called a shellac stick. If I
recall rightly, it could be used for
repairing scratches or other small
furniture mars. Do you know if this
is still available? My local hardware store says if there was such
an item it probably isn't made anymore. He says I must be thinking
of wax sticks. Is he right?

Florida's SUITEST Vacation
on Orlando's Atlantic Ocean Beach

r. il ,
.

Beautiful new all-suite resort. Two bedroom
suites have fully equipped kitchens, living/dining area, private balcony, Cable TV and HBO.
Swimming pool, sun deck, wide expanse of
beach. Enjoy sightseeing, golf, tennis, water
sports, fishing. Near 1-4 and I-95...just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central Florida
attractions.

DIRECTLY ON THE OCEAN
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a spacious
suite (not just a hotel room) on Fonda's best
beach.
TWO BEDROOM SUITE
Per person, per night
double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

Based on availability.
Valid 3/27 to 12/31/89.

421 S. Atlantic Ave , New Smyrna Beach, FL 32069
(904)423-8400

TOLL FREE: Florida 800-342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach. FLORIDA

A. — No. There was — and is
— such a thing as a shellac stick. It
must be melted very carefully and
requires a certain amount of expertise. Many professional wood
finishers still use this shellac stick,
but the wax stick is somewhat
similar and easier to use. Pros say
the shellac stick is superior. Try
the wax stick and see how you
make out. If you are dissatisfied,
try the shellac stick, being sure you
get the alcohol lamp and whatever
else is required to get good results.
You probably can use a wax stick
easily the first time out, whereas
the shellac stick is something you
have to learn how to use. Both
come in a variety of colors to
match the wood you are repairing.

A. — The technique is very
much the same, except a ripsaw
should be held at about a 60-degree
angle, whereas a crosscut saw is
held at a 45-degree angle. Remember to do the same thing you do
with a crosscut saw, cut on the
waste side of the cutting line. One
thing you will notice. The cut with
a ripsaw usually is a lot rougher
than with a crosscut saw, so you,
will have to smooth the edges with
sandpaper when you complete the
cutting.

Woman Lays Down the Law
On Time Spent With Husband

DEAR ABBY: My wife, an attorney, seems more loyal to her
profession than to me. I work at
home, while she works downtown
with her partner. We earn about the
same income.
Here's the problem: My wife
works six days a week. Her schedule
leaves her so exhausted that she
has created "rules" about the time
we can spend together. I am not
allowed to have breakfast with her,
(The technique of using varnish, since she eats breakfast with her
shellac, lacquer, stain, remover, partner. She eats lunch downtown,
and either eats dinner downtown or
bleach, pumice powder, rottenskips it. I am not allowed to plan
stone, etc., are detailed in Andy
any activities with her on weekLang's booklet,- "Wood Finishing
nights, and am allowed one weekin the Home," which can be
end activity, which cannot last for
Q. — I have worked with hand- obtained by sending SI and a long, more than three or four hours. I do
most of the housework, in addition
saws for many years but have nev- stamped, self-addressed envelope
er used a ripsaw, which I will have to Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Hun- to working full time. Don't ask
to do on an upcoming project. Any- tington, NY 11743. Questions of about kids; we have sex every two
or three months, if she's not too
thing I should know about using a general interest will be answered in
tired and doesn't have the flu or a
the
column.
)
ripsaw?
backache.
Ow Sunday of our first anniversary, she stayed home so we could
celebrate. But between 8:30 and 10
that morning, she had four phone
conversations with her partner
(who knew it was our anniversary).
Although I told her I didn't like his
constant intrusion, she refused to
communicate any displeasure to
him. Finally, I blew up, phoned him
TO DISPLAYUCOPONADD STONE
and ordered him to leave us alone
for the rest of the day. Then she
AND HEARTLAND VINYL SIDING
called him up and apologized for my
8 homeowners in the general area will be given the opportunity
behavior!
to have new
Coronado Stone applied to their home, with optional
decorativ
She refuses to make any change
e
work
(siding,
tnm,
shutters replacement windows. storm windows and doors)
in her work hours; in fact, they are
at a very low cost
This amazing new stone has captured the interest of homeown
growing longer. I understand that
ers throughout
the United States who are fed up with constant
and other maintenance
her partner works long hours and
costs It provides insulation summer and winter, aspainting
well as fire protection Our new
demands the same of her. A reducproduct can be used on every type of home, including
frame, aluminum, vinyl and
tion might jeopardize their partnersteel sided homes Also concrete block,
stucco, etc You have a choice
ship. But what about our marriage?
of 11 different earth tones It is now goingasbestos,
to berntroduced to the Calloway County
Am I "inconsiderate" to resent her
area Your home can be a show place in the county, and we will
make it worth your
while if we can use your home for advertising. 100% bank financing
rules, and want more of her time
available with
no down payment For an appointment with our professio
and loyalty?
nal exterior designer,
mail within 5 days name and address to
STUMPED IN SKOKIE

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

WANTED 8 HOMES

Federal Data and Document Security*Service
P.O. Box 6774
Evensv111e, IN 47719

Name
Address
City
State
Phone
Please gine direceons
Morning, Noon or Evening _

NO OBLIGATION

DEAR STUMPED: You are
not "inconsiderate" to resent
your wife's rules — I think her
rules are inconsiderate. It appears that she is more concerned about her business partnership than her marriage.
You say nothing in your letter
about love,sharing, caring,and
those- things that make •

marriage work — only a long
list of "rules" telling you what
you are not "allowed" to do.
If a couple ever needed marriage counseling, you do. Not all
marriages are worth saving,
and yours could be one of them
— so I suggest you find out now,
before either one of you invests
any more time in this sad marriage.
•* *

DEAR ABBY: I trust your judgment. A while ago, I invited my
grown niece, Janet (not her real
name), to my home for a special
dinner. I am a registered nurse and
cooking is my hobby.
Well, Janet informed me that she
was on a diet to lose weight,so if she
comes to my home for dinner, I
should not expect her to eat anything!
I was completely chagrined and
disappointed,so I told her that since
she did not intend to eat anything,
there would be no point in coming
to my home for dinner. Well, to
make a long story short, she stayed
home.
Afterward, I wrote to Janet,
apologizing and explaining that I
would have gladly prepared something she could have eaten, but she
never acknowleged the letter.
I have felt terrible about this ever
since. Tell me, Abby, what can I do
to repair our relationship?
MADE A MISTAKE
DEAR MADE: On her birthday, or perhaps on Valentine's
Day or Christmas, send an
appropriate "Can't we be
friends?" card. After that, the
ball is in her court. Let's hope
Janet mellows with time. In
holding a grudge,she hurts only
herself.

t

,

•••

"How to Have a Lovely Wedding" is
a revised, up-to-date guide for formal
church wedding., home weddings.
second-time-around weddings. To
order, send your name and address,
piss check or money order for UAW
(13.39 In Canada) to: Abby's Wedding
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris.
W.61064.(Postage is incindst)

;

Residents of Caldwell, Calloway
and Campbell counties will be the
guests for a "County Day" celebration at the Kentucky Horse Park.
The event is scheduled for Aug. 12.
For residents of the counties
invovled, admission is free to the
Horse Park. Among attractions
covered in the park's general
admission are the two horse
movies, the horse museum, the
motorized park tour, the Parade of
Breeds, the walking farm tour, and
the Hall of Champions, home of
the champion thoroughbreds Jpip
Henry, Forego and standardbred
Rambling Willie. A valid driver's
license from one of the counties

involved admits the driver and
other family members.
Other County Days are scheduled to be conducted throughout
most of 1989, said Lee Cholak, the
park's executive director. By the
end of the year, all 120 counties
will have been honored with a
County Day.
Tourism Secretary May Ray
Oaken said the program was
designed to make more Kentuckians aware of the Horse Park's
attractions.
"We want more Kentuckians to
know the Horse Park 'belongs' to
them," she said.

A demonstration of 19th-century
farm tools is scheduled from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday, August
12, at The Homeplace-1850 at
TVA's Land Between The Lakes
(LBL) national recreation area.
Homplace staff will offer handson opportunities for the public to
work with tools of a century ago.

In addition, they explain the many
misconceptions concerning the
types of tools available, patent
dates, how and where the tools
were obtained, and what they were
used for. Among the tools to be
examined will be woodworking
tools, farm implements, ox yokes,
and horse gear.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake
FoR WEI)NESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1989
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll do some rethinking today
about long range financial security.
An in-depth discussion with a
higher-up proves fruitful. Business
and pleasure mix tonight.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You'll be getting a child ready for
school now. Some are completing a
creative project today. Legal advice is
good. Tonight accents romance and
recreation.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll be making a stop at a
bookstore today. Talks relating to
property interests go well. Support
comes from a parent. You may invite
business colleagues over now.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
WIE
You're able to give valuable advice
and help to a partner today. Some
unexpected expenditures could arise
now. Tonight is tailor-made for,
romance and leisure events.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Powers of concentration are much
improved now, It should be a day of
productivity for you on the job.
Shopping for the home is favored.
Invite others over tonight.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You'll have more fun with an
existing tie than a newcomer today.
Guard against escapist tendencies
now. Serious decisions are niade
affecting a child's welfare.
LIBRA
(Sept: 23 to Oct.22)
Watch out for overexpansion in
business today. Accent practicality.
Financial matters improve somewhat.
Tonight favors reading and catching
up on correspondence.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
A friend is a valuable source of new
ideas for you. Appreciate the feedback you get today. Tonight brings
YOU a social success and perhaps a
new romance.
SAG rrrARius
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A social connection proves helpful
to you in business. It's not a good day
to seek advice about financial interests. Hard work, however, brings you
(areer gains.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You take life very seriously today
and your bent is somewhat philosophical. Mental achievement is likely
now. Tonight, though, favors outings
with friends:
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll get the answers you seek
about an investment or credit concern. Charm and affability open doors
for you in business. Keep on top,
however, of a current assigrunent.
PISCES
mow
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Pleasure pursuits are happily
accented, but curb a tendency to
overdo. A friend asks a favor of you.
Tonight is romantic. Couples grow
closer to each other.

0111E

YOU BORN TODAY have a strong
will and function best in a leadership
position. ThtSugh naturally diplomatic, you still don't like to take orders.
You do best when you become
involved in the larger issues that
affect mankind. You could easily
become a leader for a cause once you
overcome a tendency to be selfcentered. You may be drawn to
politics and business administration,
though you also have a natural
interest in the arts.

M

Weight Control For
Life! If your weight is
making you sick, we
can help you get back
on the road to good
health with a clinically
proven program
developed for those
who need to lose 30
'funds or more

diet and lost weight.
only to gain it back
again. Weight Control
For Life' will not only
help you lose weight,
but will teach you
how to keep it off.
For good.

edical
supervision
ensures that you lose
weight safely, as well
aS rapidly. Your
progress will be
closely monitored by
your personal medical
team, inducing a
physician, a registered
dietitian, a nutrition
counselor and an
exercise specialist.

Pictured above are: Bonnie Flinn, Georgetown; Carol Mollyhorn,
Clarkson, (seated left — right): Kim Hopkins, Paducah; Mary Sue
Moody, Franklin; Judy Overbey, Murray.

Local teacher trains
others in curriculum
Judy Overbey, East Elementary
School, trained fourth grade teacher in the Growing Healthy curriculum at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, July 24-28.
Fifty teachers in grades 1, 2, 3,
4, and 6 from Monroe County,
Simpson County, Russellville Independent, Calloway County Grayson
County, Scott County and Morgan
County convened at Downing University Center. This intensive,
activity-oriented 'workshop was
sponsored by the American Lung
Association of Kentucky in cooper-

ation with the Department of
Health and Safety at Western Kentucky University.
Growing Healthy is a comprehensive elementary and middle
school health education program.
The program provides everything
that a school needs — teaching
methods, materials, and training.
Attention is placed on building
children's self-confidence and selfesteem to enable them to choose
health-enhancing behaviors now
and in the future.

Problem-solving services made
available by Murray State University to business, industry, governmen( and education in its region.
are described in a new brochure to
be distributed in Augusi
Built on a "partnership" theme,
the publication outlines a wide variety of campus resources and
explains how they can be utilized
to enhance the economic development of the area.
Stan Key, director of conferences and workshops lithe Center
for Continuing Education and
Academic Outreach, said the purpose is to raise the level of awareness of the educational, management, research and technical expertise offered through Murray State.
"As the regional university for
West Kentucky, Murray State has
been working for some time with
business, industry, government and
the schools to assess their needs
and to develop strategies for solving their problems," he said. "The
brochure is just another way of
spreading the word."
Key's office is the contact point
on the campus for a wide range of
"partnership opportunities"
enumerated in the brochure. They
include: consulting services;
research; customized management
and technical training; small business development; publications,
international assistance; conferences, workshops and seminars;
and teleconferences.
"Depending upon the nature of
the request, we either respond

SME Foundation selects MSU for grant
The Society of Manufacturing
engineers announces that Murray
State University located in Murray,
has been selected to receive the
1989 Toyota grant award totaling
$5,000. This program is administered by the SME Manufacturing
Engineering Education Foundation
(MEEF).
According to SME Foundation
President Regina W. Barrett of
Chicago, "Murray State University
is achieving superior results in the
teaching of manufacturing engineering. Murray State University
was selected from among 133
applicants."

Rhino-Worcell machine with computer and two 4-year scholarships
at $500 per year.
Since its inception in 1979, the
SME Foundation has awarded nearly $4 million in cash grants and
$2.5 million in software gifts to
239 different institutions, in addition to administering other award
programs.
During 1989, the Foundation
awarded $1,205,362 to 79 universities and technical institutions.

The foundation is located at
SME's World Headquarters, One
SME Drive, P.O. Box 930, Dearborn, Michigan, 49121, telephone
(313) 271-1500, ext. 510.
SME is an internaitonal professional society dedicated to advancing scientific knowledge in the
field of manufacturing. Founded in
1932, SME has 80,000 members in
72 countries and sponsors more
than 300 senior chapters and 190
student chapters worldwide.

directly or make arrangement to
put the organization requesting
assistance in touch with the appropriate campus agency," he said.
In addition to the Center for continuing education and Academic
Outreach services are provided
through the following units on the
campus:
Waterfield Center for Business
and Governmental Research an::
Small Business Development Centers in Murray, Hopkinsville and
Owensboro in the College of Business and Public Affairs; School
Services and Research in the College of Education; the College of
Fine Arts and Communication; the
College of Humanistic Studies:
Institute for Workforce Development in the College of Industry and
Technology; Center of Excellence
for Reservoir Research and MidAmerica Remote Sensing Center in
the College of Science: and the
Breathitt Veterinary Center in
Hopkinsville.
Key added that the brochures
will be sent to managers of manufacturing plants, personnel directors, hospitals, banks, school superintendents, accounting firms, engineers, area development districts
and chamber of commerce.
Partnership activities can be conducted at the business site, on the
Murray State campus or in some
other suitable location, ,according
to Key, depending on the circumstances of each individual request.
Organizations are not charged a
service fee for the initial contact
and planing, however, subsequent
training, consulting and research
services usually involve a fee. Services and fees are specified in a
formal proposal between Murray
State and the organization.
Persons interested in exploring
the partnership opportunities available through Murray State or in
receiving a copy of a new brochure
may write' or call:
Conferences and Workshops,
Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach, 306
Sparks Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
1-800-669-7654 (toll free in Kentucky) or (502) 762-4159.

The primary purpose of the
award, according to Dr. Shoichiro
Toyota, president, Toyota Motor
Corporation, is "to strengthen the
quality of education the areas of
manufacturing and manufacturing
engineering technology in Kentucky schools."
Specifically, Murray State University was awarded a total of
$58,805 for in-kind equipment gifts
and cash. The Toyota award partially funded the purchase of a capital equipment award for one

G

o the distance
with Weight
Control For Life' and
you'll be on the right
track to a long and
healthy life. Because
unlike many diets that
leave you running on
empty, our program
provides the energy
you need to keep your
life in high gear.

To learn more about how Weight Control For Life!can guide you on the road to good
health, attend a free introductory meeting on Monday,August 14 trout 74:39 p.m in
the Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.'There's no obligation. Wit ;
registration is limited. So call 753-1826 by noon, Monday. August 14 to ewer* a piace.
If you are only moderately overweight (less than 30 pounds), we also have a program
Nat for you. . . Lighter living. Learn how to lose weight and
Increase your body's performance, call 753-1826 and ask
about Lighter Living.

Eureka Clearance Sale prices good thru 8/12/89

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your
General Electric Dealer in Murray
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CLASSIFIEDS

Miirray Ledger & Times
Help
Wanted

I Max Satterwhite, am no
longer responsible for any
debts other than my own
8 5 89

TRANSFER your 8mm movies to video tape, only 7ir
per foot Call Donna Darnell
Video Production Specialties, 759-9246

in skilled area of long
term care facility. Full
or part-time, flexible
hours, salary negotiable.
Apply At

1989 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible. You will
De required to pay
even more of the
bill. In tact, if you go
to the hospital, you
or your insurance
will have to pay the
f irst $560.0.0,before
Medicare pays anything For free informaton call:

7-3 Position
Available
For RN

West View
Nursing Home
1401 South 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
FOE,
St F

Mobile homes,
farming equipment, alum. siding,
houses,
campers. etc.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year"

Coll After 5:30 p.m.

753-8691

SJDDEN Latex wall paint
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black s Decorating Center,
'01 S 4th St Murray

Lease For Less At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1989 Celebrity $231 mo.'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License.
48 Mo. Closed End Lease.

Interested In A
New Career?
Want to be your own
boss? Dog trainers are
in great demand and
can earn from $12,000
to over $200,000 a year
depending on location
Professional
Dog Training Program
(al.l levels available)
502 436-2858
Glendhenmere
Kennels

DELI HELP
NEEDED
Apply at

Owen Food
Market
Will Sit
with elderly or
ill person.
Call

753-6298
Anytime.

For Sale
Trailcr
must sell
furnished
ff. r

$60.00 PER HUNDRED remailing letters from home!
Details, send selfaddressed, stamped envelope. Associates, Box
309-T, Colonia, NJ 07067.

Experienced
Meat Cutter

Needed
Apply in person

Owen Food
Market

E

,..TEACHER

REAC.' FOUR

0.)-1LESCNS THIS SUMMER?

I MEAN, HOW I REAP MINE
ARE WE EVER THE FIRST
601N6 TO
WEEK WE WERE
PC TIME?
140ME, SIR..

SUREMARCIE!
014,5URE!5U2E,
MARCIE!OH,
SURE!

Situation
Wanted
TRAILE
Trailer

DANA. Opportunity exists
for individuals qualified in
the following areas to be a
part of our new world class
manufacturing facility in
Hopkinsville, Ky. 'Purchasing Generalist: Degreed
candidates preferred with
experience in metal forming industry. Must be familiar with material specs,
SPC arid be able to read
and understand blueprints
as they relate to the purchasing functions. Should
be accredited in the purchasing field. Will be responsible for purchasing
tooling, equipment, steel,
and production components. A good worker,
knowledge of J.I.T. manufacturing a plus.
Data
Processing Coordinator:
Excellent opportunity to
work with the installation
and implementation of DEC
Micro Vax II and ASK MRP
II Business Management
System. Candidates
should have a working
knowledge of Cobol, Fortran and Basic Programming Languages. Experience with UMS, Ethernet,
and/or local area networks
a plus. Must have good
communication skills and
creative program styles to
service plant operation.
'Safety Engineer Coordinator: Looking for individual
to develop and implement
safety programs to prevent
and/or correct unsafe environmental working conditions, utilizing knowledge.of
industrial processes, mechanics, chemistry, psychology and industrial
health and safety laws. Prefer individual with degree in
Chemical Engineering.
Must have experience as a
Safety Engineer. Positions
offer a competitive salary,
benefits, opportunity and a
professional atmosphere. If
qualified, send resume with
salary history to: Department for Employment Services, Attn: DANA Corporation, P.O. Box 1128, Hopkinsville, KY 42240. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Help
Wanted

WILL stay with elderly or
sick. References and experience. Call 753-4590 for
more information Call after
500 in the evening. Or
753-9614 daytime

ORGANIST & Choir DirecLPN . Needed for busy ,Ior Contact 1st Christian
physician's office. Excel- Church, P O. Box 799,
Mayfield, KY 42066 or call
lent benefits Position available immediately Please 247-2204.
send resume and refer- WENDY'S is now hiring day
ences to P0 Box 1040-D, positions and cashiers with
Murray
experience

'INSTANT CASH' Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailing
novelty gift items. For more
information send stamped
envelope to: DMM-IV, P.O.
Box 2297, Miami, FL
33261.

TELEMARKETERS

CAR STEREO Installer
needed Must have experience. Send resume and
experience to P.O. Box 48,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.

Needed to work at
home processing
orders for our products. People call

EARN $600 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
No expereince. Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope to: P.O. Box 27200,
Detroit, MI 48227.

you.

MANUFACTURING
COORDINATOR: Opportunity exists for individual to
be part .of our new world
class manufacturing facility
in Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
Seeking individual with experience in the area of
metal forming, shaping and
punching. Must have experience with machinery,
tooling and processes in
support of production departments. Must possess
high level of ambition, technical knowledge and good
human relations skills. Requires being comfortable
and effective in supervising
people in activities within a
participative management
environment. Position offers a competitive salary,
benefits, opportunity and a
professional atmosphere. If
qualified, send resume with
salary history to: Department for Employment Services, Attn: DANA Corporation, P.O. Box 1128, Hopkinsville, KY 42240. .An
Equal Opportunity
Employer.

INVALID lady needs some- WILL care for WC* or disabone to live in Room, board led, I've in or out, pan-time
and salary 759-1661 ,
or full-time 753-0785

EASY Work! Excellent Pay,
Assemble products at
home Call tor information
504-641-8003 Ext 8047

EXCELLENT WAGES for
spare time assembly. Easy
work at home. No experience needed. Call
1-504-641-7778 ext. 2329.
Open 24 hours, inciuding
Sunday.

NEED 5 representatives in
this area immediately.
There's no hidden cost. Be
your own boss and work
you own hours. Free $30 in
products with sign-up. For
personal interview call
753-0171.

BUY All Scrap Metals. Aluminum and cans, copper,
stainless, brass, iron, batteries, junk cars 94 East 3
miles. Watch for signs
753-0467.

BUYING aluminum cans:
battery, scrap metal, copWILL mow lawns- any size, per and junk cars. KGA
reasonable rates Call after Recycling 492-8183 days,
5P M Mon-Fri, anytime 498-8785 nights
weekends, Wayne G I JOE Hasbro 11"figures
489-2342
and equipment. Mattel BarWILL babysit in my home, hies. 436-5608
Lynn Grove area.
WE buy scrap aluminum,
435-4195.
copper, brass and alumiWILL build porches and num cans. Call Balcan
decks, any design or size, cycling @753.0338.
with or without roof. Price
negotiable. Call 759-4777
or 753-5384 (message).
Articles
For Sale
2 SUNTAN Beds' Suntanna by Wolff Can be
seen at Gloria's Fitness
Center 753-8616 or after
5p m 436-2611

Instruction

NEED a job? A GED? Hope
for the future? You may
qualify if: 'You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; You have been
Out of school 9 months or
more; 'You are between
the ages of 16 & 21. We are
an E.O.E. This project is
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T.P.A. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a m.-11:30a.m.

CB base station, 400 watt
amplifier, watt meter and
astro beams, 100' coaxial
cable. 436-2684.
GRAVEL: Red or white
gravel, also dirt and topsoil.
436-2388, 436-5504

ALLIANCE

,

C•nlArs

).•.•7•7.7"
1.500.334.1203

I have a few books on the
McCuiston Geneology for
sale, dates 1620-1937. Call
492-8193
MURRAY Riding Tractor
10HP, runs good, mowing
deck needs one bearing
489-2883

By GARY l.?!%12SON

Train to be a Professional
-SECRETARY
-EXECUTIVE SEC.
-WORD PROCESSOR

REAP

. NOME STUDY RES TRAINING

THEM ALL

.FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
-JOB PLACEMENT ASSIST

5TRAI6i4T ON

THR0U61-i:

Roy Dunn
Pottertown Rd.

Want
To Buy

I will babysit in my home
M-F, 6a.m.-530p.m. Call
759-1683.

NEED 4 ladies to work flexible hours. Can earn
$10-520 per hour. For inter**,send name and phone
number to P.O. Box 252,
Murray, Ky.

Band instrument
Repair Service

PRINTED Caps at Faye's
12 dz- $2 each, 8 dz $2 28, 4 dz - $250, 2 dz $3 514 Main, 753-7743
SEARS riding lawn mower,
$200. Rotonller, 8HP.
$150. Edger and misc.
items. 759-1354.

CHRISTOPHER'S Coins
helps collectors get a good
start. Also monthly investment programs. Nice proof
sets and silver dollars at

Jane's Attic, Treasure
House, Tommy's Baseball
Cards, Mercantile and
Country-at-Heart (Aurora),
Ox -Yoke (Hazel)
753-4161.

TWO 200 amp breaker service poles. One 150 amp
breaker service pole_ Complete. 436-5255

1 Bag
Central
washer
Adults
753-394

1 BED1
Near ur
489-224

2 BEDF
Port. Pa
pies pr,
$275/ rr

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

1 or 2
ment no
ray. 752

LARGE, large, large selecbon of storage buildings in
stock for immediate delivery. tcree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky.
502-247-7831

2 BEDI
apartmi
ished,
Phone
753-589

LEE'S Pools 5. Spas is
making pool care easier for
Murray! Chemicals, supplies, parts, paint and water
testing are available Come
by C.J.'s Pool & Patio, 106
North 4th Street, 759-1911
SHARP Copiers Local authorized dealer, sales, rental, lease and service. Call
1-800-248-4319
WEST KENTUCKY HARDWOODS Planed, 2 & 3
common Kd lumber for
crafts 60e a board foot
395-5900

2 BEDI
Apartme
Shed, si
tor. FI(
month I
pets. 4
pus. Afti
days 76

NICELY
bedroo
753-060
days.

NOW ti
for Secti
r00111 a;
side M.
9-11,a.m.
Housing

- Ballet Shoes
Sizes: Iv:, 10 &
lov2
$10 each pair

FO1
col

753-5279
after 5 p.m.

__Jac

ne

1-800-327-7728
THE HART 9C1.1001
•ON o4 A C T C.09)
NATI hdals. Pompano Bch FL

OFFICE
Southsir
ter. 753

(1-4•Y 280)

BABYSITTING In my
home for working mothers
MondayFriday,
8a m -5p m 753 9573

Call
(502)753-6227
Ask for
extension
K-10

EARLY 1900 cherry upright
player piano, excellent condition, rolls included. Best
offer. 759-4407.

Murray, KY
753-8976

Situation
Wanted

lint

(CAS.
E

or
unfurnished
Call
753-3781

$350 A DAY! Processing
phone ordels. People call
you! No experience necessary. Call (refundable)
518-459-8697 Ext. K973.

Help
Wanted

Mobile
Homes For Sale

75
75

12x60 BELLEMEADE. 2
bedrooms, included are a
patio deck, a front porch
VICTORIO Tomato Juicer,
deck, like new air condi$29 99 Wallin Hardware,
tioner, utility pole Call
Downtown Paris. Open all
436-2248 or 753-5378
day Saturday.
(mornings only).
•AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES

Home
Furnishings

-TRAVEL AGENCIES

—

HOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
•JOS PLACEMENT ASSIST.

1-800-327-7728

"Let's see — mosquitoes, gnats, flies, ants ...
What the? ... Those jerks! We didn't order
stinkbugs on this thing!"

IT CANT BE TIME TO GLEAM WI
THE REFRIGERATOR

THESE LEFTOVERS HAVEN'T
BEEN IN THERE THAT LONG

THE BAKED
BEANS NEEP
A TRIM

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

THEY COULDN'T.POSSIBLY BE
THAT OLP

TI
Al

ACROSS
1 Strain for
breath
Drink
heavily
12 Toward and
within
13 Arabian
•
garment
14 Metal
15 Beer mugs
17 Alit
19 Plague
20 Appears
21 Escritoir
23 Mast
24 Work at one's
trade
26 Athletic
groups
28 Turf
31 Note of scale
32 Guido's high
note
33 Pronoun

THINK

34 Poem
36 Put to use
38 Church
bench
39 Knocks
41 Intertwine
43 Collect
45 Runs easily
48 — potatoes
50 Obsequious
51 Arrow poison
52 Mountain on
Crete
54 Chair
55 Beatty film
56 Seed
container

57 Sea eagles

1 Pith of a
matter
2 Poker stake
3 Uninterrupted
4 Balance
5 Aeriform

No WoNctER A PicTURE
i5 PICKI5i4 A THatiomico
WoRD6!_

HERE we ArzE Al'
veLLowsroE

1

2

3

5

4

6

7

Answer to Previous Puzzle

0

11%

if/ E

MEINHOWNS9

l 00 00 1000
000 0UUU0W o0
ME UM OM Do
Millargraa
000 01-030M0
B ERIumw WESTS
E TU
YES

OET
NAME

fluid
6 River in
Siberia
7 Pigeon pea
8 Ringworm
9 Commands
10 Verse
8

9

10

11

CARPET Used, 100 yards,
gold, yellow, short shag, 14x60 1977 WARRIOR: 2
good condition Phone bedrooms, partially furnished, central heat, $7,000
753-0114
Call 753-1575 after 5p.m.
MOVING SALE! ALL FUR14x64
1981 MOBILE
NITURE UKE NEW. CALL
AFTER 5.00p m., Home: With 29 acres on
753-5014. Sotid oak (Tho- Jones Mill Crossland Road
masville) bedroom suite in Tennessee, 4 miles from
with queen-size waterbed Crossland. (901)247-3906.
(All $975) Solid oak bedroom suite, regular size bed 14x65 FLEETWOOD
with desk and chair (All Trailer: 2 bedrooms, bath
$600). Sofa and wing back and all appliances. Call
chair (Both $575), match- 759-4948 after Sp.m.
ing materials. Wing back 14x66 FOR Sale Or Rent
chair, flam stitch pattern 1987 Cavelier, 2 bed($95)
rooms, front kitchen, 24
NEW Furniture- Ask for ton Coleman central air,
Neal at Starks Brothers Mo- $13,900 or $250 a month.
Call 753-8651.
bile Homes. 753-2922
QUICK Sale: Sofa, 6.4
federal blue with gold
flecks, excellent condition,
$50 (502)492-8193,
Hazel, Ky.

NEAT
DRAY

11 Finishes
16 "Empty -18 Snakes
22 Retains
23 Little
24 — tem
25 Conducted
27 High
mountain

29 Be in debt
30 Condensedi
13
14
12UUU
moisture
35 Wiped out
15
16
17181111 36 Church part
37 River in Asia
19
20
38 Salt's
partner
21
22
23
40 "Return From
the —"
24 25
26
27
28 29 30 42 Thicket
43 Moham31
medan
32
33
noble
44 Horse's neck
wi
34
hair
iu•uill
1111
46 Verve ,
39 40
41
,.. 42
47 Deposits
49 Plunge
mu
45
50 Mournful
53 Perform
will

SPECIAL Showing'& Sale
75 quilts, Victorian whites
crochet coverlets, fine lace
and linens Thursday evening August 10, 5-9p.m at
Sweet Nellie's Antique
Mall, 641, Draffenville,
527-1018. Regular hours10a.m.-5p.m. daily,
1-5p m. Sunday.

UUU

MtCAME IN YW AIR
KIT,,NELOieE
CAREFUL
!

II"U
UU
as

WI
NIU•U

54

IN
57

iii

lill

III

Ill
Ill

Sports
Equipment

•

Team
BOWLING
SHIRTS
AvaNable at

Inu
Mel
Hot
,COIT

pos
deli
you
poli
free
Sa%
wh(
hav

14x70: 1988, 2 bedrooms,
2 baths, set up in Fox Meadows on shady lot.
753-3855.
14x76 SKYLINE: 1980, 2
bedrooms, 2 full baths with
garden tub, 2' pull-out in
living - room, partially furnished, includes utility pole,
concrete steps, uncut
underpinning, $10,200.
489-2157.
14x80 BUCHANEER. Repossessed 1984 mobile
home, unfurnished, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. Inquire at
MSU Federal Credit Union,
General Services Building,
MSU No phone calls
please.
24x45 1976 DOUBLEWIDE: 2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
retently remodeled, including storm windows, insulation and carpeting, washer
and dryer, stove, refrigerator and air conditioner also
included. Priced to sell.
Owners relocating. Call
750-1273.

UIUU
111

nitnoliVer.ATJLNEL ERNE

12x60 TRAILER & Lot 4
miles east of Post Oak Dr,
4th on right, $8,500 Must
Sell!

Mobile
Homes For Rent

med
haw

'2,0
'Col
'Bac
'Ex(

2 BEDROOM Trailer City
limits, adults preferred, no
pets 753-9866.
2 OR 3 bedroom,furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air condied
Shady Oaks 753-52%.

600

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1989

CLASSIFIEDS
320

TRAILER For Rent
Trailer Court

Dilrs

2 BEDROOM Garage
Apartment Gas heat,stove
and refrigerator. 753-7457

Business
Rentals
OFFICE or Store Space* At
Southside Shopping Center. 753-9386 or 753-4509

120
Apertments
Fat Rent
1 BEDROOM Apartment
Central heat and air,
washer and dryer hook-up
Adults only, no pets
753-3949

II

ins
iod
stoof
at
ire
lall
nd
*a),
I)

1 BEDROOM Apartment:
Near university, no pets.
489-2244.
2 BEDROOM Brick: Carport, patio, storage, couples preferred, no pets,
$275/ month. 753-6931.

le

1 or 2 BEDROOM apartment near downtown Murray. 753-4109.

DC. in
livAd:y

2 BEDROOM., furnished
apartment, water furnished, 1604 Miller Ave.
Phone 753-0932 or
753-5898.

or-

lure:all

.D3
for
ot

NOW taking applications
for Section 8, 1 & 2 bedroom apartments. Southside Manor, 753-8221,
9-11a.m., 12-2p.m. Equal'
Housing Oppbrtunity

NOM,.

360
•

For Rent
Or Lease

FOR LEASE
Commercial
Building

FOR LEASE
Retail Space
Available
September 1
2,000 squalt feet.
Bel-Air Center
Call 753-4751
Bob Billington

360
Pets
& Supplies
DOG Obedience Training:
Discover how* your dog
thinks and learns Enjoy
your companion more. No
force,
modern
communication-type training. Fast, efficeint, human.
436-2858.
GERMAN Shepherds .
Black, AKC registered puppigs,for sale. Call 753-7901
altar 4:30p.m.

Produce
LARGE yellow sweet corn
Taking orders,for fall apples. Golden Delicious,
Red Delicious, Jonathon.
753-4725.
d10
Public
Safe

Garage
Sale
Wed., Aug. 9
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
1504 Belmont Dr.
(east of South 16th SO

Good location
near MSU.

Guns, antiques, 1

753-4682
753-5870

fishing and 1 ski
boat,truck tires, 350
Chevy transmission
and motor parts,

misc. items.

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

all
78

4
,
'St

r

n0

id
rn

th
ill

it

If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
,companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you and
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we -also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

,

r

r.

It

It
1,

'1

2 BEDROOM Baserniont
Apartment: Partially furn- GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
ished, stove and refrigera- Coldwater
Road
tor. Reference. $180/ 753-6756. The ultimate for
month plus deposit. No all your pet's grooming
pets. 4 blocks from cam- needs.
pus. After 5p.m 489-2741
MASTIFF Puppies: $500,
days 762-6876.
AKC
registered.
(502)642-2539.
NICELY furnished 1 and 2
bedroom apartments.
753-0606 nights, 753-6111
400
days

is
for
ipter
ne
06
11

Mtirray Ledger lit Times
490

Apartments
For Rent

Mobile
Homes For Rent

PAGE 11

Spacious 4 bedroom residence just recently placed
on market. Large & lovely tree-shaded lot.
Desirable location. $90's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

s

HELP
Do you need help with your major
medical insurance problems? If so, we
have the solution:
'2,000,000 Major Medical Coverage
'Competitive Rates
'Backed by A+ Rated Company
'Excellent Claims Service
Glv• Us A Call - NOW

Ross Insurance
600 Man Agency 7043489

EXCEPTIONALLY Nice
home: Completely furnished on 2'/: acre wooded
lake front lot including TVA
property, located in the
Center Ridge area on Kentucky Lake. Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1-800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.
NEW Condominiurns For
Sale: 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380 sq. ft. plus garage, all
applicances included plus
many other extras. For
more information phone
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222
440

Toyotas Cost Less
In Murray

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
tree tops (triangle bound by
3 roads) center Marshal
County. Look down on Ben
tons lights! Deer and wild
turkey. No building.
$62,500. Joe W. Nanney,
753-9622/ 527-7864.

For 60 Mos.
$8,787 Sale Price

'88 kick Rejai

$260.00
For 48 Mos
$10,487 Sale Price

'88 Honda Civic Uf
54 Mos.
$9,987 Sale Price

'87 Mssan Maxima

$322.00
For 46 Mos.
$12,987 Sale Price

For 30 Mos.
$4,887 Sale Price

liC
irifil3
.
Cel
obritY
For 48 Mos.
$7487 Sae Price

$219.00

Homes
For Sale

For 42 Mos.
$7,987 Sale Price

2 BEDROOM House: 1
mile west of Hazel, State
Line Road. Y. acre lot,
frame with aluminum trim,
new sewer system,
$20,000. 492-8166 after
6p.m. 753-8679.

'87 Toyota Corolla FX

3 BEDROOM house in
country priced in lower
$20s. 753-9866.

For 48 Mos.
$9,987 Sale Price

3 BEDROOM Brick: On 1
acre wooded lot, 5 miles
from Murray in Cherry Corner area. 753-8872.

'86 Olds Calais

3 BEDROOM brick, 1950
square feet on 1.2 acre,
with outbuildings and fruit
trees,4A miles west on 94
$46,500, will consider
smaller house or trailer on
trade. 759-1987.
3 BEDROOM House. In
town, vinyl siding, gas heat
• 759-1789.
A GREAT Location: This
Keenland Drive home has 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, lots of
living area, large backyard
patio and in-ground pool.
$82,000. Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.
LARGE cedar house in
country on 34 acres. 12
miles east of Murray. 3
bedrooms and 2 sleeping
rooms, central gas heat
and air. $50,000 Call
753-1203.
LOT with small cabin for
sale at CrappieHollow Has
electric, but no water. Will
sell cheap. Call after
4:30p.m. (901)885-8857.
NEW Home In Martin
Heights Subdivision: Ideal
room arrangement for the
growing family. 3,000 ft., 3
bedrooms,3A baths. Price
just reduced Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222

$221.00
For 48 Mos.
$8,887 Sale Price

'87 Toyota Camry

$248.00
$211.00
For 42 Mos.
$7,687 Sale Price

'85 Toyota Canny

$247.00
For 36 Mos.
$7,987 Sale Price

'85 Ford Mustang

$170.00
For 36 Mos.
$5,487 Sale Price

145.01ds Clerk

$238.00
For 36 Mos.
$7,487 Sale Price

'85 BMW 325 E

$32200
For 48 Mos.
$12,987 Sale Price

tialityPe
i
l ii
14 Bi
• For 36 Mos.
$1,987 Sale Price

'83 Toy_ota Corolla

S151.00
For 24 Mos
$3,487 Sale Price

NICE Brick Home: On
large, shaded lot, quiet
dead end street. Attached
garage with door opener,
fireplace with insert For
sale by owner 753-0906.

For 21 Mos.
$3,487 Sale Price

ON THE SPOT]
FINANCING

TRUCKS
'88 Mazda SE5
For 54 Mos.
$8,987 Sale Price

'87 Toyota Van

S298.00
For

48 Mos
811,987 Sale Price

'87 Astro Van

ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray. 759-9831

For 48 Mos
$10,987 Sale Price

HONDA 200-S 3-Wheeler
Excellent condition After
5pm. 753-7836.

For 42 Mos
$8,487 Sale Price

'861 ota4x4

'86 Toyota Truck

1974 CHEVROLET Monte
Carlo. townie.car in excellent condition, new ores,
$2,000 OBO. Call
753-1410.
1978 CHEVROLET Impala: 4-door, would make a
good work car. 437-4341
1980 LE CAR: 66,000
miles, runs good, been
wrecked, $300. After 4p m
474-2342.
1981 BUICK Regal Blue
and silver, T-tops
753-1358.
1983 BUICK Regal: A/C,
power steering and brakes,
cruise, vinyl top, very good
condition and reasonably
priced. 7539302.

1983 VW QUANTUM Wagon: Diesel, 53,000 miles,
A/C, cruise control, and
very clean. $3,550.
354-8018 after 630p m.
1984 CAVAUER: Air, tilt,
cruise, PS,PB, AM/FM stereo, power locks, 2.0 liter
fuel injection engine.
$2,800. Call 354-9144.
1984 CHRYSLER LAZER
A/C, tilt, AM-FM cassette,
PS, PB. 753-4993 after
4p.m.
1985 BUICK Park Avenue:
Loaded, all options, high
mileage, extra sharp,
$5,400. 753-2615 or
753-6125
1985 CELEBRITY
759-1758
1986 TAURUS LX: 1
owner, V-6, 57,000 miles,
power windows/ locks/
seats, cruise, tilt, premium
sound cassette, new tires,
15" aluminum wheels,
2-tone blue, $5,800.
437-4723.
1987 CHEVY Z-24: V-6
multi-port, 5-speed transmission, PW, 15,000 miles,
$6,500. Days 753-8533, after 5p.m. 753-1705.

BUSHHOGGING
753-6615

CONCRETE driveways,
slabs & blockwork Tipton
ROCKY COLSON Home
759-9731
Repair Roofing, siding, TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
painting, plumbing, con- installed- phones moved
BRICK, block and con- crete Free estimates. Call residence and businesF
51'
crete, basements, founda- 474-2307 or 753-6973
experienced Call Bobby
tions, driveways, sidewWade 753-2220
Campers
alks, patios Free esti- SEWING Machine Repair
All
TREE
makes
Service Trees
and
mates
models,
Chimneys
new and
1974 TEERY 'Travel
Trailer: 8'47, sleeps 6, repaired. 28 years experi- home and industry Call topped or removed Also
Kenneth Barnhill, order your winter firewooci
once 753-5476
A/C, gas heat and stove
Phone 436 2758 or
microwave, full-size bed CONTRACTOR- Portable 753-2674, Hwy 121 North
436-2562
and sofa, new carpet, ex- storage buildings, pole Stella, Ky
cellent condition, $4,100 barns, general home im- SHEETROCK finishing, VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
firm. 759-1216, or if no provement Quality work for new or repair 436-2811
Service Center, cleanic._
answer 753-4473
servicing $15, most repair
less. Free estimates 8'x12'
SHOLAR Plumbing & $35 all brands
3rd Suer..
1983 JAYCO Fifth Wheel for $585 489-2663
Electric For your everyday Almo,
753-0530
Like new. 753-0906
DOZER, grading, finish plumbing and electrical
grade, clearing, small needs call us at 474-2366 WET BASEMENT'? Wt.
520
make wet basements dry
ponds, etc. Also bushhog- or 437-4113
Work completely guarar,
Boats
ging, custom hay baling,
STEWART'S
Upholstery.
teed Call or write Morga"
& Motors
square bale. 436-2388,
Large selection of material, Construction Compar.y
436-5504
14' BASS Boat Trailer and
new springs, legs, etc Rea• sonable rates, free pick-up Route 2 Box 409-A, Padu
40HP Johnson motor,
cah, KY 42001 or calr
power trim, 2 live wells, ELECTRICIAN Licensed and delivery. 436-5236
1-442-7026
12/24 trolling motor, contractor. Quality work, afSUREWAY
Tree
Servicefordable
price.
No
charge
$1,800. 759-1132.
service call. Runyon Elec- Topping, pruning, tree re16' FIBERGLASS Sailboat: trical Service 436-5279
moval Aerial bucket truck
Trailer, main and jib sails,
Fully insured for your prolife jackets, etc. 436-2879. FENCE sales at Sears tection. Stump removal
now Call Sears 753-2310 with no lawn damage. Free BEAUTIFUL isitens
•
16'SKI Boat: 115HP motor, for free estimate for
roe box of Futter)
. tpc '
your estimates. No obligations
power torn, stereo. $2,200 needs
759-1087
753-5484
or best offer Must sell.
FOR
most
any
type
drive436-2882, 759-4668.
way white rock also, any •
1981 EBBTIDE: 17' walk- type gravel, dirt and sand
through windshield, 115HP call Roger Hudson,
Evinrude, power tilt, power 753-4545 or 753-6763
trim, custom trailer, excelCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
lent condition. Must sell. GENERAL Repair. plumbCUSTOM WOODWORKING
ing, roofing, tree work.
753-9414.
All Types Ot
436-5895 or 436-2642
21' STARCRAFT. Gutty caWoodworking
Custom
HAMILTON
Cultured
bin, 165HP Mercruiser I/O.
168 hours on motor, Easy marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400
Loader trailer. 436-2594.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, roofing, painting,
mowing. Free estimates
759-1683

24' SEA Ray: Twin Mercruisers, refrigerator,
stove, restroom, sleeps 4,
easy loader trailer, extra
nice, $13,200. 437-4723.

HOUSECLEANING Quality service References
753-7910 after 6p m

1987 EUROSPORT Celebrity: 2-door, 51,000 miles, CANOE: 15' aluminum,
$6,700. Call after 6:30p.m. paddles and cushions,
$300. 753-4065.
492-8844.
1987 FORD Escort EXP:
Blue with gray interior,
5-speed, 36,XXX miles,
$7,000. Call 753-7659.
1987 GRAND AM- 35,000
miles, black, 4 cylinder, 1
owner. Call before 2P.M.
759-4868 or after 2P.M.
437-4621.
1987 TRANS AM: Super
sharp, bright blue, loaded,
glass T-tops, 21,XXX
miles, $11,000, will consider strong serious offer.
753-6923.
1988 DODGE Daytona:
Light pewter, 5-speed, aluminum wheels,..tesepiece,
louver, $8,600. Call
753-8651

Weak Credit?
Bad Credit?
We Finance.
Buy Here. Pay Here.
Cars From
$50043,000
$25435 Per Week
or Payments
Every 2 Weeks

S164.00
For 42 Mos.
$5,987 Sale Price

JIM'S Heating & Air Conditioning: Servicing all
brands, factory authorized
Carnet dealer 14 years
experience, commercial,
residential. 24 hour answering 753-9518, after
hours 502-658-3282. Jim
Randolph.

510
Services
Offered
A-1 TREE Service & Stump
Removal: 50" aerial bucket
truck. Spraying and feeding. 35 years experience.
Glen Joiner owner. Call
753-0906. Free Estimates,

LANDSCAPING, bushhogging, leveling driveways
and buildings flower beds.
436-5430_

ALCO Home Inprovement.
Big or small, I do it all. Low
rates, free estimates.
489-2663, ask for Wayne

For 36 Mos.
88,487 Sall Price

'85 Blazer

8247.00
For

36 Mos
$7,987 Sale Price

'83 Sjverado
Fa, 36 Mos.
$8,987 Selo Price
Neste Gmle4 al 145
UR WM% Deo

Hours - MF 8-7
Sat. 8-5

'Drop by &

see Our showroom

.-

,--..
All Cross Stitch Books
All Cross Stnch Fabr.c

1,2 Price - 50'
.ii: Price - 5.0'

„

(package

only)

All Kits 30* Off
Cross-Such. Stamped Cross-Stacn
and Needlepoint

30% Off
50' Skein
'1°
'& l p

Needlepoint Pre-Worked Centers
Tapestry Yarn
Knitting Yarns

Creative Expression
Needlework Shop
915 Coldwater Rd.

759.1946

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835.

APPLIANCE REPAIR. We
Service: dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers. Service on most
makes and models. G.E.
factory trained. The Appliance Works, Dr. Rob Mason Rd., Hwy 783,
753-2455.

MATHIS Brothers Saw Mill,
Loading sawdust Mon - Fri
7a.m.-4p.m. We buy standing timber. (615)232-8466
MITCHELL PAVING: 30
years experience. Hauling/
excavating, seal coating
and striping. For estimate
call Rocky, Guy, or R B
753-1537.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Parts and service,
Used Appliances. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848 (home).

Septic Tank

Water Line
Installation

Sewer Lines
Ditching

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service
753-6156

MOBILE HOME Specialist436-5255

FOR SALE

RILEY'S Home Improvements. Free Estimates, discounts to senior citizens
Work guaranteed. Billy Riley. 753-9478.

BACKHOE work, septic
systems repaired or replaced, 436-2388,
436-5504,

Trenching

(installation & repair)

29 Cars
to Choose from,.

Call Sammy

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

195

Pools
Hwy. 121 Stella, KY

753-9925
August Summer Special On All Above Ground Pooisi

Save Up To 10%
Lirryitod Time Only.

August 2-18
)
re .
For Further Service After Hours
489-2156

2 adjacent homes for sale. Located close
to MSU. Both has been totally,remodeled
in excellent condition. Main house has
centeral heat and air, new vinyl siding
'55,000_00
Call:

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

Vans
1985 CHEVROLET Con
version Van: Excellent con
dition, 69,000 miles
$10,000. 753-9778.

TOYOTA

500

Used
Trucks
1978 DODGE Pick-up
With topper, good oondinon. Call after 6p.m
753-0315

'85 Che_Silverado

S263.00

PAINTING Quality work
manship, references, tre..
estimates Call Craig at
436-5245

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

1987 9*? 10 4-speed,
18,000 miles Call after
6p m. 489-2640

$205.00

$273.00

1971 TOYOTA: good run
ning condition, $250. 1976
Ford Pinto: needs motor,
good body, $100 or best
offer. Call after 5p m
489-2239.

901-142-31000
Hwy. 70 W. - Paris

$151.00

Motorcycles

Used
Cars

GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

'81 Toyota Celica GT

[

NICE 4 bedroom brick
home with basement and
apartment, 3+ acres,
30x100 Butler-type buildings. Ideal for business. In
Marshall County near Reidland. $62,500. 898-2225.

Dan Taylor
TL,
Chen*, Moab*
Ca$llaIr.W
Pads, TN
New & Used

$228.00
For

'87 Pontiac Grand-lm LE
460

1978 SCOTTSDALE: A
ton, runs good 489-2883

Now it's
3„ 4

"itiar

Lots
For Sale

Used
Cars

'515 South 12th
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4961

OF MURRAY, INC.

Toyota Quality and Cash Back

FOR SALE
1979 G.M.C. Brigadier Conventional
with sleeper. 6V92
Detroit engine 9
speed transmission. New motor,
transmission
&
rear end. Phone
753-5606 or 7537952 after 5:00.

Rebates are offered on these Quality Toyota Parts
EFI
Air Filters

Set of standard
Four Plugs
'6.20
-1.00

'8.53

57•43 TOTAL

'5.20 TOTAL

OIL FILTER

EA.

-1.10 Loss Rebate

Loss Rebate

Case of
Oil

1980 EL CAMINO Truck
V-6, 4-speed, $2,500, excellent condition
763-3701, 1601 Loch
Lomond

83.25 TOTAL

1987 DODGE D-50 Sport
Truck. SW8, automatic,
A/C, tilt, .25,000
85,500 email trade for anything 247-0781.

TO
YO
TA
QUALITY
WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!

'4.25

EA.

-1.00 Las Robot*

'16.80

Agg

Loss Robot*

$13.80 TOTAL

""*-*-410. lph...immoftwolk

bar
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OBITUARIES

293 students have filed for MSU degrees
A total of 293 students have
filed applications for degrees at
Murray State Univers# at the end
of the 1989 summer sessions.
Among the candidates are 151
for bachelor's degree, 131 for master's degrees, and 11 for associate
degrees. They represent 19 states
a9d five foreign countries.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
and registrar, said the exact number
of graduates will be determined
when school officials have completed a check of each candidate's
credentials to certify that all graduation requirements have been met.
Since a formal summer graduation exercise is no longer held at
Murray State, students who complete their work toward a degree in
summer have the option of participating in cap and gown ceremoneis
in May prior to or following that
summer.

Elwood Newsom
Elwood Newsom, 70, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Sunday at 5:40 a.m.
at his home.
He was a member of Goshen
United Methodist Church.
Born Oct. 14, 1918, he was the
son of the late Ed Newsom and
Bank Ivy Newsom.
Survivors arc his wife, Mrs.
Gladys Hawks Newsom; three
sons, Robert Newsom and Andy
Newson, Rt. 5, Mayfield, and
Richard Newsom, Fulton; seven

grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev. Susan
Alsop-Atkinson and Harold Irvan
are officiating. Pallbearers are David Newsom,
Eddie Hobbs, Ronnie NCWSOM,
Ellis Davis, Douglas Baldwin and
Dale Parker.
Burial will follow in Goshen
Cemetery..

Ovis Riley
The funeral for Ovis Riley was
Monday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home. Benton.
James Shockley and Webb Hall
officiated.
Pallbearers were Larry Tucker,
Jerry Riley, Billy Brame, Donald
Edwards, Murphy Hudspath and
Briggs Lynn Holland.
Burial was in Mt. Olive
Cemetery.
Mr. Riley, 88, Rt. 1, Kirksey.

died Saturday at 7:30 a.m. at his
home. He was a member of Mt.
Olive Church of Christ.
Born April 13, 1901, he was the
son of the late Hollie Riley and
Myrtie Rule Riley.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Jean Thompson, Rt. 6. Benton; one
son, H.L. Riley, Almo; two sisters,
Ms. Cozy Riley and Mrs. Tressie
Cole, Detroit, Mich.; two grandchildren; five great-grandchildren,

Mrs. Stella May Clayton
Services for Mrs. Stella May
Clayton are today at 2:30 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Joe
Walker is officiating.
Pallbearers are Lar6T, , Randy,
Johnny, Gary, Jason, Donnie and
Chad Clayton, grandsons and greatgrandsons. Burial will follow in
Mount - Pleasant Cemetery.
Mrs. Clayton, 87, Franklin
Drive, Paris, died Sunday at Henry
County Nursing Home. She was a
member of Pury-ear United Methodist Church.
Born Aug. 30. 1901. at Purycar,

she was the daughter of the late
Will Cannady and Maggie Grooms
Cannady.
She was married in 1919 to Tollie Clayton who preceded he in
death in 1965.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Estelle Smith, Eureka, Mo.;
two sons, Tellous W. Clayton and
Robert C. Clayton, Paris; one_. sister. Gertie Clayton, and two
brothers, Noble Cannady and Chester Cannady, Paris; six grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; two
great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Margaret Sunshine Doty
Graveside rites for Mrs. Margaret Sunshine Doty were Sunday
at 2 p.m. at Maplewood Cemetery,
Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Clarence
Hare officiated.
Mrs. Doty, 97, a resident of
McKendree Manor, Hermitage,
Tenn., died there Friday night.
• Born Oct. 18, 1891, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of

the late Amos L. Story- and Ella
Neal Story.
She was married in 1914 to Thomas Walters (Walter) Doty who
preceded her in death in October
1971. One son, Neal Doty, died in
1925.
Survivors are one son, Thomas
W. Doty Jr., Nashville, Tenn.: one
grandson, Dr. Thomas W. Doty
Charleston. S.C.

Call to continue Eastern strike
should be reinforced by caucus
MIAMI (AP) — A call by leaders of the Eastern Airlines pilots
union to continue their 5-month-old
strike has been backed by rankand-file members and should be
reinforced in nationwide caucuses
this week, the union said Monday.
"I think the union leaders were
surprised at the resolve of the
membership to continue thc
strike," said Hank Weber, spokesman for the Air Line Pilots Association. "It's plain we do not want to
go back."
On Saturday, the union's
20-member Master Executive
Council, meeting in Washington,
voted to continue the strike.
The next day, many of the 3,600
Eastern ALPA rank-and-file members were linked by a nationwide
conference call while an informational meeting was held in Miami.
No formal vote was taken, but
Weber said members in all cities
except Danbury, Conn., seemed to
oppose returning to work. In Danbury, members voted 40-22 in
favor of ending the strike.
"By a large margin, the guys are
saying, 'Don't give a damned
inch,— said Lyn WiiliAms, a pilots
union spokesman in frerndon, Va„
outside Washington. "They're,
pumped up."
A formal vote by Eastern's
ALPA members on whether to continue the strike was being held
Monday night in Atlanta and was
scheduled for Tuesday in Washington and Miami, headquarters of the
cattier.
Eastern pilots and flight attendants walked off the job March 4
in sympathy with striking Machinists. Eastern has been in Chapter 1 I
bankruptcy reorganitation since
March 9.
In Washington, the Transportation Department warned Monday
that consumers who purchased
Eastern tickets before the strike
must file claims with the bankruptcy court by Aug. 3110 be eligible
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Among the candidates for graduation are these:
Candidates for
Associate's Degrees
Calloway: Traci Rae Parker,
Gregg Anthony Rogers, and Carol
Renee Therrien.
Candidates for
Master's Degrees
Calloway: Fred Neal Ashby, Kay
Hughes Bennett, Plyapron Busabong, Mary Alice Crawford, Wilbur Dean Guess Jr., Cynthia McDaniel Harris, Jennifer V. Hastings,
Jay Evers Herndon, Connie Sue
Johnson, Philip M. Jones, Donna
Jean Jury, Taik Ryong Kim, Yoo
Kwangho, Qiang Li, Lou 0. Orr,
Mark Harrison Reinhardt, Melinda
Milton Ruplinger, Gina Lynn Shipley, Marilyn Lee Simons, Robert
H. Taylor, Jialin "Charlie" Wang,
Lesa Jones Watson, Kwangho Yoo,
and Yuehua Zhou.

AT&T attacks competitor MCI
for offering low business rates
WASHINGTON (AP) — American Telephone & Telegraph Co. on
Monday accused its biggest competitor, MCI Corp., of offering large
business customers illegally low
prices to win their long-distance
telephone business.
AT&T officials said they hope
,the complaint will lead to a reversal of a Federal Communications
'Commission policy that exempts
AT&T competitors from having to
file tariffs with the -FCC detailing
rates and other terms they offer
customers.
In its complaint to the FCC,
AT&T alleged that MCI has used
unlawful discriminatory discounts
the past two years to win contracts
with the Pentagon, Merrill Lynch;
Westin, Hilton and Vista hotels;
United Airlines, the University of
Colorado and Uniguard Security
Insurance Co.
"The commission's regulatory
reforms have not kept pace with
the fierce growth of interexchange
competition," Francine J. Perry,
AT&T's vice president for legal
affairs, said in a letter to the FCC
accompanying the complaint
To promote competition in longdistance and data transmission services with the then-impending
breakup of the Bell System, the
FCC in 1983 granted "forbearance" to non-dominant carriers on
filing rate tariffs with the
commission.
AT&T said it viewed that decision as a 'transitional, interim

step" that would lead to "eliminating ... unnecessary regulatory
restraints" — such as disclosing its
rate offerings to business customers
— for all long-distance carriers,
including itself.
Because AT&T alone has to file
tariffs with the FCC, "MCI and
other competitors have gained
unwarranted advantages in the
marketplace by selectively providing services on an off-tariff basis,"
Berry said.
MCI, which filed a similar complaint against AT&T last year after
AT&T won a contract for Holiday
Inns' long-distance and reservation
system, called Monday's complaint
a "smokescreen."
"AT&T is merely trying to
achieve its own deregulation
through the complaint process,"
said Pam Small, an MCI spokeswoman. "They're essentially challenging the rules."
Ms. Small said MCI maintains
that AT&T should still be required
to detail its rates through tariff filings with the FCC because, as the
dominant carrier, it still holds 80
percent of the long-distance and
interstate data transmission market.
Herb Linnen, spokesman for
AT&T, said FCC figures show the
company holds about 68 percent of
the market, far less than the
almost-total control it once held.
Generally, in telecomunications
or other regulated industries, companies must adhere to tariffs filed
with regulators.

for refunds with interest. The same
deadline applies to people with
unresolved cargo or baggage
claims for flights scheduled before
Eastern's bankruptcy filing.
Consumers must file proof-ofclaim forms with the court, even if
they have already sent a letter to "Better
be left by twenty dears
Eastern. or filled out a baggage Than lie in a loveless bed;
claim, the department said. The Better a loaf that's wet with tears
forms can be obtained at any feder- Than cold, unsalted bread."
al courthouse or by calling Eastern
— Dorothy.Parker
at 1-800-628-0010.
WEST
At Sunday's meeting in Miami,
•10 6 4 2
some pilots booed and stormed out
111 K Q 109
of a closed-door meeting after a
•A J 3
In a recent duplicate game most
return-to-work option was pre47 4
pairs reached three no-trump, down
sented by Jack Bavis. head of Eastquickly after the opponents led
ern's pilots union.
hearts.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

Murray man in
hospital after
roofing accident
A Murray man is in serious condition at Western Baptist Hospital
in Paducah following a roofing
accident Monday on the campus of
Murray -Sate University.
According' to Dwain McIntosh,
MSU public information director,
Steve Swift, an employee of Swift
Roofing Co., was on the ground
helping with work being done to
the Applied Science Building on
the west side of campus around
8:20 a.m. A piece of hardened tar
weighing approximately 21 pounds
apparently fell from the roof and
struck Swift on the head. McIntosh
said a warning was-made when the
object fell, but Swift had no time to
react.
MSU Public Safety officials provided care for Swift until EMT personnel Arrived. He was taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and later transferred to Western
Baptist. He is in intensive care but
his condition has been upgraded
from critical to serious.

One South won his heart ace(East
playing the deuce) and led a trump
to dummy's queen. A low trump
from dummy allowed East to signal
in spades, and West shifted dutifully
after winning his first trump. Two
trumps and a spade went to the defense, equaling the result when the
hand was played at. no-trump.
The successful South made a
much better play after winning his
ace of hearts. Instead of leading a
trump to dummy's queen, he led a
trump to the nine. When this held, he
drew the trumps, losing only to the
ace. Later he discarded two spades
from dummy on his long clubs and
managed to make 12 tricks.
"How did you know to finesse
deeply in trumps?" asked West.
"I didn't." was the truthful reply.
"I did know that I could afford to
lose two trump tricks as long as I
didn't lose the first one to you. Had I
lost the first trump to East's jack.
he couldn't gainfully attack in
spades, giving me time to draw the
trumps and to run the good club
suit "

BUILDING SITES
Open - Wooded - Scenic
Located 3 miles north of Benton, west of U.S.641
at Scale Road and Jackson Purchase Parkway.
Joe W Nanney

"A PRIVATE_

tel•

MUN1TY"

sal Press Syndicate to explore television programming possibilities
for some of the syndicate's features, which include such comic
strips as Dooncsbury and The Far
Side, advice column Dear Abby,
and columnists Erma Bombeck and
James J. Kilpatrick.
As part of that agreement, Belo
— which also owns Dallas' top
television station — acquired the
exclusive rights to the syndicate's
features in the market.
"The Belo company is attempting to unfairly increase its influence in the Dallas market, where it
already operates the larger newspaper, the leading television station
and seven community newspapers," Massey said in a statement.
"Now it wants to manipulate a
newspaper syndicate against us."
Besides blocking_Ae transfer,
the Times Herald jeseeking actual
and punitive damages.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+2.66
1.11 M
Previous Close
2694.99
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
47%
Jerrie.)
A.T.C.-Class A
49'2 B 50A
Kmart
AT&T
40% _1.
Kroger
C3
Bell South
McDonalds
Briggs & Stratton
27%
J.0 Penney
Chrysler
24% unc
Quaker Oats
CSX Corp
351
/
2 -%
Sears
Dean Foods
37% unc
Texaco
Dollar Gen. Store 12% B 12% A
Time Inc.
Exxon
45% -1
/
2
UST
Ford
50% unc
Wal-Mart
General Motors
45% 4.1/i
Woolworth
Goodrich
66% +IA
C.E.F Yield
Goodyear
55%

BETTY BOSTON

1181
/
2 f1%
48 unc
24B 24% A
411%
18% unc
29% unc
62% .
64% •%
461
/
2 unc
52% -%
142% +%
29% unc
421
/
2 -1
/
2
591
/
2 unc
8.37

PAT GOSSUM

COURT SQUARE

753-3366

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

611 South
Murray
753-2617

KeepThe Great GM Feeling Wtth Gertutne GM Part,

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

1987 Celebrity
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ANSWER: Pass. You've succeeded
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DALLAS (AP) — The Dallas
Times Herald filed suit Monday
against the owner of its crosstown
rival, The Dallas Morning News, as
one of the nation's fiercest newspaper wars returned to court after a
yearlong absence.
In a lawsuit filed in Houston, the
smaller Times Herald asked a Texas judge to prevent Morning News
owner A.H. Belo Corp. from
acquiring exclusive Dallas-area
rights to 26 comics, columns and
other features it currently
publishes.
The lawsuit claims Belo and
UniversalPress Syndicate will
"inexorably harm competition in
the Dallas market" if the rights are
granted.
The Times Herald chose Houston seeking neutrality, President
L.L. "Ike" Massey said.
Belo announced last week it had.
formed a joint venture with Univer-

Your Choice

Vulnerable: Roth
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1•
Pass
2+
Pass
3+
Pass
3•
Pass
3•
Dbl.
3 NT
Pass
4+
Pass
4•
Pass
5•
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Heart king

North
1 NT
2•

Alan Holmes, Sherry L. Meadows,
Marjory A. Merrell, Denise Maude
Miller, Sally H. Mills, Todd 0.
Ross, Clarence Shields Jr., and Jeffrey V. Stewart.

Dallas newspapers rekindle
fiery war in court over rights

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•A Q 7
•8 53
•Q 9 7 2
KJ5

A couple of pairs reached
five diamonds, only one meeting
success. It's worthwhile to compare
their plans.

Candidates for
Bachelor's Degrees
Calloway: Michael D. Basiak,
Jan Regan Chase, Ralph Daniel
Cossey, Cheryl R. Dunn, Charles

0/814
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$119.00 Down • Tax & Tags 55 mo. 11.99 APR or114i>4)54,850.00 Cash
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A SPECIAL WEIGHT Loss
PROGRAM FOR YOUR
HIGH PERFORMANCE BODY

C

hallenging career? Busy home life? Lively
social schedule? Fast-paced fitness
activities? Your active lifestyle demands
high performance from your body every day,
and excess weight may keep you
from functioning at your peak level.
Lighter bung is a weight loss
program specially designed for people on
the go who are only moderately(less
,
.,....„. _
than 30 pounds) overweight. Lighter
Living can help you lose weight and fine tune
your lifestyle for better
performance
physically and
mentally
Lighter Living works because it is
supervised by experts in healthcare. A physician.
dietitian. nutrition Counselor and an exercise
specialist work closely with you to set weight loss
goals and help you achieve them quickly and
safely And once you've reached your goal,
regularly scheduled maintenance clasm will
give you the skills and medical support you need to
keep your weight down
once and for all
To find out more about Lighter Living, attend a
tree introductory class on Monday. August 14 from
5:36 - 6:30 p.m. in the Board Room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital lbere's no
obligation, but class sizes are limited
Call 753-1826 before noon. Monday.
August 14 to reserve a place.
We also have a weight loss program
to help people vita) are natire than 30
.
pounds overweight
Weight Control For
late,To learn more about this program. call 753-1826

LighterLiving•
An affiliated *nice a Murray-Callaway
th,v,,tul
suite 173W *Medical Arts Building .'I00 s 5th titre...1
Murray. KY 421T7I •
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YMCA to offer `Goodtimes'
program before, after school

Welcome back
students!
—

gu,

S

Med

It's a constant worry for some
parents — their child is home alone
while they are at work. If the
parent works in the early morning
hours, the child must leave, lock
the house, and get on the school
bus by themselves. If the parent
works in the afternoon, the child
comes home to an empty house
after school.
That doesn't have to be the way
anymore. "Goodtimes." are coming!
The Family YMCA is offering the
Goodtimes Before and Afterschool
program beginning August 18.
Designed for elementary school
children in grades K-5, Goodtimes
will provide children with safety
and companionship with other
children while they participate in
various activities such as group
games, quiet time, arts and crafts
and an afternoon snack with the
supervision and instruction of
trained personnel.
Children can take part in the
program either 3 or 5 days per
week and can attend before school
only, after school only or both
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Start School
A Little Bit Country
-Country Baskets

$2.49 Each
-Wreaths
.1-land Painted
Sweatshirts
•Lots More!

-Homemade Dolls
-Water Color Paper
Jewelry Supplies
and Jewels

4 Truc Country Experience
DOW nt00,n On The Square
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PHONE 753-2571
10th & Chestnut Streets
Murray, Ky.
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5:00

2-Pk. VHS Video Cassette
Tapes to record your favorite
programs! T120HSU2
Quantities Limited

71aWalue
Master
Combination
Padlock

Only!

99

$699 sAssnoto
wont

$
4
99

Dennison

Marks-A-Lot
Marker

$1-00

10 For sr
Plastic Hangers in your choice
of pretty colors, each with lingerie hooks. 2100

59

A

Lunch
Kit

•
•

549

Pop-Top
Thermos

491••

("Mod

Mead Theme Book in choice of wide
or narrow rule sheets. 101/2x8 in. 70-

•
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Crimping iron helps-create toFull 5 Year Warranty day's hairstyles! Automatic heat
Model 1500, 1550
control, comfort grip. vs-142

Only!-

Choose from red, blue, green,
•black.
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Shopping Center

•Mr. Sharpy Pencil Sharpener. Fuzz-AwayT" ShaverT" re 64-Pk; Crayota® Crayons feaBeige. Uses 4AA Batteries (Not moves pills, threads, fuzz fro ture loads of colors! W/built-in
sharpener. 640
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Parents interested in enrolling
their children in the Goodtimes
program can pick up the necessary
paper work at the Family YMCA
office. 303 N. 12th Street in the
Loretta Jobs Century 21 real estate
office or contact Radke at
759-YMCA.
The Family YMCA is a United
Way agency.

Car And Home Supplies
Lawn & Garden Eqpt.

=EA

•

Anyone wishing to enroll a child
in the program is required to have a
YMCA membership. The once
yearly fee for a youth member is
$5 per year and also entitles the
member to participate- in other
programs throughout the year.
The rates for Goodtimes varies
with the number of days the student participates and with the number of children per family. Scholarship assistance is available if a
financial need exists.
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HARDWARE STORES

•
•
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BAD

afternoon. She enjoys playing with
her friends and choosing from a
variety of activities and she gets
that fun and freedom of choice at
Good ti mcs."

MURRAY HOME
AND AUTO STORE
North Side

\7k0X

S for school
SAVINGS

before and after school.
The before school program is
held from 6:30 a.m. and runs until
breakfast is served at school. The
after school program is held from
3:00-5:30 p.m. Goodtimes is
offered at North, East and Southwest Elementary Schools.
Rosanne Radke, YMCA director,
is pleased to offer this program for
the community. "We began the
Afterschool Fun Club last year and
learned of the need for the before
school care. We are most excited to
be able to expand the program to
include an all day program during
school's out days."
On days which school is not in
session due to scheduled in-service
days or unscheduled snow or flu
days Goodtimes will be held form,
6:30 a.m,-5:30 p.m. Goodtimes will
also be held during Christmas and
Spring break weeks.
"This is really designed with }he
working parent in mind." Radke
said. "As a working mother I know
I don't want my daughter to come
home and sit in front of the TV all
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WEEKENDS® AND
BUGLE BOY®
Separates of cotton,
Young men's sizes.
From. Week
Sale 17.99 Reg. $24.
Shirt with leather-look trim.
Sale 14.99. Orig. $24. Canvas pants
Sale 99.99. Reg. 129.99.
Leather bomber jacket. From Bugle Boy®.
Sale 20.99. Reg. $28. Woven all-cotton
shirt
Sale 16.99. Orig. $26. Twill pants.
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LEVI'S .PtJPe
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*Visit Our Styling Salon
759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
Chestnut Hills - Murray, Ky.
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161
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Welcome back!

BACK TO SUBS
SCHOOL SPECIAL
COUPON

Subby's 6" Ham & Swiss
Charles Chips, Kosher Pickle
& Medium Drink

Expires 9-8-89
One Coupon Per Customer Not Valid On Delivery

COUPON

Murray city schools'calendar calls
for 175 instructional days in 1989-90
The 1989-90 calendar for the
Murray City Schools calls for 175
instructional clays for students,
with the first day of school on
Thursday, August 17. This will be
a full day of school for all
students.
The Calendar is as follows:
August 2-4 — Registration for
MHS; August 9 — "Fee Day" for
MES; August 15 — Registration
for fifth grade students; August
16 — Opening day (staff only);
August 17 — First day of school
for all students; September 4 —
Labor Day (no school); October

13 — End of first nine weeks;
October 16 — Inservice (no
school); October 25 — Report
cards issued; November 23-24 —
Thanksgiving break; December
15 — End of first semester;
December 16-31 — Christmas
break; January 1 — New Year's
holiday; January 2 — School
reopens; January 10 — Report
cards issued; January 15 — Inservice (no school); February 19 —
Inservice (no school); March 14
— End of third .nine weeks;
March 15-16 = Mini-break;
March 21 — Report cards issued;
March 30 — Inservice (no

school); Arpil 2-6 - Spring
break; May 23 — Last day of
school for students; May 24 —
Closing day (staff only).
March 15-16 is "mini-break,"
not spring break; the dates correspond with the holiday given to
Murray State students. Spring
break for students in Kentucky is
April 2-6.
Any make-up days will be
added to the end of the calendar.
This means that the date given for
the last day of school may change
if school has to be cancelled for
bad weather or flu.

Food services announces changes

Subby's
Subs-N-Yogurt

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SECTION

Dixieland
Shopping
Center
753-SUBS

Judy Hina, the food services
coordinator of the Murray City
school system, has announced a
slight increase in the cost of
school lunches for the 1989-90
school year.
Lunches at Murray Elementary
(both Carter and Robertson centers) are $1.00, as are lunches at
Murray Middle School. High

schools lunches are now priced at
$1.10.
'-'-Adult lunches are $1.40 at all
three schools.
The cost of breakfast has also
increased slightly to 50 cents,
with reduced price breakfasts at
30 cents.
Students who eat breakfast at
school will be given a choice of

foods for the first time this year.
Lunchroom managers are
Code11 Williams for Robertson
Center, Lillian Gilbert for Carter
Center, Marie Stalls for Murray
Middle School, and Alene Hargis
for Murray High School.
Questions about the food services program should be directed
to Judy Hina at 753-5700.
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There have been several
changes in the administrative staff
of the Murray Independent School
District over the summer months.
New superintendent Paul Jones,
named in April after a lengthy
search by the Murray Board of
Education, assumed his position
in July.
Jones, a native Virginian,
received the doctorate in education from the University of Virginia. He began his career in the
1950s as a seventh grade teacher
and has had been a principal,
supervisor, director of instruction
and, for the past sixteen years, a
division superintendent in Henry
and Halifax counties, Virginia.
He brings to the position a
dedication to sound fiscal management and instructional accoun-

tability and a strong interest in
computer technology. He
describes himself as "a good listener, willing to listen to any
ideas for the betterment of the
system."
Doralyn Lanier, who served as
interim superintendent during the
search period, is the school system's assistant superintendent for
instruction.
Rejoining the Central Office
staff is Willie Jackson, who spent
four years as the principal of
Murray Elementary School. Jackson takes on the dual position of
director of pupil personnel and
transportation director.
New to the staff this year is
director of finance Jim Gallemore
and head of maintenance Gordon
Burr. Gallemore, a west Ken-

tucky native, has a degree in
accounting from Southern
Methodist University in Dallas;
he has had exerpience at Murray
State University and with an CPA
firm in Paducah. Murryan Burns
was formerly employed by Murlay State.
Other employees of the Murray
schools' Central Office are Jean
Hurt, coordinator of gifted/
talented instruction; Jean Bennett,
coordinator of community services; Judy Hina, food services
coordinator; Marlene Roberts,
secretary to the superintendent;
Paulette Woodall, data processing
coordinator, and secretary Denise
Beane.
Individuals with questions or
comments on the school system
are. invited to call the Central
Office at 753-4363.

Murray elementary has new principal
Murray Elementary students
will have a new principal this
year, as former principal Willie
Jackson has left to join the Central Office administrative staff. The
new principal, not yet named,
should be on hand to welcome
students on the first day of
school, Thursday, August 17,

1989.
Students returning to Robertson
Center should also be delighted
by the school's new look: extensive repainting and decorating has
turned the classrooms walls to the
bright primary colors selected by
students and teachers last year.
Parents of elementary students

in grades K-4 are asked to register their children and pay school
fees for the 1989-90 school year
on "Fee Day," Wednesday,
August 9, 1989.
They are to come to the
Robertson Center lunchroom

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1989
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Welcome back
students!

GRAND

OPEN.NG

Maurices has a
fashionable new look!
Celebrate with 20% off
everything in the store
for both men and women.

4 DAYS ONLY
THURSDAY-SUNDAY
AUGUST 10-13th

MAURICES
Fortune
Where Fashion Doesn't Cost A

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

753-9617

(Cont'd on page 7)

,

Load Up The
Bus...
and come to Fantastic Sam's
for a fantastic cut, style or perm
for going back to school.
The whole family can see for
themselves how our quality,
service and value have made
us the leading family hair care
specialists in North America.
OWNS AND(MATO BY

TOM & YVONNE KEY

Fantastic Sam's can take the
worry out of hair styling. We
have the look you're looking for
in hair fashion.

VISIT SOON
at two convenient
locations
EAD.U.QAti
2608 Park Avenue-442-4386
(Open Mon -Sat.)
MURRAY
Olympic Plaza-753-0542
(Open Mon.-Sat.)

NO APPOINTMENT PECESSARY
MA'

cFamastic
aniS

The Ornal
Family Haircutters

ON

-
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It's A Privilege to
Step Out in
Plush Stuff

We Make it
Affordable
-Current Fall
Fashions-

_

Yours, Mine
& Ours
Court Square

Murray
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4orr Custom Embroidery
Screen Printing

SCHOOL JACKETS
(Embroidered Name Included)
AlSO

Mesh Jerseys,
T-Shirts, Caps,
Tank Tops, Gym
Shorts, etc...
Next to Pagliai's

753-7743

Register Now For

'Eastwood Christian Academy"

I.

We Use the
"A DEKA"
Christian
Curriculum.
This Allows Your
Child To Learn
Quickly using
Creative Group &
Individual
Instruction

•Christian
Training
•Christian
Atmosphere
•Christian
Teachers

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SECTION

Murray schools appreciate volunteers
"People are one of the most
important resources the schools
possess," says Jean Bennett, the
director of community resources
for the Murray Independent
School District.
There have always, of course,
been parents who have volunteered to help teachers in the
classroom — but never in the
numbers that populate today's
schools.
Last year the school system
formally recorded the names of
hundreds of individuals who
offered their time, talents, and
energies to help students and
teachers'.
Nealry one hundred of these
were "regular" volunteers, that is,

individuals who contribute a cer- interests, experiences, and vocatain number of hours to the tions, and they pan and teach the
schools each week on a regular afterschool enrichment programs
basis.
offered at all three schools in the
"Without the assistance of Murray school system.
these volunteers there are progBennett says that afterschool
rams the schools just couldn't classes in the works for this year
offer," Bennett said, "and there include study skills at the middle
arc others, like Writing-To-Read, school level, foreign language for
which wouldn't be nearly as elementary students, and art/art
effective as they are."
appreciation for all three schools.
Volunteers work throughout the
Individuals who can't volunteer
Murray school system, as class- at school, perhaps because of
room aides, tutors, clerical and younger children or a full-time
library assistants, and special job, have volunteered to work at
activity helpers, and in areas of home. Many others volunteer for
remediation, special education, special, one-time projects or
and gifted/talented education.
events.
They also come to school to
share information about their (Cont'd on page 7)

Eastwood school celebrates 12th year
Eastwood Christian Academy is
a non-profit Christian school now
in its 12th year. The school is a
direct ministry of Eastwood Baptist
Church. The pastor and administrator is 13- Lynn Mayall: the school
principal is Richard Beam. The
school was started in 1978 to offer
boys and girls high academic standards in a Christian atmosphere.
Eastwood offers classes for 4- and
5-year-old kindergarteners, 1st
grade through 8th grade and high
school classes, grades 9 through
12.
Kindergarten is held five days a
week from 8:30 to 11:45 a.m. The
child is given many opportunities
to advance in many areas of learning. Phonetical reading is a prime
goal for the kindergarten student.
At the end of the year, the student

will have read many books. In and the Bible. Bible principles are
addition, penmanship, math, sci- taught to help each students deveence, art and music are taught. lop moral character that will have a
lasting influence on his life. CharThe primary grades constitute acter is developed by decisions
the basic foundation of learning for made as principles are presented.
every child. A child's study habits, Honest presentation will cause
learning skills and attitude toward there to be decisions made with the
his education are formed during full knowledge of consequences --these years. Realizing the impor- either way. The end result should
tance of a good foundation during be a person who can communicate
these years, the established curricu- on his own and having become
lum at Eastwood is designed to be whatever he has become by his
built upon and expanded each suc- own choice.
cessive school year.
Any student may apply for
enrollment at Eastwood Christian
Eastwood Christian Academy Academy by calling 753-1834 or
requires 23 credits for high school writing Eastwood Christian
graduation and exceeds the pre- Academy, Rt. 3 Box 13, Murray,
college curriculum requirements. In Ky. 42071.
addition to the basic pre-college
Parent orientation will be held
courses, Eastwood requires addi- Aug. 17, elaSSes begin Aug. 21.
tional credits in history, science Enroll today!

The School Built Upon The Word
REGISTER NOW!!
Eastwood Christian Academy
U.S. 94 East
(One Mile East from Murray)
Murray, BY 42071
For More Information Call:
753-1834
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Kids' Company to continue
day after school in the lunchroom
at Robertson Center until 5:00.
The Kids' Company is directed
by Kathy Cole Purdom, who
teaches remediation/Chapter 1
(reading) at Murray Elementary
School during regular school
hours. She has two assistants.
Purdom directed the Summer
Enrollment is limited to 40 stu- Day Fair at Robertson center this
dents in grades K-4, all of whom - year.
Kids' Company involves childmust attend Murray Elementary
School. The students meet every ren in drama, art, various learning
The Kids' Company will continue at Robertson Center this
year, beginning the first day of
school, Thursday, August 17,
1989. It is the fourth year for the
afterschool childcare program
operated by the Murray city
school system.

games, and outdoor play. There
are supervised opportunities for
the children to complete homework assignements.
The cost is $20 per week, with
$10 for the second child in the
same family.
To register or for more information, call Robertson Center
(753-5022) or Willie Jackson at
the school system's Central
Office (753-4363).

Murray elementary...
(Cont'd from page 5)
according to the following chedule: A-D, 8-8:30; E-J, 8:30-9;
K-P 9-9:30; Q-S, 9:30-10; T-Z,
10-10:30.
The general fee for the 1989-90
school year is $15 for half-day
kindergarten students; $20 for allday kindergarten students, and
$25 for students in grades 1-4.
There Lialso a $25 "snack fee"
for all kiiMagarten students. both
half-day and all-day kindergarten
students have a midmorning
snack every- day.
Parents of children who did not
attend Murray Elementary last
year should bring with them an
up-to-date immunization certificate, official birth certificate, and
completed physical examination
form.
Teachers from each grade level
will be present at "Fee Day" to
answer questions about classroom
procedures, textbooks, special
classes, the school volunteer
program, the lunchroom, and
other areas.

Classroom assignments will be
posted at Murray Elementary
School as soon as possible.
Parents who wish to know the
name of their child's teacher
before school begins are asked to
come by Murray Elementary one
or two days before the first day of
school.
School administration anticipates that there will be four sections of kindergarten, five sections of first grade, five second
grades, five third grades, and five
fourth grades for the 1989-90
school year.
Student-teacher ratios will continue to be well below statemandated levels. In the first and
second grades, for example, it is
estimated that class size will
average 22 students.
Because of the large fourth
grade class, there will be an additonal section of fourth grade,
taught by Nancy Thurman. Thurman has taught before at Murray
Elementary at the kindergarten
and first grade level.
Also joining the Murray

Elementary faculty this year is
p.c. teacher Rick Fisher. Fisher
taught p.c. last year at Murray
Middle School.
PTO officers for the 1989-90
school year are Jim and Ruth
Pickens, co-presidents; Tony and
Krista Thompson, co-vicepresidents; Cassie Bright, secretary; and Susan Breeding,
treasurer.
All elementary grades, including kindergaten begin each day at
7:55 a.m. and dismiss at 2:30
p.m. Half-day kindergarten students are dismissed at 12:00.
Parents' Night at Murray
Elementary, where parents will
meet their child's teacher and
learn about the curriculum and
planned activities for the year,
has been scheduled for Wednesday, August 30, 1989.
Question about Murray
Elementary may be directed to
Robertson Center (grades K-2),
753-5022, or Carter Center
(grades 3-4), 753-5512, or to Willie Jackson at 753-4363.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8, 1989

volunteers...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Volunteers receive orientation,
informational materials, and,
where possible, training in their
area. The Writing To Read prog-

ram, for example, has offered
workshops for new volunteers, as
well as "open house" orientation
sessions.for all parents.
To learn more about the volunteer program, call Bennett at
753-2590.

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE'
I

Pil9911,wiggly
753-9616

753-0265

Need Some Back-To-School Ideas?
I. Pack those lunch boxes with lunch meats &
cheesesfrom our Deli and apples and oranges
from our produce department.
2. Our video rentals are always a hit after
school.
3. We always have a selection ofpaper, pens &
pencils for the home or office.
Hwy 641 South
Murray
Amain

PAGE 7

TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Mayfield Plata
Olympic Plaza
Mayfield, KY 42088
Murray, KY 42071
247-1500
753-1300
Mon.-Sat. 900 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
Sun. 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

• •
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( Lynn Grove Gifts & Collectibles
Affordable Gifts For All

Many New Items
Narr"

Hwy. 94W Lynn Grove, Ky.

435-4202

Endless Summer
Special!

$39.95
*Unlimited Tanning
1 month-1 visit/day

Unlimited Tanning
3 months-1 visit/day

Aki%
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Montessori School offers freedom
The Montessori Method of education is named after its creator,
Dr. Maria Montessori (1870-1952).
The Method is based on Dr. Montessori's theory that children be
allowed freedom of movement,

16 WOLFF Tanning Units
For Your Convenience
•No Waiting For Appointments.
Here are just a few ofour
features:
•2-New SCA Wolff
Tanning Beds
•9-New Wolff SW-24
Tanning Beds
•2-New SL-28 Tanning
Beds. The biggest bed
available featuring 28
staggering bulbs for an
all over tan!
•3-Stand-Up Units for
the person who always
seems short of time!
--Plus many, many
little extras!

Any Questions?
Give Us A Call!
We Make Tanning
Our #1 Priority!

choice of learning materials and a education because the
sharpening
chance to learn at their own rate of of the senses
increa
sed
the
child's
speed within a prepared environ- awareness.
ment. The Montessori environment the basis Sensorial education is
for unfolding of intelliis designed for the pre-schooler to gence
and is designed to develop
cultivate his own natural desire to the
skills of thinking, judging,
learn.
association, comparison and
This objective is approached in concentratio
n.
two ways: first, by allowing each
Dr.
Montes
sori designed materchild to experience the excitement
ials that help in the development of
of learning- by his own choice; and discim
ination skills of size, shape,
second, by helping him to perfect
color and texture thus preparing the
all his natural tools for learning so
child for language, reading, math
that his ability will be at a maxiand geometry.
mum in future learning situations.
The Montessori language area
The Montessori classroom pro- uses
pre-reading and pre-writing
vides materials which aid in the
activities, daily conversations, stodevelopment of the child in an
ries, discUssions, sharing and poetatmosphere which is nonry to expand the child's-vocabulary
competitive and which promotes
the child's success. This environ- and interest in language. Through
his enrichment and development of
ment is also designed to protect the
language, the child gains self confidignity of the child and to allow
dence and is able to express and
him or her the freedom to explore
communicate with others more
as long as he is not disruptive to
freely.
other children or abusive to the
The Montessori math materials
materials.
are designed to give the child very
Murray Montessori School fol- concr
lows the method of teaching out- mathemete examples of abstract
atical skills. As the child
lined by Dr. Montessori which progre
sses, the exercises become
includes the classroom being more
abstract allowing the child to
divided into five main areas —
internalize what he has experienced
practical life, sensorial, language, concre
tely.
mathematics and cultural.
The math area contains exercises
The activities in the practical life in the introd
uction of numbers,
area are designed to develop order, linear
counting, addition, subtracconcentration, coordination and tion, multip
lication, division and
independence in the child.
the decimal system
A two-and-a-half to six-year-old
The
has an inborn need to work. Practi- extens cultural area is used as an
ion of the other four areas in
cal life allows the child the opporthe sciences, visual arts, foreign
tunity to work using real objects in langua
ges and music.
activities such as gardening, sewAs
an
extension of the cultural
ing, pouring and other real life
curriculum, there are field trips to
situations.
places of special interest, as well as
Dr. Montessori felt it was important to expose the child to sensorial (Cont'd on
page 9)
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• LANGUAGE
• SCIENCES
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for 2
/
1
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Tan At The Best
For Even Less
Only At

Wolff System Tanning Center

Olympic Plaza
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Murray Middle to hold registration Aug. 15, 17
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Sixth, seventh, and eighth graders at Murray Middle School will
register and have their first day of
school on Thursday, August 17,
1989. Fifth graders will register
on Tuesday, August 15, and begin
school on Thursday, August 17.
students in grades 6-8 are to
assemble in the auditorium at
Murray Middle School at 8:25
a.m. on August 17 for a brief
program and their homeroom
assignments. Then they will be
released and should report to their
homeroom teachers.
In homeroom, students will be
given information on registration
and student school insurance.
They should pay the general
school fee ($20.00) to the homeroom teacher with money or a

check brought from home.
After homeroom, students will
go to their regularly scheduled
classes for the day. School is dismissed at 3:00.
Orientation and registration for
fifth grade students will-be held
in the Murray Middle School
auditorium at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday, August 15, 1989. Each student must be accompanied by a
parent or legal guardian.
Following the auditorium program, students and parents will
meet with teachers in their classrooms. There they will complete
registration forms and pay the
general school fee.
Several faculty changes proposed for Murray Middle will be
considered at the first August
meeting of the Board of

Education.
New in the, curriculum is the
family life and parenting program
which will be taught in health
classes for all grades. The prograrn was made a requirement in
Kentucky middle schools by the
state legislature last April, with
each school district given considerable latitutde in the design of
the local program.
Doralyn Lanier, Murray's
assistant superintendent for
instruction, says Murray's
approach to the material will
emphasize the growth of positive
self-images and be similar in
nature to the Quest: Skills for
Adolescence program already in
place in health classes.
The program may also incorpo-

Inservice lets teachers become students

rate the afterschool body education classes taught at Murray for
the past two years through the
Murray Calloway County
hospital.
Afterschool programs planned
for Murray Middle this year
include art appreciation, foreign
language, and study skills. The
study skills class, for students in
grades 7-8, is taught by volunteer
Bonnie Higginson of MSU's

.

Learning Center.
There will be an artist-inresidence at the middle school
this year, with storyteller Mary
Hamilton spending four weeks in
Murray. Hamilton will present
aisembly programs for all grades
and will share her skills with students in classroom sessions.
Any questions about the middle
school should be directed to Principal John Hina at 753-5125.

.
1
anE AatiE 1

,i
r- ancE c_Stacli,c,
I Specializing in Tap, Ballet, Pointe, Jazz,
:

:

Gymnastics, and Ladies Dancercize
Boys and Girls — Ages Three through Adult

Teachers in the Murray school
system become students themselves
throughout the year to learn about
new developments in their subject
areas and new strategies for teaching. The Kentucky State Department of Education requires that
teachers complete several hours of
educational programs, called
"inservice," each year.
Individual school districts may

design and offer their own
programs.
According to assistant superintendent Doralyn Lanier, a major
focus for 1989-90 teacher inservice
in the Murray City schools Is
teaching teachers how to develop
students' thinking abilities.
Responding to a specific Interest
expressed by teachers last spring,
the Murray Schools have con-

tracted with Chuck Hulick of Murray State's Psychology Department
and Bobby Malone of the Educa- !
tion Department to conduct a series
of workshops on thinking skills. i
"Efforts to improve student i
thinking should include explicit i
instruction in how to teach thinking :
skills," Lanier said. "We can't l

!

(Cont'd on page 12)

Montessori..
(Cont'd from page 8)
a visiting artists program.
Francie Beard founded Murray
Montessori in 1983. Since that time
enrollment has increased annually.
Eileen Fitzgibbon is the current
director. Mrs. Fitzgibbon received
her Montessori training and preprimary credentials from the Memphis Montessori Institute and
Christian Brothers College of
Memphis. She also holds a bathe-

,

i

To Register Call:
753-0605 (If no answer 753-5352)
Classes begin August 21
•

903 Arcadia Circle
Murray, Kentucky 42071

r fi P
Cl

lors of arts from Sangamon State
University and has pursued studies
at the University of Louisville and
Bellarmine College, Louisville.
Melinda Kelly is• the assistant
teacher. She completed her Montessori training at the MECASETON training course in Hinsdale, Ill. She holds degrees from
the University of California at
Berkley. Susan Storey will also be
assisting in the classroom. These
assistants bring many areas of
expertise to the classroom.

Murray Montessori School is
located at 212 N. 15th Street and
offers two half-day sessions and a
full-day session for the kindergarten children. The morning session
is nearly full for the fall 1989 session. There are a limited number of
spaces available for the afternoon
session. Murray Montessori is affiliated with the American Montessori Society. For further information about Murray Montessori,
please call 753-8380 or 435-4593.

)r-Y )e

grouped lot mom Individual instruction

Dance wear, shoes and accessories available.
ne• Aatiz acziaman —

itectot- Dum.zt

Member: Professional Dance Teachers Association
and United States Gymnastics Federation

HURRY!
Times Running Out!
School will be starting soon so
enjoy the rest of your summer with...

(Nintendo) SPECIALS
August 16th
Over
80
.Games
To Choose
FrOm

Games

99e

Mon.-Thurs.

RENTAL SALES
Ikre*
Nikki, Derek, Deanna, and Heather went to Jo-An's
Varieties for a/4 their Back-To-School Fashions.

on the s uare

CENTER
LSOOI.tAelto St.

Meirroy
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wardrobe items
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Not to be left out in thc current
Batman movie hype, J C Penney
has a complete wardrobe and
accessories collection for young
Batmaniacs.
According to Peter McGrath, a
Penney's merchandise manager,
the store's Batwear departments
can outfit its customers with
insignia clothes from head to toe
and throw in a logo beach towel,
too. T-shirts, sneakers, and shorts
head the collection.
"1 don't think we've seen anything yet," says McGrath, who
thinks the appetite for Batman
merchandise is part of the 1960s
pop culture revival.

Over 100 Selected Styles
of Men's, Women's &
Children's Shoes
sfrivipit*
-114
1
46
014

Your
Pictures
The
ei Get
Right Touch.
i Right Here.
L..Right Away.
We give you and your
pictures our personal attention because we
develop and print your
pictures right here, to
make sure they're right
and, th*y're ready fast!

411111111.

Select From These Famous Name Brands:

2 Prints
For
The Price
Of 1

%/Nike
%/New Balance %/LA. Gear
%/Reebok %/Tretorn
%/Saucony
%/Converse %/Tiger
%/And More
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*Limit one coupon
per customer and
one coupon per roll
with this ad
Expires Aug. 21st. 1989
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Murray announces bus service for students

•

Bus service for the Murray City
Schools begins on Thursday,
Augsut 17, the first day of school
for students in the city school
system.
Bus schedules are based on
those established at the end of the
1988-89 school year. Willie Jackson, transportation director for the
city school system, said that
changes in the bus schedules may
be made in the next few weeks if
the need becomes apparent.
There is no mid-day bus service. Parents selecting the halfday kindergarten option are asked
to pick up there children at school
at 12 noon.
Bus drivers for 1989-90 are
Eva Mohler, Bus #8; Eugene
Peal, Bus #10; .Roger Wallace,
Bus #11; Dennis Norvell, Bus
#12; 0.1. Stall, Bus #8201; Rubena Peal, Bus #8601; and Carmelita Norvell, Bus #8801.
Parents with questions or comments about the bus service are
encouraged to call Willie Jackson
at 753-4363.
Complete bus routes for Murray Elementary School and Murray Middle/Murray High are as
follows:
Elementary School Bus Routes:
#8 Eva Mohler: Stop; 16th &
Main, Johnson and Minerva,
Johnson and 17th, 17th and Magnolia, 17th and Richland, Keenland and Catalina, Catalina and
Kirkwood, Holiday and Parklane,
Plainview and Holiday, Melrose
and Belmont Dr., Belmont Dr.
and Belmont Crt., Catalina Dr.
and Catalina Crt., Catalina and
Parkland, Melrose Dr. and Melrose Cri, Melrose Dr. and Doran
Rd., Gatesborough and Edinborough, Westgate and Gatesborough, 18th and Main, 15th and
Vine.
Bus #8801 Carmeleta Norvell:
Stop; 604 Elm, 507 Poplar, 4th
and Elm, Murray Drive Inn, 824
S. 4th, 727 4th, 604 Sycamore,
7th and Sycamore, 514 S. 7th, 7th
and Vine, 8th and Vine, 803
Vine, 9th and Vine, 11th and
Mulberry, 219 S. 11th, 11th &
Elm.
Bus #10 Eugene Peal: Stop;
416 S. 8th, 718 Sycamore, 610
Broad, 624 Broad, 700 Broad,
Guthrie and Fairlane, Bagwell
and Goodman, Bagwell and Glendale, Glendale and Broad, Fairlane and Hurt, 715 Goodman,
1124 Circarama, Circarama and
Fairlane, Eagle Inn Motel, 1104
Pogue, 511 S. 11th, Grace Baptist
Church, 910 Sycamore, 803 Sycamore, 721 Sycamore, 705 Sycamore," Sycamore and LaFollette,
514 S. 6111, 506 S. 6th, 406 S. 6th,
713 Poplar, 905 Poplar, Carter
School, Jack and Jill Daycare
Center.
Bus #11 Roger Wallace: Stop;
12th and Sharpe, 1011 Payne,
10th and Payne, 8th and Payne.
Beale and-Payne, 7th and Payne,

and Magnolia, 1600 Keenland,
17th and Keenland, Perrin and
and Spruce, Olive and L.P. Mill- Holiday, Holiday and Doran Rd.,
er, 406 N. 6th, Olive and 8th, Gatesborough and Westgate, 906
Olive & 9th, Olive and 10th, Doran .Rd.,.'809 Doran Rd. 1711
Olive and 13th, 1316 Olive, Uni- Main, 1621 Main, 15th and Main.
versity Day Care.
Bus #8201 0.1. Stalls: Stop;
Bus #12 Dennis Norvell: Stop; 641 South, Riverwood, 1208 Peg16th and Farmer, 16th and Olive, gy Ann, 1306 Peggy Ann, Peggy
Super America, Miss Mary's Ann and Kirkwood, 1310 KirkPlayschool, 805 N. 16th, 907 N. wood, Kirkwood and Clayshire,
16th, 16th and Valentine, Valen- 1506 Clayshire, Clayshire and
tine and Waldrop, College Crts. Belmont 1608 Belmont, Belmont
#1, College Crts. #2, Special Ser- and Melrose, 1709 Melrose, Melvices Bldg., 1506 Chestnut, 17th rose and Melrose Crt. 1205 Doran
and Dodson, 18th and Dodson, Rd. 1714 Plainview, Parklane and
824 N. 19th, 1803 College Farm Cataline, 1603 Parklane, DogRd. 1707 College Farm Rd. 17th wood and Mimosa, Dogwood and
and College Farm Rd. 17th and Crestwood, Kirkwood and MeaCalloway,_18th and Calloway, dow Lane, Dudley and Meadow
18th and Monroe, 18th and Olive, Lane, Henry and Meadow Lane,
Olive and Broach, 1627 Hamil- • Oak and Meadow Lane, Johnson
and Meadow Lane, 1405 Carditon, 17th and Hamilton, 17th and
nal, Story and Whitnell, 13th and
Miller, 17th and Farmer.
Bus #8201 O.T. Stalls: Stop; Story, Eagle Inn Motel.
Bus #8601 Rubena Peal: Stop;
16th and Sunset, 16th and Cardinal, 806 S. 16th, 16th and Kirk- Locust and Vaughn, Locust and
wood, 16th and Parklane, 1714 Williams, 104 17th, 17th and FarWiswell Rd. 1508 Hermitage, mer, 1622 Farmer, 806 16th, 16th
Wiswell Rd. and Danbury, 16th and Kirkwood, 16th and Catalina,
and Canterbury, 1527 Oxford, 16th and Belmont, 1506 Hermit1543 Oxford, 1549 Oxford, 1563
Oxford, 1532 Beckett, 1526 London, 1513 London, London and
Chaucer, 1506 Canterbury, 1514
Canterbury, 1522 Canterbury,
Canterbury and Tabard, 1544
Canterbury, 1507 Beckett, 1502
Parklane, 16th and Dudley, 16th
and Henry, 16th and Story.
with purchase
Bus #8601 Rubena Peal: Stop;
of
earrings
from
Hospital Day Care, Laundromat,
13th,
508
Story
S.
S.
13th,
509
and Whitnell, 509 Whitnell, 807
Sunnylane, Meadow Lane and
Henry, 1102 Meadow Lane, 1503
Meadow Lane, 1202 Dogwood,
The earrings are your only cost.
Dogwood and Crestwood, 1517
Choose from our wide selection
Clayshire, 1511 Clayshire, 1505
Clayshire, 1503 Clayshire, Kirkwood and Peggy Ann, 1301 Peggy Ann, Riverwood Rd., Christo100% STERILE
pher's, Eagle Inn Motel, 15th and
EAR PIERCING
Main.
Middle School Bus Routes:
Bus #10 Eugene Peal: Stop; 16th
and Lock Lomond, 16th and
Sunset, Sycamore and Lynnwood,
Chestnut Mills Shonenng Center
Murray High School, Johnson and
Murray
Minerva, 17th and Audubon, 17th
5th and Pine, Ash & Cherry, 1st

$z Pine, Pine & Cherry, Cherry

age, Greenbriar and Ridgewood, and Olive, MSU Special Ed.
1508 Oxford, 1516 Oxford, 1539 Bldg., 1602 Calloway, Kentucky
Oxford, 1546 Oxford, 1558 Ave. and Calloway, 17th and CalOxford, 1525 London, 1502 loway, 17th and Ryan, 801 N.
Beckett, Beckett and Tabard, 18th, 810 N. 18th, 1609 Dodson,
Tabard and Canterbury, 1523 Scout Museum, College Crts.,
Canterbury, 1520 Canterbury, 16th and Valentine, 824 N. 19th,
1517 Canterbury, 1514 818 N. 20th, 815 N. 20th, 18th
and College Farm, 311 Oakdale,
Canterbury.
Oakdale and Lincoln, 304 N.
Middle School and High
School Bus Routes: Bus #8801
Carmeleta Norvell: Stop; 16th (Cont'd on page 12)
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RC

FRITO-LAY

$269

$1 09

assume that thinking will develop
automatically as a by-product of
other activities."
She explained that thinking can
be improved by giving students
practice in selecting information,
organizing and analyzing ideas and
evaluating proposed solutions to
problems.
Teachers electing to take the
workshop series will develop specific classroom strategies for
improving thinking skills.
Other inservice programs
planned for the 1989-90 school
year involve teachers in exploration
of the new state-mandated family

6 1/2 Oz. Bag

FROM OUR DELI

MINIT MONSTER
SANDWICH

$199

suitliecpunewsniiestekmay
MI IT MART
Hwy. 641 North

753-1673
AP% 4.
6

ty

ir41"1".

(Cont'd from page 1)
17th, 17th and Miller, 17th and
Farmer.
Bus #11 Roger Wallace: Stop;
Broad and Nash, 810 Broad,
Broad and Glendale, 9th and
Goodman, 9th and Fairlane, Fairlane and Circarama, 1107 Circarama. 1100 Riverwood, 16th and

Nib 11111 rib

1
11/

OBI Nib

4111%

100

Front Wheel Drive Cars

Rear Wheel Alignment

Full Wheel Alignment
Plus Tire Rotation
& Balance
ONLY

Front End Alignment
Plus Tire Rotation
& Balance

$60

life and sex education program, the
Kentucky Arts Council's Basic
Arts Program and the system's own
School/Business Partnership
Program.
Several teachers plan to attend
the statewide training sessions for
the family-life curriculum conducted by the state Department of
Education's Science and Human
Development unit; these teachers
have been invited to lead training
sessions for other local teachers.
The school district will begin the
family life in.structionis fall in
grades K-8.
For the Basic Arts Program, the
school district has invited a representative of the Kentucky Arts

Council to meet with elementary
teachers.
The Basic Arts Program has as
its goal the integrations of arts
activities into all elementary subject areas. In this, its second year
in the Murray system, the focus in
on identifying and making use of
local and regional arts resources.
For training in the School/
Business Partnership Program,
teachers will meet with representatives of local businesses in investigate possibilities for cooperative
ventures.
The highly successful partnership program stresses the interchange of people resources rather
than monetary support.
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Canterbury, Canterbury and
Chaucer.
High School Bus Route: Bus
#12 Dennis Norvell: Stop; Payne
and Beale, 409 N. 6th, Ash and
Cherry, Ash and L.P. Miller, 1st
and Pine, L.P. Miller and Pine,
Cherry and Pine, Cherry and
Spruce, L.P. Miller and Spruce,
L.P. Miller and Cherry, 405 L.P.

Miller, 508 L.P. Miller, 4th and
Sycamore.
Bus #8 Eva Mohler: Stop:
Irvan and Vine, Woodlawn and
Vine, 14th and Poplar, 13th and
Poplar, 11th and Poplar, llth and
Elm 10th and Vine, 6th and Elm,
6th and Olive, 7th and Olive, 8th
and Olive, 14th and Olive, Meadow Lane and Henry.
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Be selective when buying new shoes
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If it's not as comfortable as an
old shoe, don't buy the new one.
So says Geof Bloom, whose
company makes Hush Puppies
footwear. "When you're shopping for fall shoes, remember any
shoe that doesn't fit properly will
cause some degree of pain," he
says.
He offers these tips for shoe
shoppers:
— Shop for shoes in midafternoon, when yo)ir feet have
swollen to their normal
maximum.
— Wear appropriate hosiery or
socks, the same type you plan to
wear with the shoes.
— Postpone shopping if your
feet hurt. You won't be able to
tell if it's the new pair that is

itastiive

cr-

Cr1CT

;
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uncomfortable.
— Try on both shoes. The left
foot usually is larger than the
right.
— Try shoes by fit, not size.
Different styles may fit differently. If in doubt, try the next size
up; the shoe may be only a sixth
of an inch longer, but that small
margin can prove to be what
makes it wearable.
— Be aware of the difference
between "snug" and "tight." A
snug shoe may stretch a bit and
mold to the foot in use. But don't
expect to 'break in a shoe that
pinches or cramps.
— Stand up on your full weight
and see if you can wiggle your
toes. There should be at least a
half-inch space in front of your

longest toe.
— Make sure the widest part of
your foot sits in the widest part of
the stroe. This will let the shoe
and foot bend together.
— Walk as hard and fast as
you do normally when trying on
shoes. Make several circuits
around the shop or department.
— Test the shoes at home after
you've purchased them. Walk
around the house on hard floors
for at least five minutes to judge
if the shoes feel as comfortable as
they did on the store's soft carpeting. If they don't, remember
that as long as you haven't worn
the shoes outdoors, you can
return them to the store for a better fit.

Gale Anderson and Kelly Colson will be joining the
Salon Staff at Shear Lunacy on August 14th.
They invite you to come by and visit them.

Sportswear dominates wardrobes
4

Sportswear makes up a big portion of the American wardrobe,
whether the wearers are really
dedicated to fitness and sports or
just experiencing them vicariously by adapting the styles to street
and casual wear.
The National Sporting Goods
Association says that Americans
last year spent about $1.6 billion
on sweatshirts and pants; $752
million on walking shoes; $461
million on warrnup suits; $460
million on running shoes; $327
million on aerobic shoes; and $88
million on leotards and bodysuits.
Those serious about their activities are finding new fabrics and
gear that will make them more
comfortable in their pursuits. The
rest of the sportswear customers
can simply enjoy the sports
cachet in bold, bright and comfortable clothes.
"Active wear has become
wear," says
srays Randy Ronning, J.C.
Permey's men's fashion director.
"Ski-inspired jackets that may
never see a slope come in great
colors and color blocks in the
same fabrics and with stitch
detailing like the real thing."
But those really heading for the
slopes, the hunting grounds or the
running tracks can test new fabrics for insulation, sweat-wicking,
and water protection. Some of
these are based on Du Pont's
High Trek, a combination of
Orlon, wool and a hollow -core
fiber called Hollofil being used in
sweaters, socks, hats, scarves and
thermal underwear. Du Pont says
the yarns evaporate perspiration
more efficiently, are fluffier, warmer and less itchy than natural
fabrics.
The company also markets
Coo!max, Supplex, Lycra and
Microfine — lighter-weight elastic and nylon-based blends that
offer various degrees of wicking,
wind and water protection, flexi-

bility and comfort in clothes for
biking, swimming, and similar
activities.
For some, especially customers
in the teen and young adult market, the main attractions are trendi-

ness and flash. These are found in
skin-tight bikers' pants, leotards
in prints and jacquard textures,
and the ubiquitous T-shirts with
big graphic abstract prints, most
in primary or neon colors.
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Where do you stand
on the classics?

Food service is big business

School food service in the Calloway Schools is .big business.
During the 88-89 school year,
443,981 lunches and 74,139
breakfast were served in the five
school cafeterias. In addition,
'-257,928 extra items were served
to students and faculity.
Never resting on their laurels,
the food service personnel are
gearing up to begin two new
foodservice 'programs when
school opens later this month.
Breakfast will be served to students at Calloway High and Calloway Middle for the first time.
The three elementary schools
have served breakfast for the past
three years.
A three or four item breakfast
may be chosen by students from a
variety of items including milk,
fruit and juices, cereal, breakfast
muffins and rolls plus such hot
Hours: Mon.-Sat.
items
as sausage and biscuit or
9:30-8 p.m.
pancakes. Service will begin at
Sunday 1-6 p.m.
7:30 Lm. each day and continue
Olympic Plaza
759-4795 until classes begin at 8:15 a.m.
Students who qualify for free
lunch will Cso receive free break-

And wu don't mean A Ioly Dick and Ivanhoe.
Step into these American classics.In rich,fullgrain,oiled leathers
and rubber soles.
NAZI 1101
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SCHOOL

SLOW ,

DRIVE WITH CARESS,
OUR KID'S SAFETY COMES FIRST!

fasi Reduced priced breakfast at
CCHS and CCMS will be 30
cents per day. Fully paid breakfast will cost 60 cents for secondary students. Elementary breakfast prices remain at 25 cents for
reduced and 50 cents for fully
paid. Adult faculity members and
staff breakfast will cost 80 cents.
According to Food Service
Director, Joanna Adams, "Studies
have proven that starting the day
with a nutritious breakfast
improves the attention span,
behavior, and alertness of students. The food service personnal
are very excited about contribution to increased well-being of all
our students".
A variety of choices will continue to be offered at lunch in
each school. In addition to an
entree item or sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly or grilled cheese
sandwiches will be offered as daily choices to elementary students.
Lunch prices have increased to 90
cents per day for fully paid at the
elementary level and remain at 40
cents for reduced lunches.

Pre-payment will continue to
be an option for elementary
parents. Payment for the following week's meals will be taken
each Friday beginning August 18.
A week's payment will be $4.50
for lunch only, $7 for both breakfast and lunch. Reduced prepayment will be $2.00 for lunch
only and $3.25 for both breakfast
and lunch. Pre-payment can only
be taken during the first hour
each Friday and on Monday
before school for those students
who are absent on Friday.
Cash by the day will continue
to be taken at the register at the
time of meal service. Weekly or
monthly meal tickets may be purchased at Calloway High for both
reduced and full priced meals.
Middle and high school students may choose daily from the
salad bar or a number of entree
items. A wide variety of fruits,
vegetables, breads, beverages and
desserts are offered at each
school. Middlegand high school
(Cont'd on page 17)

"61 Years of Sales...Service...and Satisfaction."
•;1

*Complete Parts
Department
*Expert Body Repair
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"Continuing to Bring New Ideas from the
Area's Most Established Dealer."

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Since 1928

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky. 42071
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Calloway pictures set for Aug. 18
All underclass pictures will be
made August 18th at Calloway
County High School. This is the
first day of fall classes. All

underclassmen are encouraged to
dress appropriately for school pictures on this day.
There will be a make up day in
September for Seniors who did

TUESDAY, AUGUST 8. 1989
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Welcome back!

not have pictures made in July.
All seniors must have pictures
made by school photographer in
order to have picture in annual.

(Back-To-School.)

Food services...
(Cont'd from page 16)
prices remain at $I for fully paid
lunch and 40 cents for reduced.
Adult lunch price is $1.30.
Free meals are available at all
schools for students who return a
completed application which is
approved according to federal
guidelines. Each family must submit a new application for each
child with their respective school.
All applications will be reviewed
quickly, and parents will be notified of their status prior to Labor
Day.
A new emphasis on promoting
healthy food choices will begin in
September. The program called
"Let's Do Lunch — Right" will
emphasis wise food choices at
CCHS and CCMS. A similiar
program called "Mission Nutrition" which targets younger children will be used at the elementary
schools. "We try not to be just a
filling station but to contribute to
our students' overall education
for a more productive life. At the
same time, we are a business so
we will continue to provide stu-

dent's favorites. Hopefully, we
can suppliment the nutrition education being taught in the classroom and make a variety of foods
available for healthy choices",
continued Adams.
Cafeteria personnel are also
engaed in a new, state foodservice certification program. Training in seven areas of school foodservice is being provided with the
goal of 100% certification for
Calloway personnel. The seven
areas of training are Regulations
and Requirements, Sanitation,
Safety/First Aid, Food Prep/
Merchandizing, use of Equipment, Use of Resources and
Nutrition Education.

Lary — Carlene Torsak, Manager,
Barbara Lovins, Lorene Geurin.
Jeanette Garland, Janet Prescott,
and Betty McPhail; North
Elementary — Ernestine Hargis,
Manager, Margie Woodall, Delorise Boogess, Charlene Melvin,
Lagenia Bazzell, Claudia Johnston, and Melissa Rowland; Southwest Elementary — Jean Barger,
Manager, Verlene Joseph, Patricia
Sheridan, Martha Sue Gamble,
Mary Easley and Joan Cooper,
Central Staff — Joanna Adams,
Director and Janice McCuiston.

Haircuts only $700
(Cosmetologist Cuts Only)

PerMS Starting
$2995
at

Head Quarters
Family Hair Care Center
715 S. 12th St.

Murray

753-2266

•Js-3. •

The 88-89 foodservice personnel for Calloway County are as
follows: Calloway High — Dorothy McClure, Manager, Glenda
Byerly, Jeraldene Mathis, Sandra
Stephens, Jennie Carroll, Sherri
Garland, Lou Jean Pierce and
Francis Ahart; Calloway Middle
— Mildred Adams, Manager,
Carol Dick, Candice Jenkins,
Hazel Tabers, Mavis Stone,
Renae McDougal, Lenna Henson,
and Annette Coles; East Elemen-

Go.....,
GD,TIMES
FAMILY YMCA BEFORE AND AFTER SCHOOL
PROGRAM FOR BOYS AND GIRLS IN GRADES K-5

LOCATIONS : North, East and Southwest
Elementary Schools
•
AFTER SCHOOL :
3:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m.

BEFORE SCHOOL :
6:30 a.m.-7:30 a.m.

„ ALL DAY CARE ON SCHOOLS OUT DAYS:
6:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
COSTS :

3 DAYS PER WEEK PROGRAM - Must Choose Specific Day
1 CHILD :
Before School
$3.00
After School
$15.00
Before & After
School
$18.00

2+ CHILDREN :
$3.00/Per Child
$25.00/Per Family
S34.00/Per Family

q DAYS PER

WEEK PROGRAM

li_mill.p.1:
II
IS
Z
1P
41
VP "V
(2.4
ir

A

759-YMCA

Before School
After School
Before & After
School

$5.00 •
$20.00
$27.00

12+ CHILDREN]:
$5.00/Per Child
$36.00/Per Family
$48.00/Per Family

Buckingham Ray Ltd.
970 Chestnut • Murray

•
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Calloway, Murray set
policy for free, reduced
price meals for students

Caektax
Dame & Gwititaatia
Boys & Girls

Age 3 and up

-Tap-Ballet-Pointe
Jazz-Acrobatics

-Recreational-EquipmentBeam, Bar, Vault
-Compulsory Competition
-Acrobatics - Tumbling &
Cheerleading

REGISTRATION

Tuesday, Aug. 15th
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Corner of S. 9th Ext. Pre-Register 753-4647
& Fairlane
* 33 Years Teaching Experience * 5 Qualified Instructors
* AMF Gymnastics Equipment * Complete Line Dance Supplies
* Member of: SADM, CNADM, DEA, USGF & ASCAP

The Calloway County and Murray City Boards of Education
today announce their policy for
free and reduced price meals for
children unable to pay the full
price for meals served in schools
under the National School Lunch
and Breakfast programs. Local
school officials have adopted the
following family-size and income
criteria for determining
eligibility:
(See box below)

BACKTO•SCHOOL
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BACK-TO-SCHOOL SECTION

For each additional family
member, add 2,652 per year tot
eh income level for free meals
and 3,774 to the income level for
reducedprice meals.
Red. Price Lunch Cost:
Elementary 40 cents; Middle/Jr.
High 40 cents; High School 40
cents: Red. Price Breakfast Cost:
Elementary 25 cents; Middle/Jr.
High 30 cents; High School 30
cents.
Application forms are being
sent to all homes with a letter to
parents or guardians. To apply for
free or reduced price meals,
households should fill out the
application and return it to the
shcool.
Children from families whose
income is at or below the levels
shown are eligible for free or
reduced price meals. Foster children may also be eligible for these

0,0
2
0
!!‘family,
N71 Fall Merchandise

FAMILY SIZE

meals. Families with foster children should contact the shcool for
information regardng benefits.
Additional forms are available at
the principal's office in each
school. The information provided
on the application will be used for
the purpsoe of determining eligibility and may be verified at any
time with each school district
required to verify a sample annually. Applications may be submitted at any time during the year.
For school • officials to determine eligibility, households
receiving food stamps or AFDC
must list the child's name, theil
food stamp or AFDC case number
and the signature and name of an
adult household member. Households not receiving food stamps
or AFCD must list: child's name,
names of all household members,
social security number of all adult
household members or a statement that the household member
does not possess one, total household income and the amount and
source of the income received by
each household member, and the
signature of an adult household
member certifying that the information provided is correct. The
information provided by the
household is confidential and will
be used only for the purpose of
determining eligibility and verifying data.
Households that list a food
COLUMN I
FREE MEALS
If Family Income is Within

the

tree

'

(

Receive

off

With This Ad
Offer Expires August 19th
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
Olympic

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Plaza • Murray • 753-9228

SCHOOL JACKETS
CHEERLEADERS UNIFORMS
BAND UNIFORMS

ALTERNATIONS

(Don't forget to have them done early for school.)

ONE HOUR
CLEANERS

We Do Them AIL
We Do Them In Style!
Central
Shopping
Center
753-9525
Mon.-Frl. 7 a.m.4 p.m. Sat. 7 a.m.-2 p.m.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

7,774
10,426
13,078
15,730
18,382
21,034
23,686
26,338

stamp or AFDC case numer must
report when the household no
longer receives the benefits.
Other households approved for
benefits are required to report
increases in household income of
over $50 per month or $600 per
year and decreases in household
size. Also, if a household member
becomes unemployed, or if the
household size increases, the
household should contact the
school. Such changes may make
the children of the household
eligible for benefits if the household's income falls at or below
the levels shown above.
Under the provisions of the
policy, a school official will
review applications fnd determine
eligibility. If a parent is dissatisfied with the determination, he/
she may contact either orally or in
writing the following official.
Calloway County Schools —
Dr.Jack Rose, 2110 College Farm
Road, 753-3033: Murray City
Schools — Dr. Paul Jones, 9th
and Poplar Street — 753-4363.
In the operation of child nutrition programs, no child shall be
discriminated against because-of
race, color, sex, national origin,
age, or handicap. If any member
of a household believes that he
has been discrimianted against, he
should write to the Secretary of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
20250.
COLUMN II
REDUCED PRICE MEALS
If Family Income is Within
7,775
10,427
13,079
15,731
18,383
24,035
23,687
26,339

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

11,063
14,637
18,611
22,385
26,159 •
29.933
33,707
37,481

Calloway Middle plans
orientation night Aug. 14
Calloway County Middle
School students will be able to
pick up their schedules and meet
their teachers August 14. Students
will be able to pick up their schedules between 7 and 7:30 p.m.
Starting at 7:30 p.m. and finishing
at 9:30 p.m., students will go
through their seven period a day
schedule. Students and parents
will be able to meet with their
teachers and discuss the up coming school year. All parents and
sttidenta are encouraged to attend

this orientaiton.
Students that cannot attend
orientation will pick up their
schedules Friday morning August
18, in the school cafeteria. All
students will be in homeroom the
first day long enough'to take care
.of opening day business. The
remainder of the day will be on a
revised schedule. It is very important that all students report on the
first day of school to eliminate,
confusion and delays for the(
students.
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North Elementary assignments

Teacher, Wilson: Melanie N Albright. Elizabeth
Down Barren, Amends Coleman, Greg Collins, Jeffery
Crass Carey Marie Deagtorty, Dana Carol Dick. Carol
Elizabeth E••••ill, April Jo F11•11IN. Brooke Gee, Adana
Hark, Mandy Rochelle Hicka, Tommy Rey Hutchens
David Jolosion, Amanda Knight, Alarm At.. lays
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PAY LESS AT PAY LESS
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Sale Good Thar Tuesday, August 1511,

our
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'Buy!
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Pay LOS
DRUGS
Murray

LOW DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS
OPEN
moN -SAT

E,
E
SUN I 5

OUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES!

PHAFIL1ACY
'..ON SAT
CLOSED
SL1ND•nS

Chestnut Hills
753-2547

EMPIRE
PENCILS

5 SUBJECT
NOTEBOOK '

22/s$1°'

Wooden Pencils
No. 2 Load
Pock Of 10

31$10
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...then Back-To-School in Style

401 Olive
733-1312

.

•

Head First For

Our children's safety
depends on your
driving skills so please
BE ALERT!

31 AV •

Fourth Grade: Tearther, Cunningham: JoDerek
Adams, Jennifer Ellen Anderson. Casey Bobber, LaDonzia Sbontay Boren, Robert Holland Braden, Amalie Barore,, April Cain, Asap Clark, Bras Conway, Kenneth
Lyle Coy, Arthur B. Crippe, Cory Is Cements
James Ferguson, John Oliver Hughes, Sherrie Johnson,
Daiissa Limon lo.eydt. Amard• Elane Lampert. Cmdi«
Michelle McClure. Amanda Jean McDaniel, Palma
Sue Puckett, lorry Rey, Apnl Roves, IMMO Dale Tidwell, heather Lynn Tracy, Andrew Underhill.

PAY LESS AT PAY LESS

4.•„:;:k

31 AVd .1.11

Teacher, Pardee, Marsh. Gail Mania Amanda Abort,
George Robert Alexander, SIUSZICI Clay Dick, John
Clinton GUM, Kan Leigh Han, Ad= Kent links, Pencnizio Thomas Hicks, Shawn' Michele Janes. lowish
Erin Long, Justin Ray Monia, Robin A. Nowak,
Andrea
Marie Paschall, Ricky Lee Panersoa, Michelle Kay
Pommerville, Enc• Dawn Rowe, Cacho Maxie Shbbier-kid, Kevin Wayne Suits, Bethany Rae
VanderMolea, Joshua Earl VenWinen, Bradley Clay Walker.
David Ammon Wyatt.

Cot - I
,Crfre
coi; •
Please remember to
• .ub
se
• Observe speed limits in school areas
A..%
•
• Obey traffic signs and signals
• Slow up or stop at intersections to alloys,it
children to cross streets safely.
• Obey crossing guards
..
•Be careful on car-lined streets
Children can suddenly appear from
behind parked cars
Pass children on bikes
Ifcarefully and slowly

✓

Teacher, Price: Kelly Rae Adam., Kristina Lynn
Bohannon, Michael Allen Berea% Aaron Edward Carroll. Mitchell Drew Chapman, Tashi Duncan, Brandi
i.e. Elkins, Thomas Decal Jr. Rke, Nathan Ryan Fortame, Kathryn God., Kau Lane Geer, Stephanie Lynn
Hester, Devany Mane Hcoke, Sarah Lindeey Johnston,
Jennifer Ann lamb, Robert Lester, loalvia Miles, Adam
Gregory Fter,sdale, Christopher Lee Strath. Michael
Owen Swath, Matthew Rumen Wyatt.

..x.

W.Wr

Teacher, Dailey: Juan Bogard, Laramie D.
Cf•LOOM.
knacs Lynn Chadwick, John Lloyd Clayton,
Heather
Kennett Cleaver, William Patna Cline,
Michelle
Dawn Colenun, Mica Renee Covington, Jeremy
Body
Darnell, Sabrina Lynn Emerson, Autumn LeArm
Esti,
Shaun Fuqua, Allysia Dawn Futrell, Adam
Gods, Ashley Henderson, Hemel Tyner Hodson, Amanda
Murphy. Amanda Lei Pillow, Obrandr L. Rano,
Bradley W.
Rowland, Marshall Ray Tucker.

Anpc Murphy, Christopher Joleph Namoy, Tricia Nel•
son, Shand& Pratt, Whitney RacheUe Price, Emily Treeme Reardon, Stacy Michelle Schroeder. Charles
Timothy Stark, Domino Merle Takers.
Teacher, Hicks: Paul David Bell, Tam Semen, Crystal Sentay Brasher, Tanya M. Bucy, All,.... Duke,
Candice Lyn Pain. D. Shea Firremer, Rebecca Amu Hargrove, Derry Lino Hughes, Sammy Ingram, Clifton
Davis Jones, Jason Kelley, Amy Mahan, Kaci Dee
Mani.. Voices Kaye Mason, James Reels Massy, Kin
leen Pearce, Adam Pitman, Emily Lynn Pyle. Gary E.
Shields, Enn E. Smothennen. Tyson Siory, Jennifer
Ann Thorn, Laurie K. Wine, Joe D. York.
Fifth Grade - Teacher,
Missy kinky, Karl.
Blakely. Mani Dale Broach, Craig Beer, David S
Cavin, Michael Crass, Shawn Darnell, Michelle Green,
Stephen Eugene Hester, Christy Floater& April Hutchison, Mark J0•01100, Melima Johnsen, Richard Kendall,
Robert Las, Stevie Meow Nikki Lynne McMillen,
Timothy Palmer, Lawrie lo Parker, Trent Rinstaff, Brittany Shelton, Davin Takers, Gene Taylor, Brenda
Washer, Billy Woods.
Teacher, Humphries: Amanda Adorn,, Cary Alan,
Tom Bennett, Bradley Adam Bogard, Bradley Burkeers,
Alberni Blythe Duke, Crystal Gilbert, Susan Green,
Adam Haley, Eris ina Hargrove, Heather Henderson,
Brad Johnson, Ashley R. Langham, Angels leach, Jawtin Mate, William Erik Nadeau, Derek Edam Nency,
Justin Pashell, Robert Pierce, Rase Rowland, Kelly
Taben, Ricky Tabers, Vbsd Thom, April Webb, Share
Wakeman, Amy Wyatt, kraals Wyatt.
Teacher, Lovett: Katrins Bailey, Jerry Birdsong, kends M. Brame, Josh Bury, Kerrey L. Burksn, Beth
Carraway, Brooke Darnell, Siam Loss Duncan,
?ached Cellars. kends Las Gib.on. Addea Helm,
Nichols Helton, Derek Scott Hopkins Spring Keen&
Johnson, Timothy Ryan lokaistar, Jemifor Lasater.
Michael Manning, Chrir McNeely, Chris Prescott, Lon
Ellen Robimion, Jason Sporn, Juan Stallone, Jana
Thom, Mathew Walther, Terry Warner, Trent Allen
Vase, Mectelle Woodall.
Teacher, Brown: Dallas G. Adams. Josh Adams, De•
Banks, Amanda Dawn Barrow, Amy Boggess David
Bader, Lori Canon. Jeremy Chapman, Monica Casey,
Wore Elkins, Brad Forrester, Angela Dawn Fortener,
Debra Green, he Grogan, lawn Henson, Vicki Hicks,
Lisa Halt Holly Leslie, Michelle Manning, Beth Jean
Mavis, ls Dual' Rayburn, Catherine Riley, Rapti
Riley, Lcui Arm Stalls, Dmid Taber, Thome, Wilcox.

3 FASTENERS

5/$100

flAilfRS
SCHOOL
4. GLUE
meMrseer:Ad

GLUE

544007
'
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CRAYOLA CRAYONS

ELMER'S GLUE
Your Choice
•School Glue
•Glue-All
4 oz. Bottle

AVd 1V SS31 ANici

CRAYONS
PUIIT IN
SHARP/MIR

SS31 AVd IV SS31 AVd

Different Meant C.41
Sox of 64
With Buitt-In Sharpener

8196

WaSidiNME

Finn Grade, Teacher, Camay: Liss Michelle Arnold,
Tern Rumen. Amber Shea Cain, Wesley Osumi Clark,
Dustin Wayne Dille, Kenneth Wayne Duncan, Chrism
pher Paul Felts. Matthew DCISI Gibson, Chad Alan
Deer, Kyle Bradley Gilson, Jason Carl Ikriderson,
Ronda Lynn Hindle, Suarla Grace )041,19011. Sabrina
Johnson, Ryan Keith Rogers, Rebecca Jane Swim, Matt
Richard Tern, Andra Dawn Todd, Gregory Eugene
Villanuesa. Brandyn N. WI11100, Shannon Allah.
Yoking.
Teacher, Goetz, Rendre Lynn Burkeen John Phillip
Can. Christopher Neal Mem. Michael Paul Eldnds.
Billy Doc Elliott, Allen Ray Erwin, Jaime Deem Fore.,•
ier, Clifton Boyd Garner, Darnel Garner, Stepharie Beth
Henderson. Ashky Revue Holsapple. Rebecca Anne
Kestern, Leslie Allmon Looms, Paul Areas Manning,
Amanda Mona McCussion, lames Dustin Mariana,
Matthew Work Robertson. Tsr• Elizabeth Royal, Chelma lase Stephenson, Michael Norman Willisnos.
Teacher. Buena: Jeremy Lance Soils, Jamie Marie
Childress, Wesley limes Conroy, Joseph Glen Fergusoft. Mark Craig Free, Joyce Lywei Gordon, Juan Ryan
Haley, Ashley Brooke Hulse, Rites Dean Johnson,
Anne Mane Lang, 3•1011 Thomas Lee, Mallen R.
Mason, Derek Aston McCalam, Anthony Ray Mills,
Diubeth Diane Roseman, Maggie Miller Sasso, Lora
Elizaheds Sexton, Kacey Start, lames Chase Wallace.
Austin Kyle Webb,.
Teacher, Gore, Richard Lee Bin-keen, Gary Brent
Cooper. Kelly Louise Duncan. Terry Clayton Edvrards.
Rodney David Emerson, Serena Dee Hams, Jared
Whaytie Hasson, Sarah Tense Johnian, Gary Joe
laments, MOO Ceram Maas, Leslie Arm Mayfield,
Joe* Keel McDaniel, Terse Joy Molex, Chue Scott
Redden, Billy Keith Reed April Rooker, Gatlin Emanuel Rowland, lomy Clint Sloan, Aeraine Leigh Southard, Russel James Sriestroan, Tyla Joy leers.
Teacher. Kelso, Chrioopher L•Tan• Alexander.
Michsvi Lee Bennett, Crystal Lynn Burnham, Ehelos
Who. Chester, Candle Rae Darden, Holly Grace,
Thomas Ls Gray, Jessica FLEW,. MaLer11011, Randall
Allen Resole, Erika L. Rem, Ryan Shea Smith,
Sanchez Memel Stufflefield, Qvistopber Devid Thorne,
Michell Ray Tacker.
Second Grade: Teacher, Vance: Daniel Adams,
Chrisopher Gleam Cobb, Corey Lae Comer hem Lee
Cram, Menbew Ryan Darnell, Erick Sloan Duncan, Betty Ann Eldridge, Matthew T. Gellovray, Christopher
Matthew Orland, Erin Rachel. Gordon. Jessica Houston, Dimid Alan Hutchison, Derek Roger Uralic, Tiffany
Nicole McDougal, Tyson D. Oltryisi, Simone Laura
Paterson, Luke Ezekiel Pucken, Stephen Bruce Reed,
Amy C. Ross, Conine Rao& Shelton. Joshua .1. Smith,
Mass Ryes Thompson, Kyle Bryant Tracy. Jacob Gene
VanWoen, Justin Hunter Wallace, Samantha Ann in,,doll. Sewn* E. Wray.
Teacher. Crick: Brim Tyler Whitt Adams, Andrei.
Thomas Broach, lodes M. Burchett, Emily Grace
Clews, hein Gym. Sammie Jo Cratclier. Matthew
Brent Gearheart, lama Neale Hargrove, Nedra Nicole
Hubs, Roth Ann Hutchens, Cary Lee Am. lemmings
Clayton Dsznel Kesterson, Misti Nisi. Lawrence, le111pia Jo Lays, ?Ached Alm Jr. Ray, Christopher Ryan
Ringstaff, Kenneth Roach, Micheal Robert Ramen,
Kama Bradley, Matthew Tessa Steen, Susan km
ilanrmen, Casey R. Tarns, Benjamin& Underhill, John
Anthony Vance, itheldia Ward, Derrick Ls Wilkerson.

Teaches, Ferguson: Casey Tenale Adkins, William
Brent Men, Christopher Stands:LI Bailey, Danielle Ruth
Banco. lease T. Basra, William Fronk Bell, Michael
Keith Brunel, Dustin Leine Butler, Jamie Carson, Jennifer Lynn Edmoracm, Koh J. Griffin, Carl Quincy
Grizzard, Leigh Ann Hall. Jessica Renee Hargrove,
Amanda Carol lams, Matthew A Keel. Daniel I
Moistly, Jonathan Nicholas McClure, Tanya Jo
McKendne, Rename Cam. Newton. Ryan Paul
Nonworthy, Same Mane Pierson, Mitchell Taft Reeds, Shawn Trona Tacker, Nicholas Eugene Voiles
Brendle Jo Vanier, Michael Andre Zipse
Third Grade: Teacher, Bohannon: Clot, me. Evonne
Adams, Timothy Janos Adama, Sheila R Brame,
Rebecca Ashley Carson, Derek Lye Crouch. Sarah Elizabeth Davis, Miranda Jo Dunn. Mindy Edwards, Joshua I. Fulcher, Nathan Wallace Gibson, Kevin Len Harper. Tar• Nicole Harrison, Juan Lee till, Shawls
DeAnn Laisens, Christopher Lee Mohler, Matthew
lee Mohler. Heather Dawn Saxon, Larry Brian Stubblefield. Jason O'Neal Sullivan, James Clinton Todd, Recsari B Turner, Chrompher Lee Wilder.

•AY LESS A.

North Elementary School's Class
Assignment.

5531 AVd IV SS31 AVd
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SchtsktimeSag

East Elementary class
assignments announced
A!! The
Latest Fashions
At Good Prces

East Elementary School's Class
Assignments:

Shop and compare
Our pr,ces
wIth local ref.:Vers.

el

A Few Brands
We Carry —
Chic® Jordache®
Levi® Brittanice
Bugle Boy® Lee®

753-2541
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

Fall Fashions
Arriving Weekly

cohions

(across from Football Stadium)

Pint Grade: Teacher, Cooper Neils Andaman,
Tema Renee Brendan, Stephen Burinsen, Mickey Casey,
Deans Cashron, Brandi Lynn Dedmon, Williami D.
Enron, Amenda Nicok Farley, Micah Lae Fleetwood,
Bobby Renal, Justifier Hawking, Brad B Henelncks,
Linda Kay Magus, J2101 T. Kirke, Beethan Martin,
James R. McKnight, Jim Bob McKnight, Chsdarick Ian
McLane, George Brent Nee, hoses Justin Roberts,
Heather Renee Roger., Thomism I Sanders, Justin Kant
Sharp. Derek Lynn Stalls, Jennifer A. Todd, Eery
Tyre., Blear Filen Wagone,.
Teacher, Lett Shedd Ac-eme, Brenda Faye Ahart,
Heather Lyre Blalock, Jaws Brown. Derek Burke%
Benneran D. Casey, Sharma Brytam Darnell, Duane
Dyes, NI...bonds Jo Eldridge, Boy.. Gagmen, Brady
Tyler Harris, Everett
Hart, Header Dawn Lanham,
Vanessa Gayle LAM., Kenn Allen Malmo, Ashley
Rubes Morris, Jonah.. Mancrief, Carle R. Perez,
Angela Kelly Rowlett, kohl. Rea Ryan, Misty Rebecca
Sitting, WM aim Stewart, Brett Allen Story, Cheeky
D. Thomas, HANIU.11 Avery Underhill.
Teacher, Grogan: Nichols Bevis, Java. M. Boggs.,
Jeremy Jam Conway, Nude D. Cooper, Aaron
Mathew
Kan Downie, Daniel Garner, Rachel
Gross, kakis Jams Harris, Metthew Carl Holt, Kassa
Marie Kelso, Matthew all3t00 Lest, Cony Lawn,
Annie Lee McCuistn, Vernon Dale Macre, Shams
Moreno. Jennifer Rose Oliver, Brian Overbey, Crystal
Arm Page, Wendi Leann Priv-hen, Heather Lynn
Rogers, Jostma Scott Sanders, Joules W. Schemer.
Derek Ryan Shaffer, Joshua Smith, Bobby Stewart,
George Ray Tule.
Second Grads Teacher, Smith, Emily Barnett, Sherna Beard, John Cherry, Mark Robert Crass, kerne Cunningham, Barbara M. Dolchan, Jamie Dowdy, Adam
Dale DWICUI, Michael Edwards, Tallish' Forrest, Jeremy

Oils

•

Drive carefully when
school's open!

W

ith Any 13.50
Merle NOrmin Cosnietic
Purduse.
Our Gallery Gift gives
you Rosewine Semi Tran'sparint Lipstick, Soft
Lavender and Spirited
Plum Eyeshadows, Luxiva
Liquid Creme Foundation
in Soft Beige and moisture
rich Luxiva Eye Creme. We
have one gift per customer
While our supplies last

Free
Makeover
IL
In one simple lesson
your Beauty Advisor will
show you how easy it is
to make a few beautiful
chvges. Start today with
our Metropolitan Arts
Collection of Fall color
classics.

noRmAns

MERL
E
COSMETIC

STUDIOS

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-6926

BACK -1

BACK
UDENTS!
j:E

Russ Scott Lowe, Anton C. Malmkar, Scott
Abs Mayfield. Magpie Mclean, James T Outland, Kyle
Jay Roberson, big. ClIns Trimble, Dusty Tyres, Meltese Wilitim, Aged Mrclelle Wolford, Matthew Heath
Teacher, Redick: Ashley An.. Adams, luerny
nerd, Kabala Made Canessighem, Avalsraey Durham.
Alicia E. Ganser, John Gtarall. Nicki Janes, Tiffany A.
Lessner, Canty Andrew Lewis, Bobby Low Katrina
Nick. Mills,. All.. Shure Moms. WM Thomas
Monis, Adam Nance. Adam Paso, Joie. Pearson, Jennifer Pig& Crystal Rowland. ley Sanders, Lane Suerart, Benemirr Stockwell, Jonah= L. Wood.
Teacher, Nance, Janne Alderthce, Gine Brodans,
Dustin Beard, Mary Beard. As,.. Browner, Nests=
Cothran, Jenrufer Foa. Sauey 1-aDonn Hale, Edward
Hill, Tony Hooka, Jeff Kilts, Boons Long, Juan
Malone, Mode Martin, Lamy Rob Pittman, Stephen.
Rogers, Hoary Rom, Tanana Mars Rottennant, Mathee
is..03 Stone, Jamie Paul Tipton, Mich
William.
Thnd Grade: Teacher, Will Heath Acne, Jess Bosses.. Russel Ogees Amends Edincesok Misty Fm,
lone Harris, Jame Hill, Jean= Joshing, Whitney
Joseph, Ryan Kelly, Janathse King, Ashley Kirks, Wilburn Lee, Brash Nall, 131ijell Orr, Jason Frac...hen, Tifferry Rene, Brand. Shekkell, Amy Tipton, Thome. A.
Waddusgton Bryan William, Jacumaluss
Teacher, Hendnck Susan Blalock, Mnbelle Cason,
Derrick Dodd, Cory Deaden, Boyden Edwards, Stacey
Edweeds, Brooke Houton, Brad loner, Jodie L Lerldirr,
Michelle McClure, Rebekah Chbons, Dale Powell, ler
aka Prescort, Amanda Rudolph, Misty Soden, May
Beth Scan, Shama &rind, Hillery Sneed, Donal Underwood, belie Wools,
Teacher, Pool: Barbara Abort, Ashley A113111111dD,
Latina Beard, Tony Calboon, Kill.. B. Downs, Liberty
LT D'UOCS12, Dernck Edwards, Ashley Elkin., liAsper
Fleetwood, Lori Flood, Adam Herndon, Nathan Holt,
/ashen Maths, Jason McCuietan, Sam, Milby, Selena Moreno, Cries Oadmid, Perm Paterson, Amanda
R. Peal, Anthony Perry, Michelle Phillops, Shane
Smith, Geese Young.
Fourth Grade: Teacher, Overbey: Miranda Allbraten,
Ben Binford, Frank Britten, Donne Cashion, Berry
Cooper, Teas Cothran, Philhp Doughty, Jacob Falwell,
Brad Galloway, Jens D. Higgins, Nikki Houston, Jennifer Hughes, Bury limns, Shannon Jervis, Steven Laa,
Kody Myers, Jamie Sanders, Jackie Scott, Apryl Sating, Robert T•ylor, Kari Tamer.
Tmcher, Petersen: Joie Adams, Randy Altierdice,
Dennis Britten, Keith But, Cole Bybee. Dusty
Cothnn, %chic Menne, Shawn Fox, MS Gera, Joshua
Herndon, Laura Jenkins, Derek Keel, Crystal Lama.
Tors Lewis, Billy McCuiston, Ben Mjas, Tracy
O'Connor, Beth Perry, Brandon Sharp, Constance
Smith, Janette Underhill, Carina Who.
Teacher, Scott: Kim Billington, lean. J. Dilemmas,
Melissa Sista., Shelley Bray, Shuns Burnes, Awls
Susan !Islet, Chanler Caser, Whitney Colman, Lisa
Crowder, Derick Fanythy, Benjamin Gegen, Seth Grogan, Chris E. Hendricks, Heather Hill, Roger Houk,
Jeremiah Jos., Jonathan Lee, ken Orr, Staten Studs,
Dewayne Smith, lams Stephen., David Statesman,
Jason Todd, Mitchell Tucker.
hlth Grade: Usher, Hooka Elisabeth Blackford,
Richard Brown, Iris Burka, Erica Coney, Michele
Crouse, Tiffany Davi., Many Dedmon, Jodie. Elliott,
Flaky Gamble, Anthony Hargrove, AMOS Inns, Matt
Kirks, Heather Lewis, Josh Mann, Josh McKee],
Nacelle Miller, F.rice Moore, Toone Morgs, David
O'Neal, Samantha Puckett, Tommy Rainey, Brandy
Rotten., Jennifer Shaffer, Johnny Shekel!, Amanda Loo
Williams, Larry Walters
Teacher, Staff: Lisa Bobber, Tracy Blalock, Carey
Bowling. Vincent Clinard, Tracey Dunn, Randall
Ednunson, Roars Elliott, Brandy Ranee Fowler, Carla
Futrell, Aekiky (Woolf. April Cl...., Kim Hutchens. Steven Inured, Jay Kelm. Richard Kirby, David Kiseeck.
Marty Koco. Chnstins Lowe, Tory O'Neal, Mettle+
Roberta Jam L. Staff, Scotty Schwas, Andrea Stephens, Miley Stubblefield, TJ. linderheall. krorny
You
Teacher, Cothran- Nathan Brendan. °and Bugden,
April Butz, Tracy Crowder, Patty Dunces Jon Ensnares, Lori Farley, Jusen Herbert, Jena Herndon, Brian
Hicks. kale. Lamps, Angie Long. heathen Marcum,
Molly Mahon, MiCh•Oi Mine, Kyle Mullins. Justin
Page And.. Ped, Kesth Bose, Angels Sneed, Billy
Speed, Rey Stone. Chnery Stebblefield, Hope Thorn,
Demotic Williams, 7ebedrah Lee Wilson
Thin Grads Tescher. Reeling leisrler Dunn. Steven Lyons, Slyvemer Milhken, Angels Parma, Snapper
•
BrIly Rey Travis
Thimenth Grade. Teeth.. Rise Jeremy Allbritten.
knitter D. Dodson', Jacob Rusell, Devid Earth Cnt•
ends. Jim Lewis Donahoe, Angel Nicole Duncan,
Seth Donal Goes, Jesics Lyres Hart, Jess Onon Killfor•I•nig, Kyle Ashes. Lewis, Miranda Malmkar. Julia
D McCarty, Maisel Wade McCoy, Michel Powell.
Chrismpher Petrick Roams Timothy lee Taylor, Myrrh
'Lome Townsend, Gregory Alton Wilson, Misty
Laden. Wilson, Donne Lyn Mulcahy, Al. Jo Mason,
Jason Thomas Oak hem, Megan I sigh Raspberry,
Timothy David Roberts. Dania Chase Sera. Wesley
Alen Wells. Ten Lama Yarbrough, Witten Young.
rather, Grady- Brett /alma Black, Ashley Deis
Byerry, Dank W Craps Kiley Wayne Cunningham,
Airrenda lee Eldridge, Justin I/0 Foe, Geransl Lynn
llerper, L'rystal I sin Kraft, Stephen Dunn Ladd,
Joshua Lae Math., Matthew Grant McCarmon. Menace
I yen McGehee, lemma See Ottsray, BrIly .1 Powell,
Keith Admen Ramey. Timothy C Sneak Joni TO1111110
Todd, Cry's! Dawn 1;reterwenl. Nicholas Ales Wood.
James lay K. Baggers Dunn Cesar. Amends Kay
Chad wick. Minh JDSchen. lames I sigh
Manhow Thomas (Sorman, Javan Kyle Hoke, Sem
•••,- ire, Her+.!1 n Jose ph Ilittl'ey
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Southwest recognizes volunteers
School volunteers have been
actively involved at Southwest
Calloway elementary school for
over a decade. According to Joan
Weber, volunteer coordinator,
"Volunteers enhance the instructional program at Southwest by
assisting in the Writing to Read
Lab, tutoring students, preparing
learning materials at home, operatng a duplicating service for
teachers, creating buletin boards,
and working in both individual
classrooms and the school

tr▪ a

Students can pick up schedules
at Calloway High this week

IOC

MI5

Mfg

Os

All Students who will be
attending Calloway County High
School for the 1989-90 school
year are to pick up their class
schedules and pay fees according
to the following schedule:
SENIORS: Monday, August
7th — A through Mc; Tuesday,
August 8th — M through Z.
JUNIORS: Wednesday, August
9th — A through Mc; Thursday,
August 10 — M through Z.
SOPHOMORES: Friday,
August 11th — A through Mc;
Monday, August 14th — M
through Z.
FRESHMEN: Tuesday, August
15th — A through Mc; Wednesday, August 16th — M through Z.
The Office will be open from 8
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Ashley McKendree, Jason Nesbitt, Cagey Oliver.
Shawus Scaa, Jeremy Sanas, Johanna Stockade
, Jennifer
Todd, Jonah= Tamer and Kimberly West. Underwoo
d:
Pint grade: Barkeep: Aohisy Cook, Christina DavidJennifer Alton, Robert Anderson, Karin Bigichein,
Ashwe, Katie Davis, Duerr, Pergerson. Alison Pouch, Eribuy CM, Heather Davis, Rikki ahem Alm
Ferremr,
ca Hill, Jestin Hatband, Kyle Kirks. Jerson Litchfield,
Eric Hicks, Tann Fficks, Christopher Jess.
Shine
Amy Lamy, Nathan McPhail. Namlie Mitchell, Stacey
Jones, Jeremy Kirksey, Lecay McCann, Whitney
Mor
Co., Marian Rogers, Joressioe Scott, Whinsi Suds, Jimno. limy O'Donnell, Ashley Roes, Andy Sheridan,
lesmy Stubblefield and Anns Wedging. Pat °wry: Jacob
Mho Skagp, lamp Smith, Josh Smith, Amy
West,
TitAbott, Keith Coles, Sarah Puller, Rachel Haigh, Eno
terer! Whir, Tam Nilsen, Heather 'Pines
and
Kristin
Hensley, David Hounded. Zack Lovett, ?fatties
Yoke.
Mohondro, Ashley Noffsingsr, Warm Ovorbey. JennifFourth grade - C_othion/Cleamic Jman Autos,
Scott
er P1111401• Mebane Richaricia, Tiffany Shisseell, Tare
Andersoo, Molise Banker. Kristin Bannon, Wander
Is,Todd, Jena Thomas, Brad Thurmond. Tens Vance end
ha..., MILL Barb, Craig Coles, Andy
Cooper, Russ
All.. Wonky. Jones: Misty Bqprd. Jessica Bybee,
Ferguson, Robin °ibises Kim Goad, Matthew
CondKande Grind, Michele Goodnual, Patrick Greer,
emn, Joshua lames, Tense Imes, Nab Lilly, Matthew
Adrienne Huffing, Isaacs Hutchens Chris loyal, Oita
Loran, Isaac Miming. Cherie Moore, ACIIICI
Michael.
Keer, Gary Mathis, Jamie Mills.. Tian Maria Raman
Las Am Myer, Amanda Onlivray. Magmas
Rogers,
Morton, Rebecca Pennington. J.R. Peas, Joel Smith,
Emily Thames, Tema nommen. Michelle Todd,
Dewy
Christopher Todd, Crystal Thaenpoon and Amnia
Wades and Junta Wright. Robinson: Rion
Adams,
Robert Arnett, Jamaica Beach, Dime Black., Leslie
BranSoscald grade - Cooper Alisha Rousse. Mindy
dos, Janie Comm,Krisis Dares, lam Eaves.
Kenny
Brimilon, Jason Barka. bliss,' Calm. Warts Caroled, Enetberaw, Asia
Flood. Immo -Cord Gibson. AshRonda Purim, Shogun Goodwin. Rachel Hoffams, Gina
bey Goagh„ Rumen Hargrove, Albion Haagh,
Robbie
Lim. Tammy Lam; Christina' McPhail, Ankles Mir
Jones, Cats IClea, Relli Morris, Jeff His, Amanda
Penrec. Jame /homy, Bethany Oltanglm. Amy Pnialisll, sisam, David
Prilogr., Jame Pillars Oinsty Rogers,
Alecis Robarima, Ada Seen, Wesley Sandlint, i.
Thomas Siesta Owls Mons Kelley Traits. Jobe
Eric
shish Morass, Kristin Sam. Clem Ti=iinist. Christy
YO111111k1 s.d Rack Tomas
Waller Ellie Arent. Mimi
Walden. Wadley Wisekrot and h6ti Yeseriki. Haseell:
Brendan, Lioiny Chamberlain, Mitch Cram
Tummy
Ashley Ammon& Bak Sompsa, Jodie Coatis,
Culpepper. Samay liebsuique. Came filking,
ISMS
Elkins Ryan Gm.[rime Heapril,Tees Hurst, Mir Olsen, hem Mien.
Mahan
lams,
sy
Zama MOM. Ailey lows. Juseica
Mem Kim Kam Lem Rims Nines,Is
Miss,
McLendon, Micah tuci Billy Mend, Commis PaAdam NUM. Amen Notlisimpar. Orest
On, Eric"
m, hichial Pater, Miriam Ream. lemi Sank Tann
Stehle:, Shea Staincipler, Chirtes Taylor, 3m
Tid
Thamposa, Is,.. Ilnea, Asses& Uniermod, Oahe
Mk Shama Theisen'', Mane William,
Imam Mil
Wand. lessay Weber. Den Mikes sad Rein Wrialic
ma mad Ammo&
Pens Sam Anisesek Adthay
lama limely,
Pita sad. - Fm.Cheery: MM. Adam. hum
lam Demill, Alicia Rem, hens Panam. Timm
Iless, /mist Oselsesa, Janie Cask, Lim Deem,
Mot
Om" Salmak, Lie Am lama *any Keel, Pram Whey
Hale, Omni HverMes, lea knee.
Wenn lanai, imam Mem* Oars McDeneld,, Maim IDOL
Dens Rey,Ream Rebese,lash lailitee,
hawks tus.i. OMB Mlase, Oim Myatt, Simmer know hisasla„
Maw Cntedm Seam Or. trek
Rhone, palla Res, lebei Taster. Amy Trouts, lassiell,
Rads
Way k.
Cl,Steck Maim
TURN" Vitsaderalk NAM MUM, mil,leamia Deltas
mid[My
uSsbd. Pltimut Pena
Mil Kyle %ma.
Miriam, hogs Ilmoilam. hay Can.
Immo Dahlia
Thad rim - hien= bosh' Ilesem, &mono
MIAMI Diness. Easkike QM,HMIs
damn Patrick
Ilielaked. Lament Cordeml, Suck WWII. Dinar PigiMussy. Seam Hooked. Mesa, Mom
Renal Len. k
tell, Mel HO,Hails Heim Claim Imes, Oen /am.
IMAM Lemma, Asklay Morris, leeh
Menne. Ray",
Minim Ley,3mB.Leads, leremish Llidells14„ MANema,end Shilies,labia Ismilhem
an. Rola niers.
es halm, Reami kisisell, limmis Plums,lame IRedle,
flasplimie Wald, Rimy Wilheiss,
bred Vii... and
Melted Rheims, Anne* Stalk lunie liteskeiell,
Um" 11/yen-Tanier lame Animates
& Holly RiseTaylor, Mame TheismMs,k Tidwell sod limey
den Sanas Cam,Acme Clumbers,
Dims Creech.
Warlmassi. Skomaker Filisabeth Allsa, NW, Amino
MO Celtic, Dam Dabs,Sisy
Rldhselt,
Ise Perim
ten, Massie Black, Sprees/ Chemben, Reseed Om,
Michael Hicks, Mask Heschnis, lens kalsa,
Rs
as Ton Dunk Known Permir, Mem Poach, Krises
Memien, Joys Merin, tuitbo Mmes, Dame
McDoioll
•
TICTIt Garland. Cnertnev flandey, ,Alicia
Kyle Mundock. taw Peeler Brock
Rsy. leis. co:
Amite, bones, Neil Key Mason hilly, arran Mairer,,
Seen Sinneciphor, Msee Vance
and Hymn Wriskr-

Thurs.-Sat.
Aug. 10-12
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off
Storezvide
We have
everything
to accent that
perfect little
outfit

Drusittals
Inside The Family Tree

Olympic Plaza

The student roll at Southwest
Elementary School includes:

011

ly

-

Southwest class assignments

rd.
Ile
a,
an
IL

Is

library." Weber further explains of ways. They may
serve
that the program originated in classroom resource speake as a
r, assist
1978 through a grant from the with field trips,
parties, school
state department of education and sponsored sports
and clubs to
has since been funded through the .name only a few.
school PTA. Approximately 30 to
Ray Dunn, pricipal at South40 volunteers participate each west, states, "Whe
n
year, each logging one to four lend a hand, benefit volunteers
s are felt far
hours each week. Other parents and wide. Student
performance
who are not free to volunteer on a improves, teache
r work loads are
regular schedule contribute volun- eased, and community
support for
teer services on a short term basis public schools increa
ses." Similar
throughout the year by assisting observations have
been made by
with school activities in a variety administrators
across the nation
as volunteers have been increasingly recognized as vital components to the success of our
schools.
Currently over four million
people
contribute their time in our
a.m. until 12 noon and from 1
nation
s'
schools. They represent
p.m. until 3 p.m. on those days.
All students are encouraged to the best that our society has to
observe the appointed times for offer by committing their free
schedule pick up. SchOol fees time and energies to bettering our
schools and providing role modshould be paid at this time.
els
for our youth. Weber encourFreshman orientation will be
ages
anyone locally who is interheld Thursday, August 17th at
6:30 p.m. All Freshmen and their ested in becoming a school volunparents are encouraged to attend teer to contact their individual
this orientation. Parents and stu- school for further details. Inquirdents should report to Jeffrey ies about the Southwest volunteer
Gymnasium for this orientation program may be made by calling
the school office at 753-5843.
meeting.
All new students in the area
that have not registered for the
1989-90 school year should contact Calloway County High
School at 753-5479 as soon as
possible.

A mherly Paschall
Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Kindred Paschall

Brian Overbey

Son of Mr. & Mrs. Mickey Overbey

Southside Shopping Center
753-4383

753-2165
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Murray State officials expect large enrollment
Fresh from the final summer
orientation session, admissions
officials at Murray State University
are still counting new and returning
students.
Preliminary figures show that
more than 7,800 students will
attend Murray State in the fall, an
increase from last year's figure of
7.628, according to Phil Bryan,
registrar and dean of admissions
and records.
A record number of students
came to campus during the summer

for orientation programs. "More
than 1,400 persons came through
Summer 0' this year — 10 percent
more than last year and seven percent more than our best year ever,"
said Paul Radke, director of school
relations.
This number does not reflect the
large numbers of adult and nontraditional students who registered
for fall classes in specially
designed orientation sessions.
"Full-time freshman student
enrollments — our 'bread and but-

ter' at Murray State — could be up
by as much as a combined 25 percent over the past two years,"
Radke said.
Officials attributed the encouraging numbers to several factors.
"Kentucky's college-going rate (the
percentage of high-school students
seeking a university education) has
increased substantially in recent
years," Bryan said. "Also, more
adult students arc returning to
school."
"Efforts begun in previous years

Great Savings Now On Your
Favorite Fall Fashions!
Nationally Advertised Coats
* Long & Short Wool Coats
* Leather Bomber Jackets
* Leather Jackets

have started to pay off for us,"
Radke said. "The whole university
has become involved in recruiting
students; our advertising makes the
campus more visible.

"Most importantly, student satisfaction levels are very high," he
said. "Our students leave Murray
State happy and they go home and
tell their friends about us. They are
our best recruiters."

Murray State University will
have an acting president and be
actively engaged in a search to
find a new president when fall
semester classes begin on the
campus Monday, Aug. 28.
Dr. James L. Booth, vice president for academic affairs,
assumed responsibilities as acting
president Aug. 1. He was named
to the post when the board of

regents approved a request by
president Kala M. Stroup for a
special sabbatical leave on July
17.
She was invited to serve as a
Senior Fellow of the American
Association of State Colleges and
Unviersities in Washington, D.C.,
an organization made up of about
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Look Your Best With Stylish Cuts
For Back-To-School.

Patty's Family Hair Care

Fall
Dresses

Open Fri. & Sat.
Or

Call For Appointment
Shop 492-8667 • Home 753-6416

Take An
Additional

20'
Off
Great new Fall collection of
Dresses in knits, rayons,
poly/blends & rautie/couon
fabrics. The best look in
Dresses now on sale at an
incredible 20% off!
Nationally advertised
makers in career,
dressy & casual
styles. Junior.
Misses &
Hagsizes.

(Cont'd on page 24)
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uge savings
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avorite style of coat
Choosefrom
Nationally
Advertised
Names in Leather
Jackets, Leather
Bomber Jackets &
Long & Short
Wool Coats.
We have the
best names &
prices in town!
Junior &
Mims
sites

School Again!
DRIVE EXTRA CAREFULLY
PROTECT OUR CHILDREN

7ikiniBank
"r
of Murray
I 1111 I

"THE FRIENDLY
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Pounds expects challenges
as MSU vice president
As she prepares for her first full
semester at Murray State University, Dr. Augustine Pounds — the
new vice president for student
development — expects many
challenges.
She begins her tenure at a time
of great changes: the nationwide
search for a new university president, dramatic increases in enrollment and the wholesale rearrangement of Kentucky's public school
system.
"We have started our work by
setting priorities," Dr. Pounds said.
"Only by concentrating our energies can we achieve our goals of
student involvement and student
support."
Her first move for the fall has
been physical: she will shift her
offices from Ordway Hall to the
Curris Center to become more
accessible to students.

Other plans for the year include
the following:
• Improving retention rates for
first-year students.
• Encouraging more interaction
among faculty, students and
staffers.
• Re-examining Murray State's
policies to reflect the university's
changing student population.
• Installing a debit card/
identification system, in place not
later than the 1990-91 academic
year.

CHILD CARE CENTER, INC.
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 6:15 a.m.-5:15 p.m.

753-6199
216 No. 15th St.
Murray, Ky.

The year ahead will present
many challenges, Dr. Pounds acknowledged. "I know that I can rely
on my staff — they have proved
themselves reliable and hardworking," she said. "Coordinating
our efforts for the coming year, we
can focus on the bottom line: student support and satisfaction."

Memberships

7 Days A Week!
Movies
As Low As

49,

LARGER
Selection of
NEW
ARRIVALS!

God, this is a lonely place!
If it seems that way to you, maybe
you haven't really mentioned it to Him.
Try the Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) next Sunday. It could change
your entire point of view.
We have all sort of things going on
that will offer you an opportunity to
meet some nice, friendly people, 'fly

Sunday morning services, a Sunday
school class or Youth Club.Youth Club
Is for young people of all ages. Its fun.
It's dinner. It's interesting programs.
It's companionship. You'll have a ball
at 5 or 65.
It's only as lonely as you let it be.
Come join us.

Mon.-Sat. 10-9

Sun. 1-8

The First Christian Church

Central Cantor
(Next to Krogar)

753-7670

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

753-HOME

HOME TV & APPLIANCE

•••
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Task Force prepares for worst
The Murray State University
community will be better prepared to respond to a variety of
disasIsrA and emergency situations in 1989-90, thanks to the
work of the university's Natural
Hazards Task Force.
Headed by Bennie Cooper,
instructor in the Department of
Safety Engineering and Health,
and Dr. Neil Weber, chairman of
the Department of Geosciences,

the group is three-quarters of the
way into completing an Emergency Plan and Training Manual.
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B ACK-I

MSU president.• •
(Cont'd from page 22)

375 state-affiliated institutions of
higher education.
Besides being available as a
The first Murray State repconsulta
nt to Booth during her
resentative to serve on the Goversabbatic
al,
which began Aug. 1,
nor's Task Force for Earthquake
she will assist Murray State with
Preparedness, Cooper developed
special fund-raising projects and
an emergency plan for the Murray
serve
as a liaison between the
Independent Schools in 1987.
universi
ty and federal agencies
Weber currently serves on the
and
profess
ional education
Govenror's Task Force.
associations.
Dr. Ward Brian Zimmerman,
vice president for finance and
administrative service, was also
appointed July 17 as acting
.•• •.•411se
.4
.
.
64a•:
8Ca
1 :.<1:•
executive vice president to assist
Booth during the interim period.
Your Senior Year in High
S.
6
.
8 School is a special time,
Both Booth and Zimmerman are
and a
46
. great.way to remember this occacontinuing to function in their
.
•*.A. sion is with a Senior Portrait. At
ft
a
specific vice presidential roles.
,.-1 PHOTOGRAPHY BY HAL we
0:
Booth joined the faculty at
in 4, take the time to individualize
Murray State in 1976. He served
• your portraits, to keep you ahead
a year as a department chairman
1:01 of the crowd.
and two years as an interim vice
•
.110,PNOT00111•1•14V
Call 753-9540 now
president before being named
for an appointment.
vice president in April 1984.
121 Bypass
Zimmerman was appointed a vice
1912 Coldwater Rd.
president at Murray State in
Next door to
August 1988 after 12 years as
Hceneplace Restaurant
director of the budget at the University of Kansas.
An announcement by the board
said Booth and Zimmerman
"working as a team with Dr.
Augustine Pounds, vice president
for student development, and Dr.

David Perrin, vice president for
university relations and development... have the experience and
expertise to provide the stability
and the leadership necessary for
the management of the university
until a new president takes
office."
A 10-member search and
screening committee named by
the board of regents has begun its
work to find a president to succeed Dr. Stroup when her contract
expires June 30, 1990.
Made up of representatives of
the board of regents, faculty,
staff, students, alumni and the
board of trustees of the Murray
State University Foundation, the
committee has begun soliciting
applications and nominations for
the presidency through national
and regional advertising and other
initiatives.
Kerry B. Harvey of Benton,
chairman of the committee and
the board of regents, has urged
the committee "to find creative
ways to develop the broadest possible pool of candidates."
Committee members have been
directed to submit 20 names of
finalists to the board of regents
no later than Nov. 13. Applications and nominations must be
received by the committee by
Nov. 1.
The advertisement indicates

that the successful applicant will
assume duties as the eighth president of Murray State Univeristy
on July 1, 1990.
"Murray State University seeks
an individual with a distinguished
record of accomplishment in
higher education or another professional field who has the ability
to work effectively with the faculty, staff, students, alumni and
governmental constituencies," it
reads.
"The president must be skilled
in planning and budgeting and be
committed to the educational,
economical and cultural development of the university's service
area. An earned doctorate or equivalent professional degree and
successful administrative experience at a significant decisionmaking level are desirable."
Besies Harvey, regents on the
search committee are Dr. James
Hammack, faculty regent, Willie
Kendrick of Hopkinsville and
Tommy Sanders of Murray.
Other committee members are:
Don Chamberlain and Fred Shepard, representing faculty; Donna
Herndon, representing staff; Todd
Barlow of Paducah, representing
students; Harold Doran of Murray', representing alumni; and
Marilyn Reed Buchanon of Grand
Rivers, represtnting the board of
trustees of the MSU foundation.
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Sewing
Machines
Sean Lee, Matthew Lee,
Todd Sexton and Lora
Sexton will be ready for
school in fashions from...

LAD & LASSIE
Southside Shopping Center
753-3456
-11Illikat )

Singer Ultralock
Machina Model
14U34
Sews 3-thread overlock
and flat lock stitch plus 4
thread mock safety stitch
•Built-in sewing light
•Singer-exclusive free
arm and lay-in threading
•Stitch length adjustment
controls•Narrow rolled
hem plate included
•Carrying handle

Scissor
Sharpening

Reg. price $749

$1

Seting Machine
Repair $225°
All Makes

Fashion Mate---M•avy-Duty School
Sowing Machina Model 5012
Built-in buttonholer • Five built-in
stitches including overedge and
Reg.
blind hem • Front drop-in bobbin
• Wide zigzag stitch • Bobbin
winder stop• Needle-plate
guidelines for perfect straight
seams• Self-threading take-up
lever for easy threading•Built-in
sewing light•Double insulation
for school purposes•Carrying
handle

Plus Parts

'
,

price '349

198

1

_Singer Fabrics
a

tow

Where tie bestismotexpemsNe
MURRAY SEWING CENTER
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Bel-Air Shopping Center

HOURS: 9-6, Mon.-Sat.
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New opportunities in
nursing offered at MSU
New opportunities are being
implemented in nursing studies at
Murray State University in both
the graduate and undergraduatelevel program as the 1989-90
school year gets underway.
Course-work requirements for a
master of science in nursing
degree have been reduced through
a restructuring of the curriculum,
and qualified undergraduate students are being admitted to an
innovative accelerated plan of
study to begin in mid-1990.
Dr. Nancy Nygaard, chairman
of the Department of Nursing,
said required semester hours for
the graduate degree designed to
prepare clinical specialists in
adult nursing have been reduced
from 42 to 36.
Course work for the accelerated
plan is scheduled to begin in June
1990. Through that option, students who meet certain criteria
will be able to complete all nursing courses in 15 months.
Students who wish to be admitted must have successfully corn-

[Acted all required non-nursing
courses and must have a gradepoint average of 3.0 or higher on
a 4.0 scale. Ms. Nygaard said
admission will be limited and
based on the qualifications of
applicants.
Describing the master's degree
program as "very individualized
learning," she said it was revised
to bring it more into line with
other master's degree programs at
Murray State and many graduate
programs in nursing on other
campuses.
Many of the required courses
are offered evenings and
weekends to enable students to
pursue the degree on either a fulltime or part-time basis. They may
take elective course work in nursing education or administration.
Murray State is the first university in its area to offer an accelerated plan of study in nursing,
according to Betty Powell, an
assistant professor of nursing who
was involved in developing the
plan.
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Just off the
Square at
304 Maple

Z1N

Reservations
Suggested
753-0124
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Monday
thru
Saturday
11A.M. - 9P.M
Closed Sunday

DINING EMPORIUM
MENU FEATURES
*FAJITAS 'GUMBO
'FILET MIGNON

-

'GRILLED LAMB CHOPS
•CARRIBEAN CHICKEN
'SANDWICHES
*SALADS
'GOURMET DESSERTS
Delicious selections in a relaxed, refined atmosphere, moderaltly priced and graciously served.
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School Kids ARE
Everywhere...
A
so
DRIVE with CARE
MTG Insurance
of Murray

MG

INC, .....__

Olympic Plaza
753-4000
"Without A Doubt"

—

lain htgurance
Agency
.. ,Call Us First
and Compare
753-0632
614 South 4th St.
.....-••••
,
,
,a

a

Health •

Auto • Home • Life
Farm & Barns

COMITIeNCial •

Don Henry State Farm

American General Life St
Accident insurance Co.

School-age kids are active fun loving little people that...in their
zest sometimes forget to stop, look
and listen. It's our job to look out
for them but, we need your help
,
too! Be aware of these importan
t
safe driving tips...be especially
careful near schools. Know all traffic rules and observe them. Obey
crossing instructions! Always be
prepared for the unexpected!
Remember children are always
dashing about. Watch out for those
peak traffic periods.. mornings,
noons and afternoons. When in
doubt.. stop! We, the policewomen and men of this community
urge your cooperation in complying
with these rules. Help us safeguard
your kids!

•Lite • Health • Accident
• Cancer • Medicare Supplement

Tim Herndon
House Service Agent
lit IIIIIIIIICIII

l
7:vitt

•Oftice Supplies •Furniture •Machines
Xerox Photo Copy
Machines 8 Supplies
512 Main Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071
Phone (502) 753-0123

,

.,

Larry Krouse

Stale Farm Insurance Compantes
Home °aces. Bloomington, Illinois

Your Insurance Specialist

Creek, Area Mgr

I.sum•Nt t
105 N. 12th St. Next to
McDonald's
Murray 759-9888

rLite-Disability-Annuities
JIM

laheg

OFFICE
PRODUCTS, INC

Insurance Agency
Bldg 104 N 4tt
Office /53-9935
Suite C
Home 753-1540
,

''..-

753-9379

Your Best Insurance Policy
is a Good Agent

Daily Hospital Supplement
Woodmen Bldg., 3rd & Maple
753-3932

We d like to have the opport
State Auto
unity to
Show you what we mean with
Insurance
Quality
M
r
Companies
protection and service Call us
today

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Horn. Office Omaha, Nsbraska

Purdom, Thurman & McNutt
407 Maple St. Southelde Ct.
Square, 753-4461
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Bags, bluejeans considered essential for school
Backpacksbookbags and blue
jeans — along with stereos — are
considered the most essential
items of campus life at America's
colleges, according to a nationwide personal interview survey.
Other popular clothing items
among Americans include Tshirts, black colored clothing,
leather jackets or coats (other
than bomber or motorcycle jackets) and mini-skirts.
The study, conducted for Levi
Strauss by the Roper Organization, consisted of personal interviews with more than 1 1000 students on 10 U.S. campuses.
In addition, for the first time
since the annual poll was first
conducted in 1985, some 400 students in four foreign universities
f
f
i `
biy

AW, z AMMIF,.n

,

were included in the survey. The
foreign schools were La Sorbonne, Paris, France; Cattolica University, .Milan, Italy; Keio University, Tokyo, -Japan, and the
University of Toronto in Canada.
Considered fashion ','outs" on
both the domestic (83 percent)
and foreign (84 percent) campus
scene are sixties-style looks, such
as bell bottoms, peace signs and
smiley faces. Neon colored clothing was voted "out" by 71 percent of U.S. students and 87 percent of foreign students polled.
More than half of U.S. students
(57 percent) feel that athletic
shoes (other than high tops) are
essential wardrobe accessories,
and nearly half (47 percent) also
mentioned leather belts and
,12•F
11

,
ida,
\\4h AaAVILC

pierced earrings (45 percent).
Foreign students polled preferred leather belts (35 percent),
rings (28 percent) and penny loafers (25 percent) when accessoriz-

ing their outfits.
American students said they
prefer their jeans loose (58 percent), while the foreign choice is
for a tighter fit (49 percent).
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Welcome
back
students!
1'1FL

Visit our new location---

1205-13 Chestnut
Let us help you decorate your home,
apartment or dorm with
attractive home furnishings
at equally attractive prices.
1205-B Chestnut

Hours: 9-6 II-F; 9-5 Sat; 1-5
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Watch For

People Being People.
Looking Good
& Having Fun!!!

"CORN-AUSTIN DOMINATION '89"
The Leader! The Store with More!

FUN'S THE WORD FOR FALL!!!

SECTION

For
; Ads!
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